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Abstract
Argumentative writing in Namibian schools has been a challenge over the years as Grade 11­
12 English Second Language (ESL) learners perform poorly when compared to other writing 
that is stipulated in the curriculum. In most instances learners do not satisfy the structural and 
rhetorical features of this genre. English teachers are, therefore, expected to ensure that 
argumentative writing is adequately developed in order for the learners’ writing to be up to the 
required standard. Studies carried out in Namibia by Nghikembua (2013) and Nyathi (2009) 
indicated that learners perform poorly in writing. The examiners’ reports of 2011-2014 pointed 
to lack of teachers’ guidance as one of the factors contributing to poor performance. It was for 
this reason that this study aimed to investigate teachers’ pedagogic approaches when teaching 
argumentative essay both on Higher and Ordinary Level in Oshikoto region, Namibia.
An interpretive qualitative case study was used in order to gain an in-depth understanding of 
the teachers’ pedagogic approaches and how it affects their learners’ argumentative essay 
writing. The theoretical framework was informed by the Genre theorist, Gibbons (2002), who 
focuses on the Curriculum Cycle and Hyland’s (1990) model. Two Grade 11 English teachers 
were purposefully and conveniently sampled. One of the teachers is from a government school 
while the other from a private school. Data were collected from interviews, videoed writing 
lessons (3 per teacher), and learners’ written essays.
Data analysis revealed that both teachers have a sound understanding about argumentative 
writing, but their classroom practices did not sufficiently assist the learners to grasp the 
argumentative writing conventions. Their classroom practices were not adaptive enough when 
giving feedback to the learners, and they did not adhere to the four steps of Gibbons’ (2002) 
Curriculum Cycle. Also, the process to writing (brainstorming, drafting, and revising) was also 
not incorporated into their teaching. These meant that the Namibian curriculum specifications 
are not met which deprives the learners of the needed practice scaffolding and explicit teaching 
into competent independent writers. A recommendation of this study is that there is a need for 
the teachers to be exposed to a mixed process/genre approach as advocated by the Namibian 
curriculum.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In this chapter I introduce this case study whose main goal is to investigate the pedagogic 
practices used by two teachers to teach argumentative writing. The first section starts briefly 
with the context of the study in which the statement of the problem is indicated and further 
outlines the significance of the study. Furthermore, the importance of teaching argumentative 
writing is put forth. The research questions guiding this study are also presented.
1.1.1 Context of the Study
In Namibia the medium of instruction from Grade 1-3 is the home language, while English is 
used as a medium of instruction as from Grade 4-12, (Namibia. Ministry of Basic Education 
Sports and Culture [MBESC], 2003). Despite the number of years learners had been in contact 
with English during their schooling, the failure rate in Grade 12 is still a serious problem, 
(Nghikembua 2013). However, some students do manage to obtain a C-symbol on the National 
Senior Secondary Certificate (NSSC) (Du Plessis 2012, p. 13). In northern Namibia where this 
study was carried out, English results in Grade 12 have been poor over the years as the majority 
of the learners are from rural areas where most of them are only exposed to everyday 
interactions in English at secondary school and use very little English outside the school. 
Nyathi (2001, p.3) indicates that English is a second, and sometimes even a third language, to 
almost all the learners in the north-central region of Namibia, since the mother tongue is 
Oshiwambo, which has 7 dialects and learners have to learn the standard Oshiwambo at school. 
Given the facts as provided by Nyati, learners in northern Namibia are therefore less exposed 
to English and thus do well in other subjects except English. The rural learners also perform 
more poorly in English than learners in urban areas.
The study by Nghikembua (2013, p. 18) reveals that currently Namibian secondary school 
learners’ performance in English is unsatisfactory given the status of English as the official 
language in the country. As a national marker over the years, she has noted that learners 
demonstrate very poor writing skills. She further indicates that ‘‘implications of poor 
performance in English proficiency as a national language are many. One of them is the limiting
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possibility for admission to tertiary studies. Most faculties at the University of Namibia for 
example require a C symbol in English as an entry requirement’’ (p.19).
Nyati (2001) investigated constraints encountered by teachers in teaching English in Namibian 
secondary schools and found that teaching writing is the most problematic area experienced by 
teachers. He stated that the problems could be attributed to poor syllabus interpretation as well 
as poor teaching methods used.
In the same vein, a study at the University of Namibia Oshakati Campus focused on the English 
students doing a Foundation Programme, (Du Plessis 2012). The aim of the research was to 
find out about the students’ competence in academic writing by assessing them in the non- 
standardised entry tests and students’ laboratory report writing skills. As part of the 
intervention, she used three different approaches, the process approach, process genre approach 
and modelling approach which brought about some improvements in students’ writing. In her 
concluding remarks Du Plessis indicated that ‘‘Even though relevant and meaningful content 
is important in writing, it is a more difficult sector to improve. Content refers to students’ 
general knowledge, their critical and analytical thinking skills, and their ability to synthesise 
relevant information. These are highly metacognitive issues which in my view are challenging 
to teach’’ (p.192). This made me curious as to how teachers handle these skills which are 
labelled ‘‘difficult to teach’’. I therefore carried out research in order to explore how teachers 
present their lessons in order to get the learners to understand the argumentative writing 
conventions.
As stated earlier, English is one of the subjects which achieves poor results at the end of the 
Grade 12 year in Namibia. Researchers such as Nyathi (2001, p.9), Wolfaardt (2005, p.260), 
Du Plessis (2012, p.3) Nghikembua (2013, p.19) indicate that learners lack adequate writing 
skills. As part of the writing component, argumentative writing has been one of the problematic 
genres to teach in Namibian schools. Throughout the years as an English teacher, I have 
observed many times learners do not understand the argumentative writing conventions and 
they are not focused in their writing to satisfy the rules that govern its structure and text type, 
(Examiners’ reports 2011-2014). The blame is always put on the teachers by the parents and 
the government as they are the main experts and facilitators of learning as they are seen not to 
be doing enough to rescue the situation. Thus, this study focused on two schools in northern 
Namibia in which the researcher investigated teachers’ pedagogic approaches on Ordinary and 
Higher Levels when it came to teaching argumentative writing. The study focused on the ways
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they teach writing during argumentative essay lessons and how their pedagogic practices affect 
learners’ writing.
The current Namibia Senior Secondary Certificate (NSSC) syllabus for English as a Second 
Language for Grade 11-12 was implemented in 2006 and the first examinations written in 2007, 
(Iipinge & Kasanda 2013). One of the distinguishing features of Higher and Ordinary Level is 
the way learners are graded. The new localised syllabus consists of a Higher Level component 
NSSC (H) and an Ordinary Level component NSSC (O).
On Higher Level component the examination results are recorded and reported on a four point 
numerical scale of grades, one is able to score according to Levels 1-4 (Ministry of Education 
2010). On Ordinary Level, results are reported using an eight-letter scale, that is A*-G. The 
Ordinary Level component further consists of Core and Extended Levels. Extended Level is 
for the bright and above average learners whilst Core Level is for those who are below average 
based on their first examination results at the beginning of the year. On Extended Level, a 
candidate is able to score from symbols A*-E whereas on Core Level a candidate is able to 
score symbols from C- G. Learners who do not achieve a minimum of G symbol are ungraded 
(U), (ibid). Ordinary Level as I have experienced is found in most of the schools countrywide 
and it is considered suitable for the majority of the learners who are mostly below average 
Kasanda & Iipinge (2013). Furthermore, as I have experienced through the years Higher Level 
on the other hand is only found in some schools which only enrol the cream of the crop. In 
addition to that, the majority of the teachers, especially in rural areas are not willing to try, even 
to the few learners who show interest and capability. It should however be noted that teachers’ 
reluctance to teach Higher Level can also be partially attributed to a lack of adequate training 
at tertiary institutions to enable the teachers to teach at that level.
Very important to note is that the Oshikoto education directorate does not dictate which school 
should teach Higher or Ordinary Levels, but it is up to the school to decide which subjects to 
be taught on the two Levels putting into consideration the willingness of the teachers to teach 
Higher Level. I have observed in my years of experience as an English teacher that some 
teachers would not opt for Higher Level because it requires more commitment as there is a lot 
of work to be covered such as a greater volume of and more demanding literature compared to 
the Ordinary Level.
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In the Grade 11-12 syllabi of both Higher and Ordinary Level, the teaching of an argumentative 
essay is highlighted clearly. The writing curriculum is divided into three components, namely: 
Skills, Objectives and Competencies. The skills that the learners are supposed to achieve at 
both Higher and Ordinary Levels are to be able to write successfully a wide range of texts for 
specific purposes. In terms of objectives learners are expected to write with enthusiasm, 
maturity and conviction to produce a reader friendly style. When it comes to the learning 
competencies on the other hand, learners are expected to do the following: writing paragraphs, 
using introductory, developmental and concluding paragraphs, using linking words, planning, 
structuring, drafting and editing, using appropriate style, vocabulary, grammatical structures, 
and focusing on interpretation of the topic, giving factual information, defending ideas and 
opinions, (Namibia. Ministry of Education and Culture (MBEC), 2010, p.8). Even though the 
competencies in the syllabus are explicit and are characteristic of the process and genre 
approaches to teaching writing, learners are still performing poorly in argumentative writing in 
particular.
The curriculum asserts that teachers should ensure that learners are exposed to a variety of 
genres when they are faced with writing tasks, (Namibia. MBEC, 2010). From my personal 
experience as an English teacher, nothing much has been done as far as in-service training of 
teachers on the current curriculum is concerned. In most cases, teachers are presented with the 
syllabus which is based on theory of what is expected during lesson delivery, but how the 
teachers should carry out the practical pedagogical aspect is not explained. Furthermore, Nyathi 
(2001) in his study maintains that there are problems faced by English teachers in the teaching 
of writing in Namibia including a lack of in-service workshops and regional advisory support 
by subject experts in English Second Language (ESL) writing. Teachers therefore do not have 
opportunities to update their teaching strategies in order to adapt the latest innovations in the 
teaching practice of ESL writing.
1.1.2 Statement of the problem
Examiners’ reports (2011-2014) indicate that learners perform poorly when it comes to the 
structuring of their essays as well as bringing their arguments across with evidence in order to 
weaken the opposing views. The findings above and those from my personal experience as an 
English teacher in a rural school gave me the courage to carry out this study in order for me to 
explore more deeply into the causes of learners’ poor performance on the aspect of 
argumentative writing as well as to find solutions to the problem.
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Furthermore, from my experience as an English teacher in rural Namibia, learners struggle a 
great deal when it comes to essay writing, they find it difficult to use the correct structure. For 
example, in argumentative essays they end up discussing instead of arguing coherently. With 
regards to grammatical errors, their written work is mostly dominated by punctuation errors, 
wrong use of tenses, spelling, and direct translation, concord and wrong word order. In addition, 
lack of knowledge of how an argumentative essay is written in terms of language features, 
purpose and register are also a challenge in learners’ writing. The reason why I chose a school 
in a rural area as well as one in a small town in Namibia is to clearly understand why learners 
are performing the way they do, especially on the argumentative writing component in English. 
The rural schools are where learners are less exposed to English in their everyday interactions 
and lack the exposure to media such as television, newspapers and internet. The high failure 
rate in English is a problem especially in rural areas, because after completing Grade 12 learners 
are not able to get jobs or qualify for tertiary education because a C symbol in English is 
required, (Iipinge & Kasanda 2013); this causes them to end up being at home trying to improve 
the English symbol for years. This not only puts a burden on families, but on society as a whole 
as they end up on the streets engaging in unproductive activities.
1.1.3 Significance of the study
The researcher is convinced that this study will make a positive contribution to the research on 
learner writing at secondary school level. Furthermore, it will be of great benefit to the Ministry 
of Education, teachers, learners and other stakeholders as it will enlighten them on the teaching 
of argumentative writing which will make them understand why learners perform poorly in 
English especially in argumentative essay writing. I believe this study will pave ways for 
teachers to get the necessary assistance from the education ministry such as workshops in order 
for them to improve their practice. It is envisaged that through findings and recommendations 
in this study, researchers will also find gaps and key areas that would need further study.
1.2 Benefits of teaching argumentative writing
The teaching of argumentative writing is important in the 21st century as it promotes citizens 
who are critical thinkers about situations affecting them and society as a whole. According to 
(Freeley & Steinberg 2012, p.8), ‘‘argumentation is about reasoning in communicative situations 
by people whose purpose is the justification of acts, beliefs, attitudes and values.’’ Given the 
fact that in the modern world we are confronted with various challenges in business, education,
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religion, politics and many other spheres of society, Newell, Beach, Smith, Van Der Heide, 
Khun, Andriessen, (2011) contend that:
Well-argued ideas in speeches, essays, articles, and position papers bring significance 
in understanding to an issue for the purpose of solving problems. Argument and debate 
also bring people and their ideas into contact with one another to make sense of new 
ideas and experiences collaboratively as well as in disagreement. (p.287)
Critical thinking is also stressed in Namibia’s National curriculum (2010), which aims to 
ensure that learners develop a flexible, enquiring mind, critical thinking skills, the capacity to 
adapt to new situations and demands, and to learn continuously on one’s own initiative. It will 
develop individual understanding, creativity, the ability to construct alternative solutions to 
problems, and to make independent, informed decisions in real-life situations, Namibia. 
MBEC, (2010, p.9). Janks (2013) as a critical theorist further states that essentially, critical 
literacy is about enabling young people to read both the word and the world in relation to 
power, identity, difference and access to knowledge, skills, tools and resources. It is also about 
writing and rewriting the world: it is about design and re-design. Critical thinkers are therefore 
aware of the world around them and are able to critically reflect on the process of reading and 
writing. Writing arguments enables critical thinking as writers are able to critique issues as they 
write, a skill which they can use in society.
Critical thinking develops effective communication and problem-solving abilities and 
commitment to overcome social injustice. In addition, argumentation enables us to make 
reasoned decisions by thinking critically before we engage in discussions and debates by 
convincing the opponent of a particular point of view. Furthermore, through critical thinking 
one is also able to gather and assess relevant information using abstract ideas to interpret 
situations effectively in order to come to well-reasoned conclusions and solutions, (Freeley & 
Steinberg 2012).
Similarly, Hillocks (2010) insists that argumentation can create a just society whose citizens 
are critically literate about their world. This means that learners will be able to critique and 
understand issues affecting them in the world around them, be it in the media, business, 
education and any other aspect affecting their lives. They will be active citizens who will be 
able to contribute productively to issues affecting them and society as a whole.
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The proper teaching of argumentative writing in Namibia will therefore not only benefit 
learners in terms of academic success, but it will enable them to use the skill beyond the 
classroom since they will be able to think critically about issues in order to protect their rights 
as individuals as well as to promote social justice. Social justice enables citizens to live in 
harmony with respect of rights for all as well as equitable access to the country’s resources.
1.3 Research questions
The study was guided by the following research questions:
• What are the Grade 11 teachers’ understandings of an argumentative essay?
• How do these understandings impact on their classroom practices in the teaching 
argumentative essay?
• What pedagogic practices do the Grade 11 teachers use to teach argumentative writing?
• What role do these classroom practices play in the development of learners’ writing of 
an argumentative essay?
1.4 Outline of the chapters
The thesis consists of the following six chapters:
In Chapter 1 the context of the study is provided and I further explained the reasons which 
triggered me to carry out this research. In this chapter the research questions are also outlined. 
I finally end this chapter with concluding remarks.
Chapter 2 reviews literature on the challenges relating to the teaching of writing. Specifically, 
literature on the development of argumentative writing is discussed as well relevant literature 
related to various pedagogies of writing and how they might affect learning. The chapter ends 
with research done both locally and internationally on argumentative writing.
Chapter 3 is the methodology chapter where I outline the research paradigm as well as the 
methods used in the collection of data. This chapter also clarifies the reasons why the various 
data gathering techniques were used. Data analysis is discussed and the issues of validity, ethics 
and limitations relating to the research process forms the conclusion.
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Chapter 4 presents the data of the study obtained from interviews, observations, documentary 
evidence and an analysis. Apart from the presentation, data is also analysed and interpreted 
drawing on the theories discussed in the second chapter. During data analysis the two teachers’ 
approaches are compared in order to demonstrate the similarities and differences. Lastly, 
selected learners’ written work are analysed in order to find out the impact of teachers’ 
approaches on their written work.
Chapter 5 is the last chapter which consists of the summary of the findings with regard to 
teaching of argumentative writing. I further highlight the limitations of the study and put 
forward the areas of further research in the future. Finally, the concluding remarks of the study 
are given.
1.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, I briefly gave the context of the study as well as the reasons why the research 
was carried out. The benefits of teaching argumentative writing are also outlined. The research 
questions guiding this study are also presented followed by the definition of terms. Lastly, the 
thesis outline is provided. The next chapter is the review of literature around writing 
argumentative writing as well as writing in general.
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Chapter 2: Literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter briefly starts by providing further contextual information about the study. 
Secondly, key concepts of argument as a genre are defined and then further explored the 
structural elements of an argumentative essay in a model by Hyland (1990). Thirdly, writing 
as a social practice is discussed. The chapter further explores the teaching of the genre of 
argument by looking at various writing pedagogies which might have an effect on writing. In 
order to interrogate these pedagogies, the expectations of the Namibian curriculum in terms of 
writing are explored in order to find out what the teachers are expected to do when teaching 
the genre of argument. Finally, the chapter focuses on the research into the writing of argument 
both internationally and locally in order to understand other factors which might have an 
influence on the teaching of the topic.
2.2 Contextual information
Especially in rural Namibia, and the area where this research was carried out, argumentative 
writing is challenging. According to the examiners’ reports 2011- 2014, Grade 11-12 learners 
performed poorly on the aspect of argumentative writing, both on Higher and Ordinary Level. 
The Examiners’ reports indicate that on Ordinary Level most of them could not write a proper 
argumentative essay, but instead ended up writing a discursive essay. The 2011-2014 
Examiner’s reports further indicate that issues pertaining to structure of an argumentative essay 
also made them lose marks as they did not write according to the required standard in terms of 
how the different paragraphs should be arranged from introduction to conclusion. On Higher 
Level, as well, over the years 2011-2014, learners also had some problems when it came to 
argumentative writing. In some cases, the argumentative essay did not have facts which 
demonstrate clear evidence or examples to support their ideas. Furthermore, introduction, 
conclusion as well as structure were a challenge to most learners as they did not know how 
formulate these properly. It was also stipulated in the examiners’ report that learners failed to 
convince of a point of view when opposing arguments as they struggled to rebut the opposing 
argument, Higher Level Examiners’ reports 2011-2014. The examiners’ report further 
recommends that teachers need to guide candidates on how to structure logical arguments and 
analyse issues (ibid). Based on the examiners’ reports, one can conclude that there is something 
wrong. One possibility could be that teachers do not understand the argumentative essay
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themselves, and this leads them to give lessons of poor quality. This study thus focuses on 
teachers’ pedagogic approaches in order to find out how they plan and deliver argumentative 
essay lessons.
2.3 Defining key concepts
2.3.1. Argumentative writing
Argumentative writing has been defined by many scholars in different ways based on its 
function in our daily lives. Hyland (1990) defines argumentative writing by its purpose which 
is to persuade the reader of the correctness of a central point. Crusus and Channel in Saito 
(2010) on the other hand state that argument is a process of writers or speakers making clear 
what they think to themselves and others. It takes them from a private viewpoint to a clearly 
stated position that they can defend publicly in speech and writing. In this sense, argument has 
a two-part structure: The statement of an opinion and supporting evidence of one or more 
reasons for holding that opinion. Moreover, Newell et al. (2011) define argumentation as an 
attempt to persuade someone to believe or do something, evidence-based argumentation 
involves making a claim supported by reasons or evidence from multiple sources that connect 
to the claim in a principled way. Even though various authors such as Hyland (1990), Saito 
(2010) and Newell et al. (2011) define argumentative writing differently, the central idea in 
their definitions is still to persuade or convince.
2.3.2 Structural elements of argumentative essay
Argumentative writing requires writers to write according to certain conventions. Scholars 
have proposed many models of argument, but Hyland’s (1990) model was used for its 
suitability of the Grade Level at which the study was conducted. His belief is that this text type 
is characterised by a three-stage structure which represents the organising principles of the 
genre: Thesis, Argument and Conclusion. He further proposed a detailed set of moves. Below 
is a summary of terms used in Hyland’s model in Table 1.
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Stage Move
1.Thesis (Gambit)
Introduces the proposition A ttention grabber- controversial statem ent o r dramatic 
illustration.
to be argued.
(Information)
Presents background m aterial fo r topic contextualisation. 
(Evaluation)
Positive gloss -  b rie f support o f  proposition.
(Marker)
Introduces and/or identifies a  list.
2. Argument Marker
Discusses grounds for thesis. Signals the introduction o f  a claim  and relates it to the text.
(Four m ove argum ent sequence can be repeated 
indefinitely)
(Restatement)
Rephrasing or repetition o f  proposition.
Claim
States reason for acceptance o f  the proposition. Typically 
based on:
(a) Strength o f  perceived shared assum ptions
(b) A  generalisation based on  data or evidence.
(c) Force o f  conviction 
Support
States the grounds w hich underpin the claim  typically
3. Conclusion (Marker)
Synthesises discussion and affirm s the validity o f  the thesis. Signals conclusion boundary
Consolidation
Presents the significance o f  the argum ent stage to the 
problem .
(Affirmation)
Restates proposition.
(Close)
W idens context o r perspective or proposition.
Adopted from Hyland (1990, p.69)
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Hyland’s model was used as this basic layout of an argument is useful to assess argumentative 
writing because it makes explicit the obligatory stages (thesis, argument and conclusion). The 
model also describes a detailed set of moves which makes it a good tool to analyse and to teach 
argumentative writing to learners at Grade 11 Level. Since the model spells out all the 
components of an argumentative essay clearly, I was able to relate it to analysing learners’ 
work to see which obligatory stages and moves were addressed and which not. The bracketed 
elements are optional components and indicate that such a move need not to occur but will 
appear in the position if it does (Hyland 1990).
It is important to note that Hyland’s (1990) model deals with the structural, rhetorical features 
of the genre of argument, while Gibbons (2002) as a genre theorist focuses on the linguistic 
features of the genre as well as pedagogy. These two features cannot be studied in isolation, 
hence both have been fully incorporated in this study because in order to have meaningful 
teaching of argument they have to be combined.
2.3.1.2 Writing as social practice.
Writers such as Gee (1996); & Zamel (1992) assert that writing is a social practice. (Remirez 
cited in Bejarano & Chapeton 2013, p.129) further indicates that ‘‘writing is a social practice 
as it occurs within specific contexts, at specific moments and serve the specific needs of 
communication, learning and expression’’. Gee’s (1996) theoretical notion of discourse 
positions literacy as a social practice, to include ways o f speaking, reading, interacting, valuing, 
thinking and behaving, which contradicts the view of texts as autonomous objects, therefore, 
the social view of literacy argues that writing ‘ ‘varies with context and cannot be distilled down 
to a set of cognitive or technical abilities’’ (Hyland 2003, p.54).
Bolton & Hall (in Julius 2013) maintains that what is right or wrong, appropriate or 
inappropriate about our writing is defined by users in a social community. In addition, learners’ 
homes, family, neighbourhood, social and local community all offer relevant social contexts. 
Lillis, as cited (in Bejarano & Chapeline 2013) also contends that writers not only imbue their 
texts with their inherent characteristics such as gender or race, but also include their voice: their 
beliefs, experiences, and feelings that have been moulded through social contact. Baynham 
(1995) further holds that writing can be approached via considering the subjectivity of the 
writer, the writing process, purpose and audience, the text as a product, and the power of genre. 
In the Namibian context the specific curriculum (syllabus) also considers writing as a social
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practice as it clearly states that learners’ writing should be done with a sense of audience and 
register, (Namibia. MBEC, 2010, p.10).
2.4 Pedagogy
Various scholars have defined pedagogy differently. Watkins and Mortomore (as cited in 
Westbrook, Durrani, Brown, Orr, Pryor, Salvi, 2013, p.7) define pedagogy as ‘‘any conscious 
activity by one person designed to enhance learning in another’’. Westbrook, et al. (2013, p.7) 
further argue that:
Pedagogy comprises teachers’ ideas, beliefs, attitudes, knowledge and understanding 
about the curriculum, the teaching and learning process and their students, and which 
impact on their ‘teaching practices’, which is what teachers actually think, do and say 
in the classroom.
Concluding from the above definitions, it is clear that pedagogy encompasses what is taught, 
how it is taught and how what is taught is learned. In the writing domain there are also 
pedagogies used to teach writing and it is up to the teacher as the more knowledgeable other to 
be creative enough to choose the best pedagogy in order for learners to understand and acquire 
the specific genre conventions.
2.4.1 Different pedagogies of Writing
According to Negari (2011, p.299) writing is one of the most complicated skills which involves 
a number of cognitive and metacognitive activities, for instance, brainstorming, planning, 
outlining, organising and revising. Furthermore, writing is not only complex, but also hard to 
teach because we need to master the grammatical and structural components of writing.
Over the years, process and product approaches have dominated much of the teaching of 
writing in the EFL classroom. More recently, however, the genre approach has gained 
adherents, (Badger & White 2000, p. 153). The debate nowadays is, which of the three 
approaches or the combination of the three approaches is the most appropriate when it comes 
to teaching writing. Raimes, (in Julius, 2013, p.16) in answering the question, states that ‘‘there 
are as many answers as there are teachers and teaching styles, or learners and learning styles.’’ 
The three approaches will be discussed in detail in the following sub-section.
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2.4.2 Product Approach
The product approach is centred on error correction or error free writing. The emphasis on 
writing a grammatically correct text fails to take into account the rhetorical dimension of 
purpose, audience and context, (Townsend 2010, p.2). Hyland (in Townsend 2010) also states 
that teachers focus on correction and identifying problems in the student’s control of the 
language system (p.32). In this approach according to Badger & White (2000, p. 153) ‘‘learning 
to write has four steps which are familiarisation, controlled writing, guided writing and free 
writing’’.
1. Familiarisation -  Aims to make learners aware of certain features of a particular text.
2. Controlled Writing -  Where learners practice using grammar and vocabulary which is the 
focus of the lesson. Substitution drills might be used in this stage.
3. Guided Writing -  Where learners practice writing using longer pieces at the paragraph 
Level and above using the target grammar and vocabulary. At this stage form, usage and 
meaning are still teacher controlled.
4. Free writing -  Where the teacher allows learners to write with much more freedom, 
although the focus is still on the form and usage. Typically, the final text will be corrected for 
accuracy by the teacher and handed back to the learners with perhaps few comments. Learners 
in this approach are expected to write elaborated texts independently with little feedback from 
or guidance on the content, purpose or audience of the text as is the case in the genre approach.
There are some views that the product approach has an impact on the teaching of writing. For 
example, Badger & White (2000, p.57) state that under this approach ‘‘writing involves 
linguistic knowledge of texts that learners can learn partly through imitation’’. Even though 
they view the product approach as one which makes a difference in the teaching of writing, 
Tsui (2003) argues that the product approach is not so good for many reasons. The major reason 
is that it is ineffective. Although the teacher puts much effort in correcting and marking 
students’ writing, they are likely to make the same mistakes. In addition, the teacher’s job is 
reduced to proofreading as students are likely to think that it is the teacher’s responsibility to 
check for any errors and mistakes. Badger & White (2000, p.157) also contend that ‘‘Process 
skills such as planning a text, are given a relatively a small role and the knowledge and skills 
that learners bring to the classroom are undervalued’’.
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2.4.1.2 Process approach
Due to these limitations in the product approach, the process approach began to develop, (Saito, 
2010, p.22). The process approach has predominantly to do with writing skills, such as planning 
and drafting, and there is less emphasis on linguistic knowledge, such as knowledge about 
grammar and text structure (Badger & White 2000, p.154). (Stromquist, in Ahlsen &Lundh 
2007, p.38) in addition indicated that process writing gives students the opportunity to use both 
expressive writing and process writing as a tool for learning and thinking. Stromquist, in 
Ahlsen &Lundh (2007) labels it as ‘‘I let the learner think with a pen in the hand’’. Raimes (in 
Hendricks 2007) also indicates that teachers in the process approach give their students two 
crucial supports: time for the students to try out ideas and feedback on the content of what they 
write in their drafts.
Learners using the process approach are thus involved in:
Pre-writing during which learners use various ways to generate the writing content, such as 
brainstorming, using mind maps/word webs and clusters (Caswel & Mahler 2004). They also 
use graphic organisers, using outlines or jot lists, free-writing about the topic, engaging in peer 
or teacher-student discussions and conferences, interviewing a person knowledgeable to the 
topic, reading about and researching the topic, (Abisamra 2001). After the pre-writing activity 
they get involved in composing and drafting whereby they select and structure the result of the 
brainstorming session to provide a plan. They would then edit and proof read the text (Badger 
& White 2000, p.154). At the last stage learners revise and edit their first drafts in accordance 
to structure and also content of the text, (ibid).
In criticising the process approach, Badger and White (2000) argue that the teacher primarily 
facilitates the learners’ writing and providing any input or stimulus is considered to be less 
important. Similarly, Hyland (2003) states that writing in this view is learned and the teacher’s 
role is to be non-directive and facilitating, assisting writers to express their own meanings 
through an encouraging environment with minimal interference. Learners, in other words, are 
left to write without the full guidance of the teacher.
Furthermore, Cope & Kalantzis, as found (in Hyland 2003) argue that the process models
disempower the teachers and cast them in the role of well-meaning bystanders. As a result,
such models do not allow teachers to confidently advise students of their writing since the
process approach is learner-centered. In the same vain, Townsend (2010) indicates that
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although some process writing models do take the writer’s local context into consideration, 
they do not allow for an evolving text to reflect a writer’s response to the expectations or 
rhetorical demands of readers. In other words, they fail to take into account that writing is a 
social practice where meaning has to be negotiated between the participants. Badger & White 
(2010) extend the criticism of the process approach by stating that it does not give sufficient 
importance to the kinds of texts writers produce and why such texts are produced and that it 
offers learners insufficient input, particularly in terms of linguistic knowledge, to write 
successfully.
Hyland (2003) states that process approach represents writing as a decontextualised skill by 
foregrounding the writer as an isolated individual struggling to express personal meanings. 
(Hyland 2003, p. 18) further argues that approaches to teaching writing focussed on process 
have not taken into account ‘‘forces outside the individual which help guide purposes, establish 
relationships and ultimately shape writing.’’ His position is that genre-based teaching offers 
students explicit and systemic explanations of the ways language functions in social contexts. 
He also posits that while process models expose how people write, they ignore the vital role of 
‘‘why’’ behind linguistic and rhetorical choices. Hendricks (2007) also contends that ‘‘even 
though the two approaches promote a carefully staged and joint (teacher learner and /or learner 
-learner) approach to classroom writing, it could be argued that the genre theorists suggest a 
variation of the process approach to writing with the difference that writing and grammar are 
integrate’’ (p.30).
2.4.1.3 Genre approach
According to Collerson (1998) genre is a kind of writing or text type. The Genre approaches in 
Australia grew out of Halliday’s (1985) functional model of language in social contexts, 
(Derewianka 2015, p.2). Rothery (in Derewianka 2015, p.6) argues that ‘‘the genre theory aims 
to make language visible and accessible to all students’’. In order to make language visible, 
she further holds that on a broader Level the context can include the various purposes for which 
we use language. The genre theory treats language not as a set of decontextualized rules, but 
as a meaning-making resource; genre as an evolving but fairly consistent, culturally shaped 
pattern of expression of action (O’ Hallaron 2014). Likewise, Hyland (2003) indicates that 
from the genre point of view, writing is judged from a social perspective whereby the writer’s 
choices are context-dependent, motivated by variations in social activity, in writer relations 
and by constraints on the progress of the interaction.
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Derewianka (1996) maintains that the meaning of the term has been extended to include non­
literary texts. She concludes that as the term is used today in educational contexts; genres are 
different types of texts which are used in a particular culture to achieve specific purposes. 
Learners writing within a genre need to consider a number of factors: they need to have 
knowledge of the topic, the conventions and style of the genre and the context in which their 
writing will be read as well as the audience that will read the text (Harmer, 2008). In terms of 
argumentative writing, Elson (2011, p.20) argues that:
The genre approach has been more widely adopted as a basis for writing 
models, as it not only focuses on the communicative aspect of argumentation 
-  whereby the success of the argument is based on the situation and, in the 
case of a verbal debate, the interaction of the interlocutors determines the 
outcomes of the debate. The strength of an argument, according to the genre 
approach lies mainly in the structure, logical ordering and connection of ideas 
in such a way that achieves a specific purpose.
Derewianka (2015, p.68) holds that ‘‘genre theorists argued that teachers and students take on 
a variety of roles over the course of a day’’. She further indicates that the genre theorists 
proposed a teaching/learning cycle that applies Vygotsky’s notion of scaffolding where 
students are provided with support from a more experienced ‘other’ in the context of shared 
activity in order to achieve outcomes that they would otherwise not be able to achieve on their 
own. In the early phases the teacher takes a more direct role in developing the necessary 
knowledge and skills, with the learners in an apprentice role. As the learners develop greater 
control of the genre, the teacher gradually withdraws support and encourages learner 
independence (ibid).
In Gibbons (2002), four stages of the genre-based Curriculum Cycle are identified whereby 
both the teacher and learners take responsibility of learning. The cycle is based on the 
sociocultural learning theory. Rather than seeing learning as only something that takes place in 
the learner’s brain, Halliday (1978, 1985) and others emphasise that learning occurs though 
social interaction -  between parent and child, between teacher and student and between peers, 
Derewianka (2015). According to Gibbons (2002, pp.60-61) each of the four stages of the 
Curriculum Cycle has a particular teaching purpose as stated below:
Stage1: Building the field -  In this stage the aim is to make sure that the learners have enough 
background knowledge of the topic in order for them to be able to write about it. The focus at
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this first stage is primarily on the content or information about topic. At this stage, learners are 
a long way from writing text themselves, activities will involve speaking, listening, information 
gathering, note-taking, and reading.
Stage 2: Modelling the text-The aim is for students to become familiar with the purpose, 
overall structure and linguistic features of the type of text they are going to write. The focus 
here is therefore on form and function of the particular text type that students are going to write.
Stage 3: Joint Construction-  the students and the teacher write the text together or the teacher 
provides a frame and the students write together in groups or pairs, so that students can see 
how the text is written. The focus is on illustrating the process of writing a text, considering 
content and language.
Stage 4- Independent Construction -  When learners are confident in what is required to 
construct a text, they then work independently to construct a text.
Genre theory therefore seeks to (i) understand the ways society and discourse groups in society 
use language to orient and interpret particular communicative situations, and (ii) employ this 
knowledge for literacy education (Hyland, 2003, p.6). Hyland further argues that ‘‘the genre 
pedagogy is buttressed by the belief that learning is best accomplished through explicit 
awareness of language, rather than through experiment and exploration, but this does not mean 
replacing communicative practices with teacher-centred ones’’ (p.11). Genre theory therefore 
advocates an informed study of the text in preparing the learners for a writing task.
Gibbons (2002) in the same vein indicates that the genre theory advocates explicit teaching of 
writing a particular genre. She further explains that explicit teaching involves encouraging 
students to reflect on how language is used for a range of purposes and with a range of 
audiences, and that the teachers focus explicitly on those aspects of language that enable 
students to do this. She concludes by highlighting that explicit teaching is related to real-life 
use, so that understanding about language is developed in the context of actual language use. 
It aims to foster active involvement in learning, independence in writing, and the ability to 
critique the ways that language is used in authentic contexts, such as the ways it is used to 
persuade and control as in the case of argumentative writing.
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2.4.1.4 Pedagogies adapted by Namibia’s English specific curriculum (syllabus) for the 
senior phase.
In Namibia, writing is seen as an important part of the syllabus. Learners are expected to write 
successfully for a wide range of texts for specific purposes. This means that a variety of tasks 
need to be written appropriately taking into consideration audience and purpose, (Namibia. 
MBEC, 2010). Even though the syllabus clearly stipulates what should be done, in my 
experience as an English teacher, in most cases little is being done to ensure that learners 
acquire the necessary skills in order to write independently for various purposes, of which 
argumentative writing is one. In most instances, especially in rural schools where this research 
was carried out, it seems that this specific curriculum requirement is not put into practice and 
thus a high failure rate is experienced (Nyathi 2001).
As per the expectations above, the syllabus has therefore adapted two pedagogies of teaching 
writing, the genre based approach as well as the process approach. Some scholars believe that 
combining the genre and process approach is suitable for the second language learners as it 
promotes scaffolding, modelling and a lot of teacher support which develops learners’ writing 
skills (Badger& White, 2000; Gibbons, 2002; and Elson 2011).
Badger & White (2000) indicate that using the process-genre approach enables the learner to 
recognise that writing involves knowledge about the context in which writing takes place as 
well as the purpose of writing (genre approach). Learners are further exposed to the step by 
step processes which are part of the process approach whereby planning, drafting, revising and 
editing take place.
By combining the two approaches, the curriculum therefore is most likely to benefit the learners 
in the Namibian classroom as they complement each other rather than compete. Even though 
the process and genre approaches are clearly stipulated in the curriculum, teachers still have 
little knowledge about the approaches especially how they are used in the classroom to teach 
writing as I have observed through the years as an English teacher. This could be attributed to 
poor training of teachers.
Nghikembua (2013) in her study carried out at the University of Namibia to investigate the
effectiveness of the English teaching method module discovered some shortcomings.
Nghikembua (2013) indicated that there is no mention of the writing concepts such as the
popular process or creative writing in the teaching method module of the teachers’ training
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programme. She further indicated that the module does not also indicate some content of the 
school syllabus to be done in Grade 11-12 of different genres such as narrative, argumentative 
essay, articles, reports, formal and informal letters and so on. In her recommendations she 
emphasised that the lecturers should apply the process approach on a regular basis in the 
teaching method classroom by modelling the steps of the process approach and then allowing 
students to apply the same method during peer teaching as well as during micro-teaching 
sessions. The genre approach should also be reflected in the teaching method classroom by 
allowing students to practice writing of different genres. I can attest as a University of Namibia 
teacher graduate to the research carried out by Nghikembua (2013), that there is no exposure 
to different theories of writing in the teaching methods of the English module. Up until the 
completion of my degree there was no training of how I could use the process approach as well 
as the genre theory indicated in the syllabus. For me this was a challenge because upon going 
into the field there was no skill of teaching various genres and the steps used to teach writing. 
If such skills would be given to teachers during the teacher training programmes, then it could 
have been much easier to teach writing and meet the syllabus expectations.
With the above-mentioned challenges in the teaching of writing, more in-service training and 
workshops are required in order to get teachers to understand the expectations of the syllabus 
so that they can apply them fully in their classrooms through appropriate guidance as well as 
exposure to a variety of text types.
2.4.1.6 Classroom organisation strategies to enhance learning
According to Hedge (2005) writing is more than producing accurate and complete sentences 
and phrases. She indicates that writing is about guiding students to: ‘‘produce whole pieces of 
communication, to link and develop information, ideas, or arguments for a particular reader or 
a group of readers’’ (p.10). In order to guide students to achieve the desired outcome in the 
writing classroom, teachers as the more knowledgeable other have to be strategic enough so 
that learning is enhanced during the lesson. It is therefore up to teachers to ensure that the best 
methods are applied in the classroom so that different learners with varying learning abilities 
are accommodated in order for successful teaching and learning to take place.
2.4.1.7 Adaptive teaching in the writing classroom
In their daily interactions with learners, teachers face unexpected situations that arise through
either questions or comments. It is then up to the teacher as an expert to adjust their teaching
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so that it can suit the various classroom situations. Parsons (2012) calls the adjustments in 
instruction adaptive teaching. Parsons explains that researchers frequently suggest that 
effective teachers adapt their teaching to navigate the complexity of classroom literacy 
instruction. What it means is that teachers do not need to strictly stick to their plans they devise 
before class, but instead should be flexible enough to accommodate various situations that 
might arise during the lesson (ibid). The notion of adaptive teaching is in line with Namibia’s 
National Education Curriculum (2010), which states that:
Each learner is an individual with his or her own needs, pace of learning, experiences 
and abilities. The teacher must be able to identify the needs of the learners, the nature 
of learning to be done, and the means to shape learning experiences accordingly. 
Teaching strategies must therefore be varied but flexible within well-structured 
sequences of lessons. The teacher needs to take on a wider repertoire of classroom roles. 
These include being a manager and organiser of learning, counsellor, and as a coach.
(p.26)
Furthermore, Lian (2003) points out that adaptive teaching is an optimal instruction that 
effectively meets the individual needs of the students and is directed toward a student’s 
different aptitude i.e., intellectual abilities, personalities, and different styles of learning. Corno 
(2008) explains that teachers do so by reading learner signals to diagnose previous experience 
with similar learners to respond productively. Lian (2003) further emphasises that adaptive 
teachers therefore use their experience to form flexible groups for learning which accommodate 
individuals within the classroom. Corno (2008) summarised accommodation as:
A twofold process of capitalising on the strength while circumventing or compensating 
on the weaknesses. To accommodate, for example, culturally and linguistically diverse 
students within the conventional classroom, the teacher has to provide for subgroups of 
students with academic talents while making plans for individuals with special 
language needs. The teacher supplements a whole-group traditional instruction with so- 
called differentiation practice (p.162).
Corno (2008) claimed that by using various strategies for individualising, for creative grouping,
or for challenging students, teachers begin to accommodate the needs for a range of learners.
For example if in the English classroom if a group of learners is struggling to write a proper
argument or do not just understand it, if a teacher models such a text and with the learners
discusses its structure and language features of it, this will extend their knowledge and
understanding. By modelling the text of an argumentative essay the teacher therefore adapts
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their teaching to cater for all the individual needs of the learners in the classroom which would 
enhance learner performance.
Similarly, researchers contend that, teachers must adapt their instruction to the students with 
whom they work and the situations in which they find themselves, (Corno, Darling -  Harmond 
& Bransford, Snow, Griffin, & Burns as found in Parsons 2012). Lian (2003) in addition, 
suggests reflective thinking after instruction in order to promote adaptive strategies which 
ensures that individual needs of the learners are met. This means that teachers need to think 
back at the lesson they taught so that they can adapt a strategy which accommodates learners 
with different abilities.
From the social constructivist point of view, it is the teacher and the learner who co-construct 
the classroom activity, (Vygotsky 1978). This is to say that students are the ones who determine 
the direction of the task which requires teacher adaptation, (Sawyer 2004, in Parsons 2012). In 
other words, the ability of the learners determines the type of task that the teacher gives the 
learners. The theory of social constructivism therefore parallels well with adaptive teaching as 
it emphasises the two aspects which are the ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development) and 
scaffolding, (Parsons 2012). Vygotsky (1978) presented the ZPD as the zone between what the 
learners can accomplish alone and what they can accomplish with assistance. Scaffolding is 
assistance which is given to the learners within the ZPD that helps them to do something that 
they cannot do on their own. In dealing with the teaching of argumentative writing, learners 
too have a zone where they are able to do things on their own and where they need the teacher 
to scaffold them in order to understand and be able to work independently on their own. Thus, 
the concept of scaffolding plays a major role in this study as teachers are most likely to practice 
until a point where learners are able to gain the confidence to write with minimal or no 
assistance.
Things that the learners know is in their zone of proximal development, it is therefore up to the 
teacher to assist the learners to go beyond the zone of proximal development. This means that 
learners come into the classroom having interacted socially and therefore come with some 
experiences; teachers need to appreciate the experiences and build on them to expand their 
zone of proximal development. The teacher as the more knowledgeable other can adapt her 
instruction by providing scaffolds to learners within the ZPD. Parsons, (2008) indicates that 
this can be done by adjusting their instruction based on the particular learner(s) with whom 
they are working and upon the situations they find themselves in. In the writing classroom,
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Hyland (2007, p.158) gives an example of how scaffolding can take place. He states that it can 
be done through modelling, discussion of texts, explicit instruction and teacher input. He 
further elaborates that one way, for instance, of providing this type of support is through 
‘writing frames’ which are simply skeletal outlines which are used to scaffold and prompt 
students’ writing. These provide a genre template which enables students to start, connect, and 
develop their texts appropriately while concentrating on what they want.
2.4.1.8 Collaborative learning
The use of collaborative learning in the teaching and learning process has been argued as 
profoundly important. Namibia. MBEC, (2010) states that:
There should be variation in working methods whereby the teacher’s roles are 
complemented by the way work is organised. Work in groups, in pairs, individually or 
as a whole class must be organised as appropriate to the task in hand and the needs of 
the learners. Whatever possible, co-operative and collaborative learning should be 
encouraged and in such cases, tasks must be designed so that pair and group work is 
needed to complete it, otherwise the learners will not see any relevance in carrying out 
tasks together (p.26).
According to (Dillenbourg 1999) ‘‘collaborative learning is a situation where two or more 
people learn something together’’ (p.12). Theorists such Vygotsky (1978) have advocated for 
collaborative learning whereby the learners interact with other peers in the learning situation. 
He points out that initially children will be able to learn more in collaboration with others than 
they will be able to achieve alone and that this learning will then benefit them in future learning 
situations. (Kahenge (2013), as cited in Amutenya, 2014) in addition claims that when learners 
interact with their teachers through discussions and collaborations, they are moving from one 
Level to another of their ZPD.
Kalipa (2014) asserts that when teachers teach learners explicitly how to interact and support 
one another it can improve learners’ effectiveness to read and write. This indicates that teachers 
need to help the learners grapple with new concepts by building classes on collaboration instead 
of competitiveness. Dillenbourg (1999) further contends that when learners are working 
together collaboratively they benefit from each other which they would not do if they were 
working as individuals. He points out that in the collaborative situation peers do not learn 
because they are two, but because they perform activities which trigger specific learning
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mechanics. This includes the activities/mechanics performed individually, since individual 
cognition is not suppressed in peer interaction. But, in addition their interaction generates extra 
activities (explanations, disagreements). The field of collaborative learning claims that these 
activities and mechanics may occur more frequently in collaborative learning than individually 
(ibid).
The teachers’ role during the collaboration learning activity is very important because if they 
are not part of it, the exercise will not be a success. According to Dillenbourg (1999, p.6) 
teachers can be there as monitors to regulate the interactions. This role can be named 
‘facilitator’ instead of ‘tutor’, because the point is not to provide the right answer or to say 
which group member is right, but to provide a minimal pedagogical intervention (e.g provide 
some hint) in order to re-direct the group in a productive direction or to monitor which members 
are left out of the interaction. In the writing classroom, Lin (2006) opines that learners can 
collaborate during the joint construction stage whereby the learners for example can work 
together to construct a text. Others’ regulation comes not only from the teacher but also from 
other students, as more expert peers guide others, or as students refer each other to features of 
the specific genre. The joint construction stage simulates real-life interaction directly aimed at 
providing opportunities for taking in the language and it is focused on the collaborative effort 
to learn to accomplish a purpose in the language.
2.4.1.9 Feedback on written work
Writing is essential for the purpose of lifelong learning and in order to make it a success, 
appropriate feedback is needed. Even though my study focused on the pedagogic approaches 
that the Grade 11 teachers use when teaching an argumentative essay, the issue of feedback is 
also one of the things that I focused on because it plays a major role in the improvement of the 
learners’ writing. In the three writing pedagogies discussed in this study, which are the product, 
process and genre approaches, feedback is crucial in enhancing learners’ language learning as 
it enables learners to reflect on their work. Murray (2009) indicates that the role of feedback is 
for developing learners’ sense of self-efficacy and linguistic self-confidence, and ultimately 
their motivation. She further holds that feedback also helps learners to get a sense of their 
progress in language learning, and enables them to formulate achievable goals. Murray’s views 
are similar to those in Namibia’s curriculum which states that ‘‘the information gathered about 
learners’ progress and achievements should be used to give feedback to the learners about their
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strong and weak points, where they are doing well, and why, and where they need to try more, 
how and why’’ (Namibia. MBEC, 2010, p.31).
Hyland and Hyland (2006) indicate that approaches to second language writing pedagogy have 
traditionally attributed a primary role to feedback, whether generated by a peer, computer, or a 
teacher or whether occurring through error correction, self-editing, peer editing, or 
conferencing. Julius (2013) holds that linguistic accuracy and error correction are key aspects 
of written feedback. Ellis (2008) devised a typology which distinguishes options relating to 
how teachers give feedback to linguistic errors for example direct, indirect or metalinguistic 
feedback.
In the case of direct corrective feedback, the teacher identifies an error and provides the correct 
form (Bitchener, Young, Cameron, 2005). In terms of direct corrective feedback, Ellis (2008) 
in addition indicates that the teacher provides learners with a correct form using techniques 
such as crossing out an unnecessary word, phrase, or morphemes, inserting a missing word or 
morpheme, and writing the correct form just above or nearby the error. Ellis (2008) furthermore 
opines that direct corrective feedback has the advantage that it provides learners with explicit 
guidance about how to correct their errors. While the disadvantage of direct corrective feedback 
is that it requires minimal processing on the part of the learner and thus, although it might help 
them to produce the correct form when they revise their writing, it may not contribute to long 
term learning (p.99).
Indirect corrective feedback occurs when the teacher indicates that an error has been 
made by underlining or circling the error, but does not provide a correction, thereby 
leaving the student to diagnose and correct it, (Bitchener et al. 2005, p.16). Lee, (in 
Murray 2009) further indicates that research suggests that indirect feedback is more 
beneficial because it involves students more in attending to language form. Ellis (2008) 
also contends that many researchers prefer indirect corrective feedback to direct 
corrective feedback because it requires learners to engage in guided learning and 
problem-solving, and as a result provides the type of reflection that is ‘‘more likely to 
lead to long-term learning’’ (p.100).
Metalinguistic feedback contains either comments, information, or questions related to the
well-formedness of the student’s writing, without explicitly providing the correct form.
Metalinguistic comments generally indicate that there is an error somewhere (Lyster & Ranta
2007, p.47). This can be done in two ways: By far the most common is the use of error codes
which consist of abbreviated labels or symbols which show the nature of the error and give a
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clue to the type of correction needed. The teachers may also decide to take note of the linguistic 
errors in the text and provide a brief grammatical description for each error at the end of the 
text (Ellis, 2008).
Reid (as cited in Kalipa, 2014) asserts that a successful teacher response must help students to 
improve their writing by communicating feedback detailed enough to allow students to act, to 
commit to change in their writing. He further stresses that successful teacher feedback results 
in substantive and authentic improvements in students’ perceptions and practice. Hyland and 
Hyland (2006) also indicate that feedback is a key component of teaching second language 
writing and teachers can assist students towards a better understanding of their texts, their 
readers, their writing processes, and their learning and so develop their awareness of writing 
and language use more generally. Crookes (in Murray 2009) in the same vein add that first, 
effective feedback is most useful if it focuses students’ attention on their progress in mastering 
educational tasks. Second, feedback should take place when it is still clearly relevant. This 
usually means it should be given during the task or soon after the task is completed, with an 
opportunity also provided for the student to demonstrate learning from the feedback.
In the provision of feedback in the writing classroom, it is of vital importance that not only 
teachers play this role, but learners are also expected to collaborate with one another to review 
each other’s work. Keh (1990) asserts that success in writing is encouraged through quality 
feedback either from the teachers, learners as an input that encourages learners to revise and 
improve on their writing. Richard (in Kalipa 2014) in addition contends that if  for example 
learners are part of the reading of each other’s drafts they can benefit from the process. He 
emphasised that if  drafts are exchanged so that learners become peer readers of each other’s 
work, by responding as readers, learners develop awareness of the fact that a writer is producing 
something to be read by someone else and thus they can improve their own drafts. He concludes 
that feedback improves the writer’s drafts and develops the readers’ understanding of good 
writing. Tribble (as cited in Julius, 2013) also emphasises that the reason for learners sharing 
their writing is not merely for them to transcribe what others have said, but to make them feel 
comfortable to experiment in their writing, try out new ideas and new genres as well as share 
personal information and insights.
Even though peer review might be seen as ineffective in the writing classroom, Caulk and 
Devenney (1994 in Paulus, 1999) indicate that peer feedback and teacher feedback can 
complement (without contradicting) each other, with students at times being more adept at
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responding to a learner’s work as truly being in progress than the teachers who tend to judge 
the work as a finished product. Through peer review, students therefore have an opportunity to 
observe their peers throughout the learning process and often have more detailed knowledge 
of the work of others than do their teachers (Somervell (1993) found in Sluijsmans & Dochy 
et al. 1998).
Although Namibia’s syllabus clearly indicates what should be taught, there is little said about 
how feedback should be given to the learners for them to check their progress. This means that 
the curriculum is not explicit enough to indicate to the teachers how feedback should be carried 
out on their learners’ written work.
2.5. International research on argumentative writing
Riley & Reedy (2005) indicate that the ability for young children to manage two opposing 
viewpoints is particularly challenging as it requires higher-order thinking skills. They further 
went on to emphasise that teachers need to spend time with children in discussing, researching 
and reflecting. This process deepens the learners’ understanding and reaps the intellectual 
rewards.
Even though argumentative writing requires learners to adhere to stages and moves as indicated 
in Hyland’s model in 2.3.1.1, researchers have found that argumentative writing development 
takes place differently at different stages of the child’s life. Elson (2011) points out that learners 
from a young age are capable of quite elaborative reasoning. However, they are not taught how 
to channel their ideas into a comprehensive, cohesive text that accurately reflects their 
reasoning.
In the same vein, a study in America by O’Halloran (2014) considered argumentative writing 
produced by students in the fifth grade classroom who are bilingual, most with a first language 
other than English. The teachers exposed learners to the stages, or structural elements, expected 
in argumentation, with genre-specific scaffolds. Findings reveal that the fifth graders did not 
have a problem with writing their claims supported with evidence, but the only challenge was 
that learning to do so is an ongoing process which is influenced by a number of factors. Even 
though done with the fifth graders this study can be related to my Grade 11 study. The study 
suggests that writing is a process which needs genre-specific scaffolds in order for learners to 
acquire adequate knowledge about the genre. Teachers therefore in their practice have to make
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more time for writing in order for them to teach writing because writing is an art which needs 
time in order to perfect it.
Correspondingly, in a writing workshop carried out in the United States to find out adolescents’ 
argumentative writing skills, revealed that the biggest problem of adolescents is to put the 
spoken word to paper. In most cases their writing lacked the argumentative elaborations found 
in effective argumentative writing such as the offering of counterarguments to the position, 
rebutting counterarguments to their claims, and adding evidence to support their claims, (Felton 
& Herko 2004). Again, the teacher is still the one to play the role in order to enable the learner 
to argue in an organised way.
In research carried out to determine the development of argumentative skills in children aged 
13-14 found that even young children show some competence in producing arguments in 
support of a claim, (Kuhn & Udell 2003). Nonetheless, serious weakness has been observed in 
the arguments of adolescence and young adults. Brem et al. (as cited in Kuhn & Udell, 2003) 
have similar sentiments with those expressed by Riley & Reedy (2005) above, as they indicate 
that adolescents are unlikely to construct a two-sided argument or to distinguish evidence and 
explanation in support of their claims, At the Level that my research was carried out is at Grade 
11 Level which is an age range far beyond 13-14 which means that at Grade 11 the learners 
should be far more mature when it comes to arguments. Even though that is the case, such 
learners still need guidance as their results are poor as confirmed by the examiners’ reports, 
therefore a strategy to teach these learners is crucial for them to grasp the conventions of 
argumentative writing.
Furthermore, in an action research study carried out in South Africa on argumentative writing 
in a Grade 9 classroom, Elson (2011) found that there is more to be done by teachers in order 
for learners to improve in argumentative writing. Her study was conducted with 30 Grade 9 
learners using the process-genre approach to teach argumentative writing. Even though she 
reports that there were improvements in her learners’ writing of argument, she still insists that:
it is essential that learners are exposed to a range of genres and they should construct a 
variety of text types themselves that reflect the different purposes of their writing for 
them to develop their critical language awareness in order to understand the importance 
of structuring language to effect their purpose; mastering this will enable them to 
construct an argument which is persuasive enough. (p.15)
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In China, a research project on three-part argumentative writing for English majors was carried 
out in order to test students’ ability to use English as a foreign language. The study revealed 
that the arguments written by the students were not fully developed: the structure was not 
rigorous with no topic sentences in paragraphs or obvious relationships between sentences and 
paragraphs; the beginning and the end of the essay were not in agreement with each other or 
self-contradictory and the essay also lacked coherence. Above all, the Chinese students like to 
shift the pattern of Chinese narrative to English argumentative writings (Mingli 2012). Even 
though the above study involved university students, older than the Grade 11 learners I worked 
with, it can relate to mine because in my study the learners were also not native speakers of 
English.
In a similar study Wingate (2011) in King’s College in Britain explored students’ 
understanding of the concept of argument, and found that students had partial or incorrect 
concepts of argument when they enter university. She stated that there was a need to teach the 
formal schemata of essay writing from early in the university and to eradicate some 
misconceptions from students’ previous writing experience. Furthermore, the study 
recommends explicit teaching of argument and suggests that the way an argument is developed 
should be its starting or central point. In order to develop sound argument students should be 
taught to establish a position, support it with different points of view (evidence) to explain why 
they are taking that position and in the conclusion summarise their previous position again as 
advocated by Hyland (1990). Even though Wingate’s study was carried out at university Level, 
I can still relate it to my study as the writing competency of students at university Level is 
determined by the pedagogic approaches of their English teachers at secondary Level.
Based on the above findings, one can conclude that learners’ writing is determined by the text 
type to be written and this will be up to a competent teacher who is able to plan and carry out 
such a lesson. In the above studies it is clear that argumentative writing is one of the most 
complicated genres to acquire and thus Namibian children are not an exception. It is also clear 
from the findings that the development of ideas when writing is a challenge to children at a 
young age and it is a skill which develops with time.
2.5.2 Current research on writing in Namibia
Even though there is no research thus far done specifically on argumentative writing in 
Namibia, there are various research projects on writing which are useful to this study. Du
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Plessis (2012) carried out a research study to understand why first year students of the 
foundation phase programme improving their English symbols at the University of Namibia 
were performing poorly in their academic writing skills. In order to gain insight on why they 
were not doing well in their academic writing, she interviewed five teachers on their ways of 
teaching writing in different regions in Namibia. Out of the five teachers, three indicated that 
they announce the topic of the essay and analyse or explain the topic. Another teacher said that 
learners generate their own ideas without assistance from teachers. On the other hand, two of 
the three teachers allow time for planning in the form of writing down notes of the ideas after 
the teachers have provided a simple example. One teacher believes that pre-writing activities 
are a waste of time since learners are not committed enough to do that activity.
From Du Plessis’ study it is clear that teachers use different methods to teach writing. Some 
focus on the process approach which emphasises the generation of ideas where the learners 
write drafts, peer review and revise their written work in order to have a written product which 
demonstrates their ideas, (Badger & White 2000). Du Plessis above only asked teachers about 
their practices verbally, but did not observe the way they teach to confirm what they said as 
some teachers might not do what they say they do. In my study I interviewed them and then 
observed their pedagogic practices in order to find out about the mismatches between the 
espoused and enacted curricula.
In a study in Namibia, Benjamin (2004) probed learners’ poor academic performance in 
English and suggested that poor instructional strategies could be one of the causes. She added 
that many teachers could also not interpret the syllabus which confirmed Nyathi’s (2001) study. 
Based on the subject policy guide for English Grade 5-12, a syllabus is an important document 
which plays a major role in teaching. The subject policy document emphasises that teachers 
should be well-acquainted with the syllabus content and teach the syllabus and not the textbook 
(Namibia. Ministry of Education [MoE], 2009). If teachers do not have the skill on how to 
implement the syllabus, it jeopardises the teaching as they will not be able to plan well so that 
they can incorporate the necessary objectives and competencies which would lead to poor 
results as indicated by Benjamin (2004) above. Even though Benjamin indicated that there is 
poor performance in English, in her study she did not specify any particular area of focus. In 
my study, therefore, I looked at argumentative writing to find out not only how teachers 
interpret the syllabus, but how they teach that specific skill as it is one of the skills which is 
poorly performed as per the Examiner’s reports in Chapter 1 & 2. The pedagogic approaches
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as discussed earlier in section 2.4.1 in the writing classroom play a major role in learners’ 
performance because what teachers teach is mostly what learners write.
Another study carried out by Nyathi (1999) investigated constraints encountered by teachers 
in teaching English in Namibian secondary schools. He states that teaching writing is the most 
problematic area experienced by teachers. The writing area is followed by speaking, listening 
and reading. This sounds logical that the receptive skills are easier to teach than the productive 
ones and that is probably why more weight is allocated to the writing domain in the syllabus 
than to the receptive skills, for example listening and reading. A later study by Nyathi (2001), 
examined constraints experienced by local teachers in teaching English Second Language 
(ESL) writing and revealed that many of the ESL teachers did not understand the academic 
writing expectations of the communicative syllabus. It further showed that Namibian teachers 
still apply traditional teaching methods which rely heavily on activities such as controlled 
exercises, drill and rote learning. My research extended Nyathi’s research by not only exploring 
the constraints encountered by teachers in a Second Language classroom when it comes to 
writing in general, but I focused on argumentative essay on Higher and Ordinary Level 
specifically by looking at their understanding and how that understanding affects their 
classroom practices. My study on argumentative writing will be the first of its kind in Namibia 
and therefore will reveal findings which would contribute positively to the teaching of this 
specific genre.
2.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter outlined contextual information about the study in order to give an overview of 
the teaching of argumentative writing in Namibia. It has highlighted key concepts of argument 
and then further looked at structural elements of an argumentative essay. Literature on the 
various approaches to teaching writing which might have been used by the teachers has been 
explored as well. In line with pedagogy and in order to find out what the teachers are expected 
to do when teaching argumentative writing in Namibia, the expectations of the Namibian 
curriculum in terms of writing were also explored. Lastly, the chapter focused on the research 
into the writing of argument both internationally and locally in order to understand other factors 
which might have an influence on the teaching of the topic. The next chapter is the 
methodology.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
As an English teacher, I discovered that learners find the argumentative essay the most difficult 
to write as it does not require them to narrate but think critically about issues. These prompted 
me to look into the pedagogic practices of two Grade 11 teachers at Higher and Ordinary Levels 
when teaching this genre because if  they are poor, they may contribute to poor performance as 
indicated in the examiners’ report in (Section 1.2). Thus, as a concerned teacher, I conducted a 
case study to get an in-depth understanding of the teachers’ pedagogic practices and how it 
affects argumentative essay writing.
What follows in this chapter is an outline of the research design orientation, and the research 
process followed in conducting this study. Firstly, I describe the background of the research, 
and provide reasons for its importance and appropriateness. This section also discusses 
particular research approaches that were used in the study. The research objectives, research 
site, participants and data gathering procedures (instruments and methods) are outlined. In 
concluding this chapter, I explicate the ethical considerations.
3.2 Research design and orientation
Research design is a plan of how the researcher will systematically collect and analyse the data 
needed to answer the research question (Bertram & Christiansen 2014). This study is an 
interpretive qualitative case study focusing on the practices of two Grade 11 secondary school 
English teachers.
3.2.1 Interpretative paradigm
The study was informed by an interpretive paradigm which Cohen, Manion, & Marrison (2007) 
state it is aimed at providing rich descriptions of the phenomenon and if possible, developing 
some questions as well. Cohen et al. (2007) further indicate that the interpretative paradigm 
strives to view situations through the eyes of participants, to catch their intentionality and their 
interpretation of frequently complex situations, their meaning systems and the dynamics of the 
interactions as it unfolds. Thus, this approach enabled me to understand the genuine situation 
in the classroom during the teaching of argumentative writing in the Grade 11 classroom. It
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further enabled me explore the interactions that took place between the teachers and learners 
in the two classrooms in order to reach a conclusion on the pedagogic approaches used by the 
two teachers.
3.2.2 Qualitative research
I used the qualitative research method to get rich in-depth data for the purpose of understanding 
more about the pedagogic approaches used by the Grade 11 Ordinary and Higher Level 
teachers in teaching an argumentative essay. According to Johnson & Christensen (2012), 
qualitative methods give a detailed perspective and understanding about individuals within a 
context.
Qualitative research is designed to ensure a close fit between the data and what people actually 
say and do. By observing people in their everyday lives, listening to them talk about what is on 
their minds, and looking at the documents they produce, the qualitative researcher, obtains first­
hand knowledge of social life unfiltered, (Taylor, Bogdan & De Vault 2015). Similarly, 
Johnson & Christensen (2012) state that the qualitative researcher:
...uses a wide -and deep-angle lens, examining human choice and behaviour as it occurs 
naturally in all its detail as they do not want to intervene in the natural flow of 
behaviour. They try to understand multiple dimensions and layers of reality by spending 
a great deal of time studying many aspects. (p.377)
In my case, I spent some time at the two secondary schools so that I understand multiple 
dimensions including the two teachers’ understanding of argumentative writing and how their 
understanding impacts their classroom practices. From my interviews and observations, I was 
able to have an in-depth understanding of the teachers’ practices and different aspects which 
contribute to their teaching approaches.
3.2.3 Case Study
I opted to use a case study for my investigation of the two Grade 11 teachers’ ways of teaching 
argumentative writing, for as Patton (2002) explains, a case study identifies and describes 
practices, beliefs, attitudes and perceptions, opinions, feelings and knowledge. A case study is 
suitable because it gives more details about teachers’ ways of teaching as well as the feelings 
about their practices. Furthermore, a case study is appropriate because it enabled me to explore
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teachers’ opinions on how their pedagogic practices differ due to the influence of different 
factors such as teaching experience, school contexts and learners’ backgrounds.
Cohen et al. (2007) in addition contend that case studies investigate and report the complex 
dynamic and unfolding interaction of events, human relationships and other factors in a unique 
instance. In this study, each teacher’s pedagogic practice will be regarded as a unique case 
where some differences and similarities might emerge depending on factors such as the type of 
learners, number of learners per class and teacher experience.
3.3 Research site
The study was conducted in two Grade 11 classrooms at two different secondary schools in the 
Oshikoto region. The two schools I coded School 1(S1) and School 2 (S2). The two teachers 
who participated in the study were also coded Teacher 1 (Mr. Fish) and Teacher 2 (Ms. Given). 
It was necessary to use pseudonyms in order to comply with the ethical principle of 
confidentiality which according to Cohen et al. (2007) involves researchers not making the 
participant identity known to the public even though the researcher might know who provided 
the information. Both schools are in Oshikoto region, one secondary school is a government 
school situated in a rural settlement, while the other school is private school in a town. Even 
though one school was a private and the other government, they are all guided by the same 
education act of (2001) as well as the same Ministry of Education Curriculum (2010). In School 
1 there was 41 learners in the classroom on Ordinary Level. In School 2 which is on Higher 
Level there were 8 learners, a number which was not fixed since at the beginning of the year 
there was a strong possibility for those not performing as per the Higher Level requirements to 
be shifted back to Ordinary Level.
The majority of the learners in School 1 are from rural primary and junior primary school with 
poor English background both at home and in their school environment. In most cases they are 
only exposed to English usage at secondary school as they sometimes get to watch television 
and surf the internet. Lumbu (2013) investigated the constraints experienced by ESL teachers 
in teaching Grade 10 English as a second language in rural combined schools in Namibia in a 
region called Oshana. He concluded that ESL teachers in rural areas encounter constraints 
ranging from language proficiency to lack of materials and support. He went on to argue that 
some of the constraints encountered may be similar to those encountered by their urban 
counterparts. The difference is the availability of support networks, library resources and
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information communication technology (ICT) facilities. His study could be related to mine 
because Oshikoto and Oshana are close to one another with similar learning environments. The 
learners from School 2 are from better backgrounds exposed to English from lower grades as 
many have come from private primary schools as well. The ethnic make-up of the teacher and 
learner population is entirely Oshiwambo in School 1. In School 2 the English teacher is Shona 
and the majority of the learners are Oshiwambo with the exception of one Shona girl in the 
class. The teacher from School 1 is female while the teacher from School 2 is male. Both 
teachers have more than 15 years’ teaching experience.
School 1 was to my advantage because it was my duty station, but School 2 was more than 20 
km from where I work. I had no near choice as not many schools in the region had Higher 
Level because of its challenging nature as stated in Chapter 1. Selecting Grade 11 was my area 
of interest also because I teach Grade 11 currently and I am confronted by challenges because 
of the learners from rural areas who come to secondary school with poor writing skills 
especially in argumentative writing. Doing research in the Grade I teach will help me grow 
professionally as I will be able to reflect on my practice and where possible improve. 
Furthermore, I chose Grade 11 because in Namibia the syllabus component covers two years 
from Grade 11 -12 and so I wanted to find out how the Grade 11 teachers taught their learners 
argumentative writing as this genre was going to be assessed in Grade 12.
3.4 Sampling
Cohen et al. (2007) indicate that researchers endeavour to collect information from a smaller 
group or subset of the population in such a way that knowledge gained is representative of the 
total population under study. The smaller group or subset of the population is what is called 
the sample. Johnson & Christensen (2012, p.231) describe purposive sampling as ‘‘a procedure 
that places the researcher at an advantage during data gathering to have access to 
knowledgeable people i.e. those with in-depth knowledge about particular issues, maybe by 
virtue of their professional role, power etc.’’. Purposive sampling was suitable as I used the 
critical case sampling under which according to Johnson & Christensen (2012) involves 
selecting participants who are most likely to provide the information being studied. The critical 
case sampling in this study enabled me to select teachers who have teaching experience of more 
than three years because they will be able to provide insight into the teaching of argumentative 
writing which can be generalised to other schools in the region. I also chose those with three
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years teaching experience and more because I believe those years are sufficient for the teacher 
to be grounded in an approach to the teaching of argumentative writing.
The reason why the two teachers from different Levels were chosen was to focus on the 
differences and similarities of their pedagogic approaches since the two Levels have different 
abilities of learners as well as the numbers of learners in each class. The Higher Level learners 
were selected to be part of the specific class based on their abilities and therefore their classes 
were often smaller compared to the Ordinary Level. Important to note about the two Levels is 
that the syllabus expectations are the same in terms of aims and competencies, but the only 
difference is the length of written pieces as Higher Level requires learners to write more 
compared to Ordinary.
3.5 Data gathering techniques
In this study, multiple data gathering techniques were used, namely, interviews, observation 
and document analysis at different Levels of my study. For the context, the curriculum 
documents such as the Namibian National Curriculum, and English Second Language Grade 
11-12 syllabus and the Grade 12 English Second Language Examiners’ reports were used. In 
the main phase I used lesson plans (Q1), learners’ workbooks (Q4) and lesson observations 
(Q2 & 3) as well as semi-structured interviews in order to address research questions 1, 2, 3, 
and 4.
Data gathering was done in five phases as follows:
Phase 1 -  Documentary evidence -  Curriculum documents, Examiners’ Reports, lesson plans 
and English Second Language Grade 11-12 syllabus. Analysis of these documents was done in 
order to find out what they say in terms of argumentative essay writing as well as methods 
suggested in teaching the topic. I also needed to establish whether teachers’ planning is in line 
with the syllabus expectations in terms of argumentative writing. Examiners’ Reports were 
analysed in order to find out how learners are performing in argumentative writing.
Phase 2 -  I piloted my interview questions with a Grade 11 English teacher who was not part 
of the main study. The pilot study was done in order to test the data gathering tools and make 
adjustments where necessary.
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Phase 3 -  Interviews -  to get teachers’ views on their pedagogic approaches in teaching the 
genre as well as the possible challenges they might face in the teaching process. The interviews 
addressed research question 1: What are the Grade 11 teachers’ understandings of an 
argumentative essay?
Phase 4 -  Classroom Observations of teachers’ classroom approaches when teaching 
argumentative essay to validate the interview data. This phase addressed research questions 2 
and 3: How do these understandings impact on their classroom practices in the teaching 
argumentative essay? What pedagogic practices do the Grade 11 teachers use to teach 
argumentative writing?
Phase 5- Learners’ workbooks were analysed in order to compare learners’ argumentative 
essays to better understand potential differences and similarities in their performance on Higher 
and Ordinary Level as well as to see the impact of the teachers’ teaching approaches on the 
learners’ writing. This addresses research question 4: What role do these classroom practices 
play in the development of learners’ writing of an argumentative essay?
3.5.1 Documentary evidence
Documentary evidence according to Creswell (2012) is the analysis of all types of written 
communications that may have relevant information about the problem under study. I used the 
Namibia (Namibia. Ministry of Education [MoE], 2010), the English syllabi for Higher and 
Ordinary Level, the Examiners reports for Grade 12, (2011-14), teachers’ lesson plans as well 
as learners’ workbooks.
The main aim of using the curriculum documents was to find out the stipulated expectations
when it comes to teaching in Namibia. I further examined the syllabus expectations which were
helpful as it enlightened me by giving insight on basic competencies which need to be covered
on the topic of argumentative essay in Grade 11. Furthermore, four learners’ workbooks on
Higher Level were also checked, while on Ordinary Level 10 books were checked to see how
the essay was marked and how learners with different abilities performed. During the analysis,
logical development and linguistic features were also assessed. The book number varied due
to the fact that Higher Level had only eight learners and therefore I took a sample of 4 learners
while Ordinary Level since they are 41, I took ten books as my sample. In addition, I also
checked teachers’ lesson plans in order to see whether teachers’ planning was supportive
enough to ensure that learners were assisted in order to learn the argumentative essay. When I
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analysed the lesson plans, I focused on all components such as the introduction which should 
include learners’ prior knowledge; various lesson tasks and learner engagement; as well as the 
conclusion which should indicate the types of activities given to the learners.
3.5.2 Interviews
As (Bertram & Christiansen 2014) put it, an interview is a conversation between the researcher 
and the respondent. They further indicate that interviewing can enable the researcher to probe 
in order to obtain more detailed information if the respondent has not given sufficient detail 
initially. Thus, in this study semi-structured interviews were used in order to generate 
qualitative rich data sets. Miles & Huberman (1994) point out that semi-structured interview 
is a method where both the interviewer and interviewee have opportunities to discuss and 
explore particular themes of their interpretation from their own points of view.
Before I observed the teachers teaching argumentative writing, I conducted semi-structured 
interviews in order to find out about the teachers’ conception and experiences as well as the 
challenges they face when teaching an argumentative essay to the Grade 11 learners on Higher 
and Ordinary Level. The main reason for carrying out interviews before the lesson observation 
was to find out whether what the teachers said during interviews is what they do in class during 
their teaching. Semi-structured interviews were helpful for me, as Cohen et al. (2007) indicate, 
semi-structured interviews enable the interviewer to prompt and probe, press for clarity and 
elicitation, to rephrase questions to make it easy for the interviewee to grasp them, summarise 
where necessary and to check for confirmation particularly if the issues are complex or vague.
I had some set questions (Appendix 2C) before the interview, but based on some responses 
from respondents I probed further to get in-depth data for the study. All the interviews were 
carried out in English mostly during the teachers’ spare time. An audio recorder was used in 
order to record the interviews and they were transcribed in full.
3.5.3 Observations
Bertram & Christiansen (2014) describe observation as a process in which the ‘‘researcher goes 
to the site of the study and observe what is taking place there in order to get first-hand 
information’’ (p.84). Cohen et al. maintain that the distinctive feature of observation as a data 
collection tool is that it offers the researcher the opportunity to gather ‘live’ data from naturally 
occurring social situations (2007, p.396). Likewise, Johnson & Christensen (2012) assert that
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observations are done for exploratory purposes in a natural setting in order to obtain 
information about the phenomenon of interest.
I observed a total of six lessons for Teacher 1 and Teacher 2, three lessons for each. My main 
focus during observation was to establish the teachers’ pedagogic approaches in teaching the 
argumentative essay to the Grade 11 learners on both Higher and Ordinary Level from the 
beginning to the end of the lessons.
Each lesson was both audio and video-recorded so that I could back up and also to ensure 
accuracy. I also used an observation schedule as a guide, in order to note any other useful data 
in my observation schedule. In order for me to focus freely on the observation schedule, I 
positioned both audio and video recorder on a table next to me infront of the class and only 
checked them at intervals to see if they were still recording. On the observation schedule, I 
included the following: how the lesson is introduced; the teaching and learning of the topic. 
During the teaching and learning, I looked at the content of each lesson, focusing on how and 
whether the different stages of Gibbons’ Curriculum Cycle were used or not used. During the 
lesson I looked at how the teacher guided learners on the argumentative essay writing 
conventions and linguistic features in relation to the social contexts in which they function, as 
well as their purpose. The type of activities given and how the teacher guided learners in order 
to facilitate leaning also formed part of the observation. In observing the teaching of grammar 
in the two classrooms, my aim was to establish whether teachers use text models as advocated 
by Gibbons (2002) when teaching grammar. Observation enabled me to get insight into various 
teaching methods employed by the two teachers as they assisted learners to grasp the 
argumentative writing. The other purpose of observation was to ensure triangulation. Johnson 
& Christensen (2012, p.206) indicate that ‘‘observation is an important way of collecting 
information about people because people do not always do what they say they do’’.
Days prior to my observation day I went to Teacher1’s class to accustom myself with the 
classroom environment. I identified the most suitable area to sit during the observation period 
and I also tested my recording instruments, the audio and video recorder. I also took note of 
the features in the class such as the seating arrangements as well as the location of the 
chalkboard. I could not familiarise myself with Teacher 2 ’s classroom before the observation 
date, but upon arrival on the observation day there was no challenge about where to sit because 
there was sufficient space given the fact that there were only 8 learners.
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In addition, I used the non-participant observation strategy to minimise the effect that I might 
have in the classroom since a video and audio recorder were used. In this case, I was seated 
strategically in front of the classroom with my observation schedule and the audio and video 
recorder in order to record what was going on during the lesson without participating in what 
was being done. As a non-participant observer I avoided contact with learners by neither talking 
to them nor reacting to what occurred in the classroom. I am not saying that my presence had 
no impact on the classroom events, but I tried by all means to minimise it. Bertram & 
Christiansen (2014) indicate that the researcher might acknowledge that their presence will 
have some effect, but should try to have minimal effect on what is being observed by avoiding 
showing any reaction to what goes on.
3.6 Pilot study
Cohen et al. (2007) state that it may be better to carry out a pilot study and uncover some of 
the problems in advance. Cohen et al. (2007) further states that piloting is one of the factors 
that promotes validity stating that ‘‘a pilot should be carried out to ensure that observational 
categories themselves are appropriate, exhaustive, discrete, unambiguous, and effectively 
operationalise the purpose of the research’’ (p.41). The reason for the pilot study was to refine 
my instruments in order for me to work with ease during the main study. I conducted a pilot 
study with a Grade 11 teacher from School 1 who was not part of the main study. The teacher’s 
lesson plans, learners’ workbooks and his lesson presentations were observed. Semi-structured 
interviews were also conducted with the teacher.
Through the pilot study I was able to find out that some semi-structured interview questions 
for example question 3 required more follow up questions (Appendix 2A). The pilot study 
further enabled me to find a better way to operate my research equipment, the audio and video 
recorder especially on the volume and positioning which gave me confidence and certainty to 
work with them during the main study.
3.7 Data analysis
Data analysis in qualitative research ‘‘involves organizing, accounting for and explaining the 
data, in short, making sense of data in terms of the participants’ definitions of the situations, 
noting patterns, themes, categories and regularities’’ (Cohen et al. 2007, p.461).
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Responses from the semi-structured interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed using 
the genre theory to identify the differences and similarities. With my research questions in 
mind, I critically analysed if what was said in the interviews matched with what the teachers 
did practically in class.
In order to find out the impact of teachers’ pedagogic approaches on learners’ work, I analysed 
earners’ argumentative essays. When analysing the written work, I focused on the extent to 
which Hyland’s (1990) model of argumentative writing was incorporated in learners’ essays 
taking into consideration the introduction, thesis and the conclusion. When checking learners’ 
written work, attention was also given to the aspect of grammar whereby I concentrated on the 
connectives to link ideas.
Vygotsky’s (1978) social constructivist theory was used as a meta-theory in order to strengthen 
more fine grained data analysis. The Curriculum Cycle with its four stages namely, building 
knowledge about the field, modelling the text, joint construction and independent construction 
was helpful to analyse the data because the teaching and learning activities were observed in a 
natural setting. During data analysis I was keen to find out the extent to which the four stages 
of the Curriculum Cycle were incorporated into the lessons of the two teachers.
3.8 Validity and trustworthiness
Validity as Cohen et al. (2007) indicate is an important key to effective research because if a 
piece of research is invalid, then it is worthless. Furthermore, Joppe in Golafshani (2003, p.599) 
affirms that,
Validity determines whether the research truly measures that which it was intended to 
measure or how truthful the research results are. In other words, does the research 
instrument allow you to hit ‘‘the bull’s eye’’ of your research object? Researchers 
generally determine validity by asking a series of questions, and will get answers in the 
research of others.
In order to ensure validity triangulation was used in this study. Bertram & Christiansen (2014) 
state that triangulation refers to collecting data from a number of different sources. They further 
indicates that triangulation enables the researcher to see if the data that is collected from one 
source confirms or contradicts the data which is collected from a different source. I therefore 
ensured triangulation in this study by using multiple research instruments: interviews, 
observations and documentary evidence in order to find out whether what the teachers said in
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the interview was what they practised in the classroom when teaching an argumentative essay. 
According to Cohen et al. (2007, p.141),
Triangulation techniques in the social sciences attempt to map out, or explain more 
fully, the richness and complexity of human behaviour by studying it from more than 
one standpoint.. .Triangulation is a powerful way of demonstrating concurrent validity, 
particularly in qualitative research.
In this case therefore, triangulation was sought to eliminate errors when it came to data analysis 
by ensuring that I was able to compare responses from one data source to another, for example 
confirming what was said in the interview with what was done during observation.
3.9 Ethical Considerations
Various ethical issues were considered by me as a researcher before embarking on the research. 
Leedy and Ormrod (2010, p.101) state that whenever human beings or other creatures with 
potential to think, feel and experience physical or psychological distress are part of the 
investigation, we must look closely at the ethical implications of what we are proposing to do. 
Erickson (1998, p.116) further suggests that ‘‘researchers are obliged ethically to anticipate 
what will be done in data collection, analysis and reporting during the study’’. He in addition 
recommends written agreements when the conditions of the research are specified. This 
suggests that I was obliged to get permission from the Ministry of Education, the principals of 
the participating schools, the teachers as well as the learners and parents’ consent.
As stated earlier, I wrote to the regional Directorate of Education in Oshikoto region in northern 
Namibia to get permission to carry out the research in the two schools. Formal letters 
(Appendix 1B and 1C) seeking permission were also written to the school principals of the two 
schools as well as to the two teachers who were part of the study. The letters informed the 
participant teachers of the purpose of the research and they were also told that all information 
would be handled with confidentiality. I also wrote letters to the parents of the learners involved 
to ask permission for their children to be part of the study.
The aims of the research were clearly stipulated and it was emphasised that all information was 
to be kept private as pseudonyms were used so that no information would identify research 
participants. Participant teachers and learners were also told that they were free to withdraw 
from the research at any point if  they so wished. The videotaped lessons were not leaked to
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anyone. The assurance that all information would be kept confidential gave the participants 
confidence that their identities were protected and all in fact remained part of the study until 
its completion. It is also important to note that in the end before the research was carried out, 
all participants had signed consent forms.
3.11 Concluding remarks
In this chapter I have outlined the research design and methodological orientation which was 
the qualitative case study informed by an interpretive approach. The research questions were 
outlined followed by the sampling procedure used in the study. I have further also spelled out 
the data gathering instruments which are the documentary evidence, interviews and 
observations which enabled me to generate data to answer the research questions in 3.3.1. This 
chapter also explained how data was validated to ensure quality and trustworthy. The next 
chapter is the presentation and analysis of data gathered during the research process.
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Chapter 4: Data presentation and analysis
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I analyse the data and discuss my findings which were obtained from interviews, 
observations and documentary evidence. As indicated earlier, the aim of this research was to 
better understand the pedagogic practices of two Grade 11 teachers to teach argumentative 
writing on Higher and Ordinary Level respectively. The research questions which guided the 
study were:
• What are the Grade 11 teachers’ understandings of an argumentative essay?
• How do these understandings impact on their classroom practices in the teaching 
argumentative essay?
• What pedagogic practices do the Grade 11 teachers use to teach argumentative writing?
• What role do these classroom practices play in the development of learners’ writing of 
an argumentative essay?
I combined various theories in order to create a framework to address the above research 
questions. Gibbon’s Genre theory focused my analytical framework of teachers’ pedagogy by 
using the four stages of the Curriculum Cycle namely: building knowledge of the field, 
modelling the text, joint construction and independent construction as key concepts to analyse 
classroom observation, interviews as well as lesson plans data. In addition, Hyland (1990)’s 
model of argument was used to analyse learners’ essays. Also, in order to strengthen the data 
interpretation and discussion, literature on various teaching strategies such adaptive teaching, 
collaborative learning were considered. In addition to literature, I also used personal 
professional opinion.
4.1.1 A comparison of the two teachers’ understanding and pedagogic practices of 
argumentative writing
Even though the two teachers teach at the same Grade Level, similar years of experience and 
using the same syllabus, one would expect similarities and differences both in their 
understanding of argumentative writing and their teaching approaches of the topic. Therefore, 
in this section I compared the two teachers’ understanding of argumentative writing and 
pedagogic approaches to teaching the topic to Grade 11 learners using interview data. As I 
have indicated earlier in 4.1, I used the key concepts of the genre theory by Gibbons (2002) in
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order to have a deep understanding of the two teachers’ pedagogic practices from data such as 
interviews, classroom observations and from lesson plans. In the second section of my data 
analysis I used Hyland’s (1990) model to analyse learners’ written work from each teacher.
Responding to research question 1, w h a t  a r e  th e  t e a c h e r s ’ u n d e r s ta n d in g  o f  a n  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  
e s sa y ?  I drew from the interview data. In my analysis of this data, I discovered that the two 
teachers have a sound understanding of the purpose of an argumentative essay as shown in the 
following interview extracts.
Extract 1: The purpose of argument from Mr. Fish’s interview.
R: The first question I want to ask you is: What is your understanding of argumentative writing.
Mr. Fish: I understand it as one of the most challenging topics in the teaching of English. I say 
so because most learners prefer a narrative because it falls within their understanding and 
experiences, but with the argumentative essay they are scared by the controversy which surrounds 
the topic. It is a topic which requires to persuade the audience to agree with the views of the 
learners and that is not an essay thing while telling a story is just very easy.
Extract 2: The purpose of argument from Ms. Given’s interview.
R: Firstly, briefly what is your understanding of an argumentative essay?
Ms. Given: A piece of writing meant to convince or to persuade someone that what you say is 
right or for you to convince him/her to believe what you want to say.
It is clear from the two interview extracts that Mr. Fish and Ms. Given’s understanding of the 
purpose of an argument resonates with Hyland (1990: 68) who states that an argumentative 
essay is defined by its purpose which is to persuade the reader of the correctness of a central 
point even though they expressed it differently.
Furthermore, the aspects that the teachers focus on also play an important role in making 
learners understand the topic, as the two teachers indicate in Extract 3 and 4 below.
Extract 3. Mr. Fish on the aspects he focuses on during the Argumentative Writing lesson
R: What do you focus on when you teach argumentative essay?
Mr. FISH: When I teach argumentative writing I mainly focus on the understanding by the 
learners. I make sure that learners understand the topic under discussion because the truth is
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when you have no knowledge of what you are talking about then there is no way in which you 
can write about that thing.
In Extract 3 Mr. Fish clearly states that he ensures that learners understand the topic, while Ms. 
Given on the other hand expressed herself on the same issue as follows:
Extract 4 Ms. Given’s on the aspects she focuses on when teaching Argumentative writing.
R: Which aspects do you focus on when teaching argumentative writing?
MS. GIVEN: I focus on the heading, the introduction, the body and the conclusion
In Extract 4 above, Ms. Given responded that she focuses on the four structural components 
when teaching an argument. Her response resonates with Hyland’ (1990) model which 
indicates that the structure of an essay is divided into the components, introduction, body and 
conclusion.
From Mr. Fish and Ms. Given’s response it is worth noting the aspects that were not covered. 
Firstly the issue of audience was not addressed in terms of the genre of argument whereby the 
learners are expected to optimise opportunities to discover meaning to anticipate their 
audience/readers, (Hyland 1990). Secondly, and more importantly, the two teachers did not 
mention any issues of rhetorical structure of an argument.
4.2 The impact of teachers’ understanding on the teaching of argumentative writing
In this section I respond to research questions 2 and 3, which focuses on how the teachers’ 
understandings impact on their classroom practices in the teaching of argumentative writing by 
specifically looking at the type of pedagogic practices used by the Grade 11 teachers to teach 
argumentative writing.
4.3 Building knowledge of the field
It is important to note that Mr. Fish understands the difficulties of teaching an argument in 
English as he mentioned in the first three lines of Extract 1 yet, in his teaching of argument to 
Grade 11 learners, his understanding does not come out clearly in his provision of feedback 
when building knowledge of the field with the learners as shown in Extract 5 below.
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Extract 5: Day 1- Lesson Observation of Mr. Fish on purpose of an argument
1 MR.FISH: You are all done now? Right let us go through it again together, I want to find 
out what type of essay is that?
(Learners sta rt to shou t answ ers random ly)
2 MR.FISH: No, I want hands, Yes.... (pointing  a t Ivali)
3 IVALI: Argumentative essay.
4 MR.FISH: Yes, (w rites on the board) ‘argumentative essay’. You saw it quickly. Why did 
you call it an argumentative essay, why... why did you say it is argumentative?
5 NHATU: It is an argument because the writer is trying to persuade someone about
something.
6 MR.FISH: She says the writer is trying to persuade people about something. Is it so? What 
about another one?
7 Ls: (Goes quiet, no one seem s to have an answ er to the question)
8 MR.FISH: This will help you when you come across a group of questions which you are 
going to do of course. To call it an argumentative essay it must have some qualities, what 
is it? Yes... (P ointing  a t Eyali).
This lesson segment followed a reading of a hand-written essay that Mr. Fish used to model an 
argument (see Appendix 5A). In Utterances 1-4 the teacher involved learners in the lesson by 
asking them to describe the purpose of an argument in order to build their knowledge of the 
field. Mr. Fish in his scaffolding techniques probed learners to think about their answers as 
shown in Utterance 5 by asking them to give reasons why they are saying it is an argumentative 
essay. This step is crucial in understanding an argument as a genre which learners answered 
correctly and then he confirmed the correctness of the answer. He further went on to build on 
their knowledge of the field by asking its purpose, but failed to confirm the answer from the 
learner in Utterance 6. In his practice there are issues of feedback that one can take note of, 
such as the use of questions such as ‘Is it so?’ which does not clearly confirm whether the 
answer was correct or wrong. As a result, learners seemed confused and not responding. Very 
interesting to note is that he went on with more questions on the qualities of an argument in 
Utterance 9 without exploring explicitly the purpose in detail by building on the learner’s 
answer in Utterance 6 or confirming the correctness of it. Now, based on the above teacher 
learner interaction in data in Extract 5, there is a mismatch with his response in interview in 
Extract 3 because throughout his teaching of argumentative writing he does not go back to 
clarify the purpose of an argumentative essay.
Ms. Given, on the other hand, practiced explicit teaching to ensure that learners understood 
before she moved on to the next point. This is demonstrated in Extract 6 below.
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Extract 6: Day 1- Lesson Observation of Ms. Given on purpose of an argument
1 Ms. GIVEN: When we talk about argumentative essay or argumentative piece of writing 
what do we refer to, heeeeh? What do you refer to? Your own understanding of 
argumentative essay. Yes (po in ting  a t a  learner).
2 MISHE: The essay which requires options.
3 Ms. GIVEN: The essay which requires options, is that all?
4 Shorty: (Raises his hand)
5 Ms. GIVEN: Mhhhhh (P ointing  a t the learner)
6 CHAMPY: The essay which requires you to write whether you are for or against.
7 Ms. GIVEN: The essay which requires you to argue whether you are for or against, yes you 
are right. Eehm, the argumentative writing we say in short we say (writes on the board) ‘An 
argumentative essay is a piece of writing meant to persuade or to convince someone to think 
the way you do in other words to agree with you or to believe in what you say’. Ok, Aaahm 
it is just like any other essay, so which things do you need to put into consideration when 
writing an argumentative essay?
Anghileri (2006) indicates that teachers should practice probing questions in the classroom in 
order for the learners to expand on their own thinking. In Utterances 1 and 3 above, it is clear 
that Ms. Given scaffolded learners by probing them on the purpose of argumentative writing 
in order for the answers to come from them. She did not move on before she exhausts the point 
being discussed, so she makes sure that she elicits their prior knowledge and builds knowledge 
by adding extra information to the learners’ answers as indicated in Utterance 7. She further 
states that this did not only got learners to participate in class, but it helped the teacher to gain 
insight into learners’ thinking which promotes learners’ understanding of the topic.
It is important to note that in Extracts 5 and 6 the classroom observation revealed that both 
teachers involve learners’ prior knowledge which they use to lay a foundation before going 
deeper into the lesson. The curriculum document stipulates that learning in school must relate 
to, involve and extend learners’ prior knowledge and experience (Namibia. MoE, 2010).
Similarly, Ms. Given also introduced the argumentative topic to the learners on the first day of 
the lesson observation which corresponds with Gibbons (2002)’s first stage of the Curriculum 
Cycle. As shown in Extract 7 below, Mrs Given also ensures that learners’ prior knowledge is 
evoked through various questions.
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Extract 7: Day -1 Lesson Observation of Ms. Given on building on learners’ prior knowledge
1. MS. GIVEN: I don’t know if it was a week or two weeks ago we did a shorter piece of writing and 
it was a friendly letter. The next piece of writing we are going to do today is the (writes on the 
board) argumentative essay. I hope we are not doing argumentative essay for the first time, when 
we talk about argumentative essay or argumentative piece of writing what do we refer to, heeeeh? 
What do you refer to? Your own understanding of argumentative essay. Yes (po in ting  a tM ish e).
2. MISHE: The essay which requires options.
3. MS. GIVEN: The essay which requires options, is that all?
4. ESSIZI: (Raises his hand)
5. MS. GIVEN: Mhhhhh (P oin ting  a t the learner)
6. ESSIZI: The essay which requires you to write whether you are for or against.
7. MS. GIVEN: The essay which requires you to argue whether you are for or against, yes you are
right. Eehm, the argumentative writing we say in short we say (writes on the board) ‘An 
argumentative essay is a piece of writing meant to persuade or to convince someone to think the 
way you do in other words to agree with you or to believe in what you say’. Okay, Aaahm it is 
just like any other essay, so which things do you need to put into consideration when writing an 
argumentative essay?_____________________________________________________________
In the above Extract 7, it is clear that Ms. Given ensures that learners are involved in the lesson 
right from the beginning by ensuring that she asks learners to engage in the discussions by 
asking them questions to evoke their prior knowledge. In the above Extract 7, Ms. Given in 
Utterance 1 asked learners what an argumentative essay is and Mishe answered in Utterance 2, 
which was wrong. She probed the learners further by asking them to think deeper about more 
options on what argumentative essay is about to which Essizi answered in Utterance 6. Ms. 
Given in Utterance 7 then confirmed that the answer of the learner in Utterance 6 was correct.
Even though both teachers did their best to tap from learners’ prior knowledge, I discovered 
that there was a lack of adaptive teaching in Mr. Fish’s pedagogic practice compared to Ms. 
Given. Parsons (2008) states that adaptive teaching involves being flexible enough as teachers 
to accommodate the complexity of classroom situations that may arise during teaching. In his 
teaching, Mr. Fish continued being inflexible in most parts of the lessons and ignored wrong 
answers from the learners without clarifying them on the spot. In Extract 8 below, Eyali gave 
a wrong answer but he moved on without clarifying why that particular answer is wrong and 
the particular area where that answer can be used.
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Extract 8: Day 1- Lesson Observation of Mr. Fish on adaptive teaching
1 Mr. FISH: This will help you when you come across a group of questions which 
you are going to do of course. To call it an argumentative essay it must have some 
qualities, what is it? Yes... (Pointing at a learner).
2 EYALI: It must have some rhetoric questions.
3 MR. Fish: Mhmmmmm, but that can happen in any essay. Yes (Pointing at a 
learner)
4 IMWEH: It must have two sides.
5 Mr. FISH: Two sides, very good. Yes, it must have two sides. It must compare, 
two... and...What can you say about these two sides that are being compared in 
order to make it an argument? Yes (Pointing at a learner).
In Extract 8 above Mr. Fish does not guide the learners by providing them with immediate 
feedback. The learner answered that one of the qualities of an argumentative essay is that it 
should have a rhetorical question. Instead of addressing the issue of a rhetorical question as to 
what it is and its relevance in argumentative writing, he still pressed on by demanding learners 
to give the qualities of an argumentative essay even though he intended to address rhetorical 
questions at a later stage in the same lesson which makes his teaching not sufficiently adaptive. 
Murray (2009) states that feedback needs to be given as soon as possible after the language is 
produced. She further argues that if  learners are speaking, feedback is usually immediate. This 
means that Mr. Fish should not wait to give feedback at a later stage so that the learners can 
get clarity immediately. Based on Mr. Fish’s lesson plan, one can conclude that during his 
teaching he followed his plan and did not want to accommodate unexpected contributions from 
the learners which would divert him from what he had planned and the order of his plan. As 
per his lesson plan the rhetorical question is one of the aspects to be covered as it states that: 
L e a r n e r s  r e a d  s i le n tly  p a y in g  a t te n tio n  to  s tr a te g ie s  u s e d  e.g . re g is te r , r h e to r ic a l  q u es tio n s , 
tone, e x a m p le s  etc. (See Appendix 9 A ) . According to Lin, Schwarts, & Hatano 2005, (in 
Parsons, 2012) teaching involves human interactions and relations, and therefore teachers 
consistently face unanticipated situations. Unanticipated situations in that case were of a 
rhetorical question raised by a learner and it was up to the teacher to deal with it before moving 
on to the next point, but it was not done during Mr. Fish ’s lesson. Through adaption as stated 
earlier, teachers will be able to tackle various issues which they did not plan which will 
accommodate all learners in the classroom.
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As shown below in Extract 9, in Utterance 3 Mr. Fish addressed the issue of a rhetorical 
question. Even though he answered the question in the same lesson, he could have done it on 
the spot as soon as it was brought up by the learner.
Extract 9: Day 1- Lesson Observation of Mr. Fish on adaptive teaching
1. MR. FISH: There are so many of them and I want you to go and find them. Do you see 
any rhetorical questions there, who can tell me any rhetorical questions that you know? 
When I was at school I knew a question by a question mark, I don’t know about you now. 
Any? Yes good, she is very fast (P oin ting  a t a  learner). Can you read it?
2. IVALI: ‘What stops countries like Namibia from doing the same?’
3. MR. Fish: Yes, you know what she did here? She just read the part of the sentence; let me 
read the whole of it. Finally, if a country like Britain can abolish capital punishment, and 
still holds of a low crime rate, what stops countries like Namibia from doing the same? I 
don’t expect any answer there, you see? But I want my audience to think, but Namibia 
should also stop if Britain such a powerful nation can stop, what about a small country like 
Namibia? I am trying to persuade because rhetorical questions help us for persuasion in
most cases....For persuasion. Right, the farmer and a doctor, you can ask, which doctor
can go to work on an empty stomach? But a farmer can go to work before seeing any 
doctor, is it so?
4. Ls: (Chorus) Yes.
5. MR. FISH: Even for years if the health is okay, but a doctor needs a farmer three times.
6. Ls: (C horus)Y es
7. MR. FISH: Yes, I am asking questions in order for the people to understand me and accept 
my views as correct.
In a case such as that in Extract 9 above, learners could easily get de-motivated because they 
believe that their contribution was not worthwhile as no clear feedback was given. Teachers 
therefore need to give effective feedback as stated by Hattie (1999, p.9) in Murray (2009, p.5) 
who argues that effective feedback ‘‘means providing information how and why the child 
understands and misunderstands, and what directions the student must take to improve’’.
Ms. Given on the other hand tackled a similar situation during the lesson differently as shown 
below in Extract 10 as she reflected on what she did with her learners on Day 1.
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Extract 10: Day 2- Lesson observation Ms Given on adaptive teaching
1 Ms. Given: Now here we have how many paragraphs? We have a paragraph on your 
introduction, then we have the second paragraph where you give your first argument and 
number three where you give your next argument. Which expression do we use to give 
your last argument in paragraph number four?
2 ESSIZI: Last but not least.
3 Ms. Given: Yes, (writing on the board) ‘last but not least’. Why do we use last but not 
least?
4 Champy: Yes it is not the last one
5 MS. GIVEN: Yes it is not the last one you still have to make your conclusion. Here we 
can use last but not least or? (Pointing at a learner)
6 TORIA: However
7 Ms, Given: However? Is that correct can we use however here to present our last 
argument? Where do we use it?
8 Ls: (Some learners in class answer in unison) paragraph three
9 MS. GIVEN: Yes in paragraph three where we can use furthermore, in addition, on the 
other hand or added to this or furthermore. Then? (P oin ting  a t Star)
10 STAR: In conclusion
11 MS. GIVEN: Yes in conclusion, you see here (w riting  on the board) ‘in concl’ aye (no) is 
this the conclusion? (E ra sed  w ha t she w rote on the board) No Star (p seu d o n ym ) this is 
not the conclusion. Which other expressions giving information about the last thing? Yes 
Hmmmmmm (po inting  a t a  learner)
As shown above in Extract 10, Ms. Given was adaptive enough during her teaching. In 
Utterances 1-4 it shows how Ms. Given discussed expressions used to link paragraphs. In 
Utterance 6 a learner gave an answer which was not correct and then she went back to what 
was taught in paragraph three to remind the learners of what was discussed already as indicated 
in Utterances 7-9. In this case even though the third paragraph was already discussed earlier 
during the lesson, she ensured that she went back to emphasise as to where the word ‘however’ 
was used in an argument and provided extra examples as shown in Utterance 9. Even though 
Ms. Given gave immediate clarity of how the text connective however was used, her 
explanation was not accurate as the word was used to show a contrasting point made while in 
her explanation she indicated that it was used to show further supporting information. This 
suggests that Ms. Given seems to lack knowledge about the functions of some text connectives.
I also discovered that Mr. Fish and Ms. Given explained to learners how to construct a thesis
statement, even though they did it differently. It is evident from the data that Ms. Given
explicitly taught the learners about the thesis statement by giving them various aspects to
consider when introducing their thesis statements. Ms. Given clearly indicated in the classroom
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that the thesis stage or introduction is the beginning of an argument which indicates where the 
writer stands, in other words to indicate whether the writer is for or against the statement. Her 
explanation resonates with Hyland (2003) who indicates that the thesis stage introduces the 
discourse topic and advances the writer’s proposition or central statement. In scaffolding 
learners on the introduction, firstly Ms. Given started off monologically by explaining to the 
learners how to write a well-structured thesis statement/introduction:
Extract 11: Day 1- Ms. Given Lesson Observation on how to write the thesis statement
1 MS. GIVEN: Eeeh, okay, there you see there are different ways of introducing the 
argumentative essay. You can start your introduction by explaining, okay let me put it 
here number 1, you can start your (writes on the board) ‘topic and your introduction’ by 
explaining the topic okay and or you can define the topic. (M entions le a rn e r ’s nam e) are 
you saying something?
2 STAR: No Ms.
3 MS. GIVEN: Another way? Why are you so quiet, are you afraid of the visitor? Then 
what is the other way or the other option to start your introduction? You can also open the 
argumentative essay by giving facts I hope all of you know the meaning of facts about the 
topic. What do we mean by facts? Yes, ehee (pointing  a t a  learner)
4 DANNY: To refer to a particular situation about something
5 MS. GIVEN: To refer I think it has to do with the truth about something. And like you 
see the truth here it is about the pros and cons or the advantages and disadvantages then I 
think it can also be part of your introduction. The other way you can also start your 
argumentative essay with information taken from the research for example, 80% of the statistics 
show that a number of people are addicted by alcohol for example if the topic is about alcohol. 
Okay, and then from there what is next and what is the important part there? Are we together?
6 Ls: (Learners sa t qu ietly  a n d  n o t responding)
7 MS. GIVEN: Okay. You can also start by stating information taken from a research. Then
you need to state your argument. How do you state your argument? Hmmmmm (pointing  
a t a  learner) I forgot your name, yes._________________________________________
As shown above in Extract 11 the teacher dominates the conversation and there is a lack of 
dialogue because what is being discussed is still new to the learners. Even though she tried to 
involve learners in the lesson, they did not respond as indicated in Utterances 2 and 6. In 
Utterance 4 Danny tried, but it was not a correct answer meaning the teacher is supposed to 
make learners understand as she is the more knowledgeable other (Vygotsky 1978). 
Thereafter in Utterances 1-17 below in Extract 13, Ms. Given scaffolds learners through what 
Rose &Martin (2012) term a dialogic form of interaction. For instance, she questioned the 
learners on the phrases used when writing a thesis statement and then she also gave her 
opinion. After the teacher received sufficient responses through the classroom dialogue with 
the learners, as shown in Utterances 1-17, she then elaborated on the answers provided by 
giving more examples. Ms. Given then provided extra phrases used when writing a thesis
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statement as shown in the teacher learner interaction in Utterances 1-17 for example she added 
‘‘I  s tr o n g ly  s u p p o r t  o r  I  s tr o n g ly  b a c k  y o u r  v iew s, y o u r  o p in io n s  o r  y o u  c a n  e v e n  u se  th e  w o r d  
s ta te m e n t ’ ’ in Utterance 9 when the learner only said ‘a g r e e ’ in Utterance 8.
It is worth noting from the above teacher learner interaction that, even though Ms. Given 
involved learners in the lesson fully, she failed to use a topic when building knowledge of the 
field. She instead built learners’ knowledge of argument in general without a topic and thus 
learners were not focused in their responses as in Utterance 4 in Extract 11 above. Gibbons 
(2002) indicates that, the aim of the Building knowledge of the field stage is for learners to 
have enough background knowledge of the topic to be able to write about it. Ms. Given 
therefore at this stage deprived the learners of the much needed knowledge that would have 
enabled them to understand the field of argument better.
Extract 12: Day 3 - Ms. Given on how to write the thesis statement
1 MS. GIVEN: How do you state your argument? Hmmmmm (pointing at a learner) I forgot your name, yes.
2 NASH: You are going to say whether you are for or against
3 MS. GIVEN: Yes exactly, here you state your argument here whether (writes on the board) ‘you are for or 
against’. In other words you need to indicate whether you are in favour of the statement or you are against it. 
Then, another important thing again here, we have phrases that we use to indicate whether we agree or for 
against. If you agree which phrases do you use? Yes, (pointing at one learner and mentions her name)
4 STAR: I prefer.
5 MS. GIVEN: I prefer, hmmmmmm, I prefer do you think, yes, hmmmmm. It is not so clear but I think, hmmmm 
(facing a learner) are you raising up?
6 ESSIZI: Shakes his head in disagreement
7 MS. GIVEN: Which phrases do we use do we use to indicate we agree or disagree? Ok, for example if you 
agree we can use phrases here (writes on the board) ‘I agree with you entirely that....’ then you write your point. 
Do you understand? Ok, I agree with you entirely. Give me another example to show that you agree or disagree 
with the statement or opinion or with the views. Again you can also write here I strongly (Long pause) there 
are many verbs we can use I strongly believe or I strongly (Long pause) what is the other verb we can use here 
to indicate that you agree? (Pointing at a learner)
8 STAR: Support
9 MS. GIVEN: Yes, agree. (Writes on the board) ‘I strongly support or I strongly back your views, your opinions’ 
or you can even use the word statement. There are many ways I just cannot give you all the examples and if 
you disagree which phrases do we use?
10 SHORTY: I don’t agree
11 MS. GIVEN: I don’t agree, what is the opposite of agree?
12 Ls: (In unison) disagree
13 MS. GIVEN: Therefore you have to say for example instead of saying I don’t agree then you say? (Looking at 
the learner and pointing at him).
14 SHORTY: I disagree
15 MS. GIVEN: Or you can even say I strongly disagree then you say I strongly disagree with.....and you see
here you use the word (writes on the board) ‘views, opinions or statement’ then you write it down. Another 
phrase which you can also be used to disagree? Hmmmmm (pointing at a learner)
16 ESSIZI: I strongly oppose?
17 MS. GIVEN: Yes, ok. You can use (writes on the board) ‘I strongly oppose’. Also remember oppose here the 
next word is either views, or opinions or statement, mhhhhh. Another example also? (Long pause) another 
phrase?
As shown above in Extract 12, Ms. Given’s aim was to scaffold learners through probing 
questions which involved learners in trying to guess what response the teacher was looking for 
instead of giving their personal thought (Anghileri 2006). Her questions were leading and did
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not engage learners so that they could think about why they responded the way they did. In the 
above extract Ms. Given did not probe learners on the answers they gave which according to 
Anghileri (2006) indicates that since learners are not made to think and they are involved in 
guess work, they are not challenged to go beyond the obvious. In Utterance 1 Ms. Given wanted 
to know learners’ position when it comes to the statement of arguments which they answered 
correctly in Utterance 2. In Utterance 3 she confirmed the correctness of the response and went 
deeper in the same Utterance with questions on the specific phrases used express different 
positions. Even though Ms. Given’s practice involved learners in guess work, the fact that most 
answers came from learners empowered them and put them at the centre of their own learning. 
When learners are scaffolded in that way, learning tends to take place successfully, 
(Oloruntengbe & Ikpe 2011).
Mr. Fish on the other hand, lacked variation on how to write a thesis statement when it came 
to the examples he gave to his learners. He used a written model (Appendix 5A) and described 
the thesis statement differently by stating that the introduction is the foundation of any essay 
without discussing its functions. At the introductory stage he told the learners the importance 
of a thesis statement as indicated in Extract 3. He further went on to explain to the learners the 
way a thesis statement is written, but limited himself to his written model and failed to give 
different examples as indicated. For example, he indicated that in order to write a good 
introduction a learner needs to define the topic, which is not the only way of starting an 
introduction. There are other ways such as giving statistics from research carried out and giving 
facts. Extract 13 below shows how Mr. Fish explained how the thesis is written:
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Extract 13: Day 1 - Mr. Fish’s lesson observation on how to write the thesis statement
1 The introduction, is it a good one? What did I do in the introduction?
2 AMANO: First you defined the topic.
3 MR.FISH: I defined the topic. You see any reader is interested in knowing that you know 
what you are writing about, you know what you are arguing about. That is the first part 
and you see an introduction is like a foundation of anything. If it is weak the structure 
will also be weak. Do you think it is sensible, do I show enough knowledge about capital 
punishment? Or if I left something out there you can add it for me. We want it to be a 
very strong foundation to our essay.
4 Ls: (Learners silent and not responding)
5 MR.FISH: Does it address issues about capital punishment.... They are addressed?
6 IMWEH: I think you gave an explanation based on the reasons why you brought up the 
topic like referring to the reason why people should be killed.
7 MR.FISH: Alright let us go back together  (R eads p a r t  o f  the introduction) Capital
punishment can be defined as the execution of people found guilty of crimes like 
terrorism, murder and treason. What kinds of people are considered suitable for capital 
punishment? Treason is considered as the highest political crime you can commit, we 
call it treason. Then terrorism, you know Osama Bin Laden?
So, based on the above extract, the teacher has limited the learners in terms of other options 
they can use to write a thesis statement. Also important to note is that Mr. Fish in Utterance 3 
stated that: D o  y o u  th in k  i t  is  s e n s ib le , d o  I  sh o w  e n o u g h  k n o w le d g e  a b o u t  c a p ita l  p u n is h m e n t?  
O r i f  I  le f t  s o m e th in g  o u t  th e re  y o u  c a n  a d d  i t  f o r  m e. The part shows that Mr. Fish after asking 
the questions probed the learners further to add some more ways on how to write an 
introduction which shows that he was ill-prepared without a variety of examples to give to the 
learners after they failed to respond to his question.
Another important issue noted from Mr. Fish’s teaching is that he did not address all 
components of the introduction compared to Ms. Given. Mr. Fish did not guide the learners on 
how to state their argument right from the beginning even though it is in the written model 
where each learner was following. Ms. Given gave a variety of ways on how to state their 
argument for example she told the learners that: Y e s  exa c tly , h e re  y o u  s ta te  y o u r  a r g u m e n t  
h e re  w h e th e r  (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘y o u  a re  f o r  o r  a g a i n s t ’. I n  o th e r  w o r d s  y o u  n e e d  to  in d ic a te  
w h e th e r  y o u  a r e  in  f a v o u r  o f  th e  s ta te m e n t  o r  y o u  a re  a g a in s t  it. Mr. Fish did not explicitly do 
so which shows that he might be promoting self-discovery learning whereby learners are 
supposed to find out things for themselves. As shown in Extract 14 below, the issue of learners 
stating their argument to show whether they are for or against/supporting or not supporting was 
brought up by Ihetatu during her presentation in Utterance 1. It is important to note that Mr. 
Fish on day 1 used a model with a topic capital punishment and on the second and third day he
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used a topic of a proverb, ‘‘The Pen is Mightier than the Sword’’ where learners were asked to 
argue for or against the statement. The use of the topics during explanations is what Gibbons 
(2002) advocates by indicating that teachers should not just explain in general, but should rather 
use a topic in order to enhance learner understanding.
Extract 14: Day- 2 Mr. Fish ’s lesson Observation -  during classroom presentation
1 IHETATU: The pen is mightier than the sword is a proverb that indicates that scholars are 
more effective than soldiers. History has proven that scholars are more mightier than 
soldiers as scholars brought up solutions which were used to prevent the continuation of 
wars. Through critical thinking scholars came up with solutions that reduced aggression 
among many nations. I support the view that scholars are more mightier than soldiers.
2 MR.FISH: Mhhhhhhhh, you could have just left mightier as it is because it is already 
comparing, you don’t add more. Thank you, thank you sit down. I (Long pau se) I am 
surprised by one thing, everybody is supporting. Is it because you afraid of soldiers? Why 
are you supporting, can you tell me?
3 NHATU: I am supporting it because there are more points than opposing.
4 MR.FISH: You get her reason?
5 Ls: (silent)
6 MR.FISH: You go to where there more points, where you are sure you will get points 
because if you argue out of excitement just to be an odd man out you may find you lose out.
In the above Extract 14 Mr. Fish stated that the learners are all supporting in Utterance 2, but 
that point of supporting or not supporting he did not explain how one supports or disagrees 
with an argument during his teaching. When the point was raised by the learner he did not 
expand on it so that learners who did not know what it was could build on it and understand it 
better. It is therefore suggested that Mr. Fish practices self-discovery learning whereby he 
expects them to find out about aspects of the lesson on their own (Mwamwenda 2004). Gibbons 
(2002) on the other hand advocates explicit teaching instead of learners doing things on their 
own without proper guidance.
I further discovered that both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given taught grammar during their 
argumentative writing lesson as it is essential in the construction of a sound argument. As Lin 
(2006) notes, grammar is not taught in isolation from the communicative functions of the 
language. It is also neither taught as an end in itself, nor as the central focus of instruction, but 
as a means to an end-achieving the social purposes of the genre that is the overarching focus 
of teaching. Therefore, teaching grammar during argumentative writing lesson plays a major 
role in learners’ understanding as the main aim is to persuade the audience. As it is the case in 
each piece of writing, conjunctions play a role in the construction of paragraphs, (Martin &
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Rose 2012, p.277). It is interesting to note that both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given taught learners 
connectives of time sequencing such as firstly, secondly, thirdly, finally as well as those of 
addition such as also, in addition and furthermore. They did not teach learners about other 
connectives such as those of comparing, elaborating, contrasting, qualifying and illustrating 
which could have made their writing more powerful. In both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given’s lessons, 
they used different words to refer to conjunctions or connectives as used in argumentative 
writing. Ms. Given for example used the word ‘cohesive devices’ to refer to the connectives or 
conjunctions while Mr. Fish used the term discourse markers which even though different, they 
are still referring to the same thing. Even though the terms cohesive devices and discourse 
markers can be used interchangeably, it could have benefited learners more if they could have 
used the more familiar terms which are connectives or conjunctions.
In Ms Given’s lesson she used the term cohesive devices which got the learners to look 
confused and most of them could not respond to the question she posed on time as shown in 
Extract 15 below.
Extract 15: Day 2- Ms. Given’s lesson on the grammatical aspects
1 MS. GIVEN: How do you write these three paragraphs? Aaah.... (pointing  on the board) 
‘ideas ’. (C ontinues w riting  on the board) Vou have to put your ideas in order or in a logical 
sequence’. Ok in a logical sequence there are some expressions that we use or let me say 
cohesive devices. Which cohesive devices do we use, who can tell me an example of a 
cohesive device, Mhhhhhh? Look at me all of you, who is lying on the desk at the back, are 
you okay? (all learners s it  up a n d  concentrate on the teacher) Yes, (M entions le a rn e r ’s 
nam e) do you want to try?
2 ALVES: No, I did not get your question.
3 MS. GIVEN: You see here we said that the body should consist of (po in ting  on the board) 
‘three paragraphs’, my question is which words or expressions do we use to put our ideas 
in a logical order? Yes (pointing  a t a  learner a n d  m entions the nam e)
4 PETER: Summarise
5 MS. GIVEN: We use summary? Do you want to help (M entions le a rn e r ’s nam e)?  
Hmmmmmm, (P ointing  a t a  learner)
6 ESSIZI: Firstly, secondly, last but not least.
7 MS. GIVEN: Exactly, ok. You need to put your ideas in a logical order by using what we 
call the (w riting  on the board) ‘cohesive devices’ which you mentioned like what you 
mentioned when stating your first argument you can use firstly, ok. What else do we use to 
state our first argument?
8 TORIA: Furthermore
9 MS. GIVEN: Do we use furthermore to state our first argument? Heeeeh?
10 STAR: First of all.
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From Extract 15 above, it shows that from Utterances 1-5 learners seemed to have no clue of 
what the teacher was talking about as they seemed confused by what cohesive devices were. 
The teacher further did not use proper scaffolds to ensure that learners get a clue as indicated 
in Utterance 3 in order to clarify the meaning of cohesive devices. In addition, the fact that she 
used the term ‘logical order’ seemed to confuse the learners more as the term is too complicated 
for the learners and one can assume that the learner was guessing when he answered by saying 
‘summarise’ in Utterance 4. Ms. Given was supposed to prompt learners better by giving clues 
that learners knew better, such as the word ‘link’ so that they could at least be able to have an 
idea of what the teacher was talking about as the term logical order seemed difficult for them 
to link to cohesive devices. Furthermore, she could have modelled an example of an argument 
like Mr. Fish did and examined the connectives used there, but she did not do so, she instead 
used the model on the last day before the independent writing stage.
It is also worth noting that in some parts of Ms. Given’s teaching, she did not give instant 
feedback to the learners as shown in Utterance 5, which shows that learners are allowed to do 
guess work in the class without involving high order thinking and construction of knowledge. 
Ms. Given could therefore have given feedback on the spot to say why the learner was wrong 
when Mishe mentioned that it is to summarise. The learners, as stated earlier, remained silent 
for a while and it was only when the most dominant learner in the class mentioned the cohesive 
devices in Utterance 6 that they started participating in the lesson. From Utterance 8 -10 it is 
evident that learners started participating more actively and getting a clue of what was being 
talked about and therefore started answering what the teacher was asking.
Similarly, Mr. Fish used the term ‘discourse marker’ which was also a problem as learners 
were not familiar with the word as they mostly use conjunctions or connectives when referring 
to such a term. Interesting to note is that even though Ms. Given taught grammar during the 
building of the field stage, Mr. Fish taught that aspect during the modelling stage as shown in 
the next part of this analysis in 4.4.
Ms. Given on the other hand exposed learners to a variety of connectives at every paragraph in 
an argument as shown in Extract 16 below.
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Extract 16: Day 2- Ms. Given lesson observation on the grammatical aspects
1 MS. GIVEN: Yes you can say first of all, what else can we say? What did you say (M entions  
le a rn e r ’s nam e)
2 DIINA: What if I say at this first point.
3 MS. GIVEN: At this first point yes you can also use it I think. You can say (W rites on the 
board) ‘to begin with’, Heeh? Or you can also say to begin with then you give your argument 
just depending on the instructions given. After when you give your argument then you support 
your viewpoint with facts and examples. Then if we want to give our next paragraph which 
expression or which device do we use?
4 LOLA: Secondly
5 MS. GIVEN: Ok, you can even say ‘secondly’, ‘thirdly’, ‘fourthly’ then your writing will 
become boring. Do you understand? They are not wrong, but you need to make your piece of 
writing interesting.
6 CHAMPY: Furthermore
7 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you can use (w riting  on the board) ‘furthermore’, yes. Another one?
8 SHORTY: In addition
9 MS. GIVEN: (W rites on the board) ‘In addition’, ok thank you for doing your homework. In 
addition Mhhhhhh, what else? Another one?
10 MADALENA: On the other hand
11 MS. GIVEN: Hmmmmmm, you said in addition you can also say added to this then you can 
present your argument.
As shown above in Extract 16, the teacher together with the learners came up with different
connectives, for examples in Utterance 1 the teacher scaffolded learners by prompting them to
come up with more examples to add to ‘first of all’ which Star in Utterance 2 added ‘at this
first point’, but Ms. Given doesn’t plainly agree with the learner as she answered with
uncertainty by saying ‘Yes you can use it I think’ which does not give the learner clarity
whether they are correct as the more knowledgeable other which they are supposed to learn
from is also not sure. Ms. Given went on to add ‘to begin with’ in Utterance 3 in order for the
learners to have some more examples in their writing when starting with their first argument.
In Utterance 4 a learner used the word ‘secondly’ as a linking word, but the teacher discouraged
her from using the common phrases ‘secondly’, ‘thirdly’, ‘fourthly’ because their writing will
become boring as shown in Utterance 5. After Ms. Given gave the learners guidance that the
commonly used connectives are not always the only ones to use, as shown in Utterance 5,
learners then came up with alternative ones which the teacher as the more knowledgeable other
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reinforced as correct as shown in Utterances 6-10. What Ms. Given did is important because 
she expanded learners’ horizons, vocabulary and grammatical knowledge by making them 
think which gave them a variety of connectives that they can choose from as they write their 
arguments.
As indicated earlier, the two teachers taught grammar by focusing on connectives, which is 
crucial in enhancing learners’ knowledge of the grammatical elements of a text. The only 
challenge in their teaching approach is that they used difficult terms which learners did not 
comprehend at first which are ‘cohesive devices’ and ‘discourse markers’ respectively which 
shows that they had a lack of understanding of learners’ ZPD (Vygotsky, 1978). It could have 
been much easier and faster if the two teachers could have used the easier terms such 
connectives or conjunctions which learners know and which appear in the syllabus, Namibia. 
MoE, (2010).
As stated in Chapter 2, Hyland (1990) indicates that the argument stage is where grounds for 
the thesis are discussed and evidence provided to the stated claims. At this stage both Mr. Fish 
and Ms. Given scaffolded learners on the structure of the main argument by using text models 
as advocated by Gibbons (2002) Curriculum Cycle.
Ms. Given scaffolded learners on the way one writes an argument and how ideas are developed 
as shown in Extract 17 below.
Extract 17: Day2 - Ms. Given’s classroom observation teaching the main argument
1 How do you write the body of the argumentative essay? Eeheh, Champy
2 CHAMPY: In the body you support your view points
3 MS. GIVEN: Mhhhhhh, loudly please.
4 CHAMPY: You support your view points
5 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you support your view points. Which viewpoints do you refer to? And what else? 
Yes (pointing at a learner)
6 CHAMPY: The ones that are in the introduction
7 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you support the viewpoints which are in the introduction. Ok, and what else, 
Mishe
8 MISHE5: You have to give examples to support your viewpoint.
9 MS. GIVEN: You need also give examples to support your viewpoints. Ok, is it only Mishe 
(pseudonym) who did the homework?
10 STONEY: You have to say all points and give reasons.
11 MS. GIVEN: Mhhhhhh, you have also to say all view points and then you give reasons. Ok, for you 
come up with a good piece of writing, your piece of writing should consist of at least (writes on the 
board) ‘three paragraphs’.
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In the above Extract 17 Ms. Given and the learners are consolidating the rules used in writing 
an argument before venturing in joint construction, (Gibbons 2002). Ms. Given started off by 
asking questions to scaffold learners through a dialogic form of interaction on how to write the 
body of an argument. As indicated in Utterances 1-10 the teacher asked questions and learners 
answered freely as they were already aware of what is being discussed. Ms Given’s role as the 
more knowledgeable other acted as the one to confirm the answers from the learners.
On the contrary, even though Mr. Fish during the interview indicated that ‘le a r n e r s  a re  n o t  a t  
h o m e  w ith  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  w r i t i n g ’, his teaching of how to write an argument as stipulated by 
Hyland’s model of argument does not come out clearly as he did not label components of a 
sound argument in his text model (Appendix 5A). In addition, Mr. Fish did not explain to the 
learners how they should support their claims with evidence to have a complete argument as 
shown in Extract 18 below.
Extract 18: Day 1- Mr. Fish Lesson observation
1 Now my plan, paragraph one.... Eeeeh.... The second paragraph. What is my main point?
Look, we said we always get our.....Eeeh... our point for the paragraph from the topic
sentence. Can you look at the topic sentence and tell me, what is my concentration in 
paragraph two? Yes (P oin ting  a t a  learner)
2 INHEH: Killing, taking somebody’s life.
3 MR.FISH: Mmmmmm....I was not looking at that. Another reason? Yes (po in ting  a t a  
learner)
4 NHATU: The morality
5 MR.FISH: Yes, the morality (writes on the chalkboard) ‘Morality behind passion killing’ 
Is it morally right to kill others? And I was supported by the bible, and I quoted the bible, 
‘‘Thou shall not kill’’. By moral I am looking at the values and norms of our culture. Are 
we allowed to kill? Once we are not then nobody is allowed. That is what I am saying there. 
What about paragraph three, I am talking about? Yes (P oin ts a t  a  learner)
6 KATANO: The bad image.
7 MR.FISH: Yes, (writes on the board) ‘the bad image’ capital punishment brings to the 
country.  And the following one four, I am looking at?
8 NHATU: Economic implication.
9 MR.FISH: The economic implications of capital punishment. What will happen to economy 
if you kill? Obviously there will be conflicts with other countries then something is going 
to take place. The following one, what am I looking at?
As indicated above in Utterance 1 in Extract 18, Mr. Fish did not explain to the learners as the
more knowledgeable other how to develop ideas from the topic sentence that he showed them
in Utterance1. He only told the learners the topic or main point in each argument, but did not
continue to explain the supporting sentences in the paragraph. In Utterance 5, he read from his
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model text on how he supported his main point with evidence, but he did not mention all the 
particular points he used in that paragraph and why. One can conclude that it seems that Mr. 
Fish assumes that learners already know how to develop ideas into a complete argument from 
looking at his model, but in my view he is not being accommodative to the learners who do not 
know. Mr. Fish in his pedagogic practice, therefore acts as if  he is sure that all learners 
understand. In the teacher learner interaction above in Extract 18 the teacher and the learners 
were working together as shown in Utterances 6-10 where the teacher instructed learners to 
read the main points in each paragraph, but he did not explain how those specific points are 
expanded which does not aid learning.
After the argument stage as indicated by Hyland’s (1990) model, both teachers taught learners 
how to write the conclusion even though their pedagogic approaches differed. ‘‘Rather than a 
summary or review, the conclusion is a fusion of constituents in this genre. It functions to 
consolidate the discourse and retrospectively affirm what has been communicated’’ (Hyland 
1990, p.74). Mr. Fish as stated earlier used a model text (Appendix 5A) to show them how a 
conclusion is written. In his pedagogic approach he did not clearly indicate to the learners the 
function of the conclusion, based on his model. He did not indicate to the learners and the 
important components found in it, but he instead just showed the learners what he wrote in his 
model without labelling clearly the different components. He further went on to question them 
about the humour in the conclusion as indicated in Utterances 1 and 2 in Extract 19, which is 
not crucial in a conclusion. He therefore did not teach the learners about the important 
components of a conclusion as indicated by Hyland (1990) as discussed in Chapter 2 which is 
to consolidate and affirm what was discussed in the body of the argument.
Extract 19: Day 1- Mr. Fish’s lesson observation while teaching about the conclusion stage
1 MR. FISH: I concluded by citing one person who wrote on capital punishment and the views that he 
had. Then I went back to my points and I said that I think I have succeeded in convincing and not 
confusing you, I think there is some bit of humour there, is it so?
2 Ls: (Silent)
3 MR. FISH: Because you are now getting out of the essay and I want to leave some humour so that 
at least there can be one or two laughters that capital punishment should be abolished. I think I did 
something there.
On the contrary, Ms. Given explained to the learners step by step up until the conclusion stage 
as indicated by Hyland (1990)’s model. In her interview she indicated that: ‘I d o  i t  s te p  b y  step .
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I  te a c h  th em  w h a t  to  w r ite  in  th e  in tr o d u c tio n , a n d  h o w  to  s u p p o r t  th e ir  a r g u m e n ts  o r  the  
d e v e lo p m e n ts  o f  id ea s . T h a t is  th e  m o s t  p a r t  I  a t t e n d ’.
Extract 20: Day 1: Ms. Given teaching learners about the conclusion
1 MS. GIVEN: And then from there we are now busy with the conclusion. I hope you have 
done the homework. Yes, I hope you have done the home. How do you write the 
conclusion? Yes (pointing  a t a  learner) Mhhhhhhh, Mhhhhh?
2 ESSIZI: Give a brief summary about the writer’s opinions and state his or her opinion.
3 MS. GIVEN: Ok you need to give a brief summary of the writer’s opinion. Here you give 
(writes on the board) ‘summary of the writer’s opinion’. Okay, but I think before this 
(po inting  a t w h a t she w rote on the board) there is also something which you need to write 
before you write the writer’s opinion. Aaah, let us say you are in favour of the views, you 
need also to make a (writes on the board) ‘counter argument’. What is a counter argument? 
I think in debate they use a different word. Who are the members of the debating club here?
4 CHAMPY: (Raises her hand)
5 MS. GIVEN: Yes, which word do you use before you write or before you touch on what 
the other side or opponent believe or think about? Mhhhhh, you don’t remember the word? 
You re...?
6 CHAMPY:....but
7 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you rebut. You need also here because this one also has to do with 
argument you need also to rebut because you see also like in the instruction here (pointing  
a t the question  they are dea ling  w ith in the class) you were given ideas, some are in favour 
and some are against. If you are against the statement or the view, you need to write or to 
mention (writes on the board) ‘the argument which other people believe’. And this one it 
can be in (writes on the board) ‘favour or against’ just depending whether you are in favour 
of the topic or you are against. And then to give your counter argument there are some 
expressions to show that ahaah you are trying to give your counter argument and here you 
need use the expressions like (writes on the board) ‘although’, Mhhhhh, and which one 
else? Because we use different expressions, I think one of the expression we mentioned it 
yesterday.
8 ESSIZI: (M entions the answ er in an inaudible voice)
9 MS. GIVEN: Mention it loudly you are right
10 ESSIZI: On the other hand
11 MS. GIVEN: Yes you can use (writes on the b o a r d )on the other hand’, and another 
expression used? You can also use ((w rites on the board)) ‘although’. No (deletes it  fro m  
the board) it (although) is already there. We use?(m entions le a rn e r ’s name).
12 CHAMPY: Even though
13 MS. GIVEN: Yes, we use this (writes on the board) ‘even though’. Ok, but you see when
using maybe even although or on the other hand, you still need to indicate that you believe 
in what you mentioned in the introduction and also in the body. Therefore when you 
mention although or on the other hand, you need to indicate whether you are for or against. 
You say although some people they believe that smoking is good for refreshing or even 
entertainment or enjoyment or to release their stress, then you say (writes on the board) ‘I 
still believe’ then you have to indicate that smoking is.....Eeeeh?
14 Ls: (Some learners in unison) Dangerous
15 MS. GIVEN: Yes, that smoking is dangerous. Or you can say (writes on the board) I still 
believe or I stand firm’ then you mention what you wrote in your body and in your body. 
There are many verbs used here because when you are arguing you are trying to convince 
or persuade a person to believe your views. Or you can say (w rites on the board) I still 
stick to my gun that smoking is dangerous, bad or unhygienic’. Okay, and then from there 
when you give your counter argument then at last you give what you mentioned, (writes on  
the board) ‘a brief summary of the writer’s opinions’. That is all about the conclusion. Ok, I am just
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repeating myself again here that you need to mention people’s (pointing at what she wrote on the 
board) arguments of what they believe or think about. It is done using expressions such as even 
though, although and then here you can say although people believe is good, I still stand firm that 
smoking is dangerous and it destroys people’s lives. Then from there you give a brief summary of 
what you have mentioned in the beginning in the introduction and also in the body. Is it clear?
Ms. Given gave the learners the conclusion to do as homework as indicated in Utterance 1 
which is important as Namibia’s Curriculum requires teachers to start off by asking learners 
what they already know, Namibia. MBEC, (2010). Essizi in Utterance 2 then responded by 
indicating that a conclusion ‘summarises a writer’s opinion’ which Ms. Given agreed with as 
shown in Utterance 3. This is an important practice to involve learners in the classroom as the 
point of departure before unpacking what the teacher has planned. Oloruntengbe & Ikpe (2011) 
emphasised that when learners are put at the centre of their own learning it makes them 
understand better as they are more likely to achieve their set goals and competencies. Ms. Given 
further went on inviting learners to give information back to her in Utterance 4 with a rising 
tone which gave Star a clue to answer correctly that the answer is ‘rebut’.
Furthermore, Ms. Given explained to the learners the expressions used in the conclusion when 
rebutting in Utterance 7 which is ‘although’ and went on to scaffold learners through 
questioning on the other type of expressions used in Utterances 7-10. In addition, Ms. Given 
pointed out on how the expressions such as although can be combined with expressions from 
the opposing side to further bring forward what was said in the introduction and body so that 
the proposing view can be strengthened. Ms. Given in Utterance 13 still asked learners to give 
the shared understanding of the effects of smoking by filling in the gaps that it is dangerous 
meaning that the teacher knows that learners have some background knowledge about the topic 
of smoking. This means that learners have something to offer when it comes to the classroom 
and are not merely empty and waiting for the teacher to fill them with knowledge. Ms. Given 
as the more knowledgeable other, summed up what she said earlier about the conclusion by 
repeating herself in Utterance 15 in order to reinforce what she has said earlier and to make her 
point clearer.
4.4 Modelling the text
Both teachers used written models texts (Appendix 5A) to demonstrate to the learners various 
features which are required in order for them to understand and thereafter write a proper 
argument. Mr. Fish gave the learners a written model on the first day while Ms. Given gave it 
on the last day of her teaching. According to Gibbons (2002) the modelling stage is important
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as it aims to build up students’ understanding of overall structure, and language features of the 
particular text type the class is focusing on. Even though the modelling stage is crucial and the 
two teachers used it to enhance learners’ understanding of what they were teaching, the way 
the models were used by the two teachers differed from a genre theorist such as Gibbons (2002) 
as they did not use them at stage two were it was supposed to be used.
In addition, Mr. Fish unlike Ms. Given who taught grammar during the building knowledge of 
the field stage did so at the modelling stage. As shown in Extract 21 below, Mr. Fish taught 
learners about discourse markers instead of conjunctions which are commonly known by the 
learners and it is what is stipulated in the syllabus, Namibia. MBEC, (2010).
Extract 21: Day 1 -Mr. Fish’s lesson observation
1 I want you to look at some devices I have used to come up with this essay. Can you identify 
some (writes on the board) ‘discourse markers’? Discourse markers can you identify them 
in my essay or you are not aware of them?
2 Ls: (chorus) No
3 MR. FISH: You are not aware?
4 Ls: (Agree in unison that they are no t aw are by shaking  their heads a n d  m aking  inaudible  
sounds.)
5 MR.FISH: Look at my second paragraph, ‘first’ comma, do you see that?
6 Ls: (C horus) Yes
7 MR. FISH: The third one ‘secondly’, comma the other one ‘also’ comma, the other one ‘in 
addition’ comma, the other one ‘finally’ comma, but in the introduction and conclusion they
are not there. Those are what we call discourse markers.....those are what we call discourse
markers. What do you think is their function in my essay? Because I want you to use them 
also in your essays, there are many types and I want you to find other discourse markers.
8 MR. FISH: What is the function? Aha...(pointing a t a  learner)
9 IHETATU: To link the words together.
10 MR. FISH: Yes, there is some sort of that, but there is more than that. Yes... (po in ting  a t  
ano ther learner
11 IMWEH: To link the points together, to show that you are moving from one point to 
another.
12 IMWEH: To link points together?
13 MR. FISH: Yes, that is a very sharp idea there. Yes you are correct when you talk like that. 
Eeeh....When I use them I use them to divide my essay into parts, so that my reader can 
follow my direction, because I have said this is the first important point, then I said the 
second important point then I said also which means I want to add to the above and then in 
addition. Then finally it means that is my last argument, is it so?
14 Ls: (Learners are silent)
15 MR. FISH: There are so many of them and I want you to go and find them. Do you see any 
rhetorical questions there, who can tell me any rhetorical questions that you know? When I 
was at school I knew a question by a question mark, I don’t know about you now. Any? 
Yes good, she is very fast (P oin ting  a t a  learner).Can you read it?
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In the Extract 21 above Mr. Fish asked learners about discourse markers as shown in Utterance 
s 1-6, but learners could not understand such an unusual term. Learners were not even willing 
to participate by responding to the question. It was only when the teacher gave them the 
examples of discourse markers in Utterance 7 that the learners started getting a clue and started 
answering as to what their functions are. As indicated in Utterance s 8-12 they were now 
referring to them as ‘linking words’ which is the function of connectives. It is once again worth 
noting that Mr. Fish limits the learners to what is in his written model text as shown in Utterance 
18, instead of venturing beyond his model text for learners to be equipped with various 
connectives. The connectives that he explains in the class are those of time sequencing such 
also, furthermore, in addition as shown in Extract 26. He fails to expose learners to connectives 
of elaboration and disagreement. There is a lack of flexibility in his pedagogic practice as 
according to Parsons (2008) as he seems unable to go beyond what he has planned. The fact 
that he failed to give learners a variety of connectives confines learners to what the teacher 
wrote and does not develop them into better future writers. Even though Mr. Fish asked learners 
to look for some more during their spare time as shown in Utterance 15, there was no point 
because in the three lessons I observed he did not go back to ask learners in order for them to 
present what they discovered when they went to search for some more discourse markers. This 
shows that the activity did not serve the purpose it was intended for which was for the learners 
to be exposed to some more connectives as there was no confirmation whether what they 
discovered was correct or wrong.
Ms. Given on the other hand as shown in Extract 22 below used a model text before the 
independent writing stage. She monologically explained to the learners the structure of the 
argumentative writing essay as well as grammatical features such as the connectives which are 
used as a transition from one paragraph to another. Since Ms. Given combined stage 1 and 2 
of the Curriculum Cycle, she taught the conjunctions during the building of the field stage, at 
stage 2 which is the modelling stage she did not explain all she did was to read her model text 
to the learners without any elaborations since she did so already.
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Extract 22: Day 3- Summarised Utterances from Ms. Given’s written model text
• MS. GIVEN: We are done I just want you to look at my essay, to look at my sample. (Teacher takes a 
poster with her essay written on it and pastes it on the board). I have a good handwriting and I know that 
all of you can see clearly.
• Then the body, ‘in the first place’, now it is my argument to support my argument because we said we 
must support with facts and examples and that is the development.
• Okay, and then we go to the next paragraph, the body paragraph ‘To conclude with, bullies are criminals 
and they must be punished.’ That one is another point or my final argument.
• Then for my conclusion, I start with a counter argument ‘Although some people believe that children 
must fend for themselves. (See Appendix 5B).
In Extract 22 above, Ms. Given used a model text (Appendix 5B) which as stated earlier plays 
a major role in making learners understand the various features of an argument. The 
challenging factor however in her teaching is that she did not use the model text right during 
the second stage which is immediately after building knowledge about the field as the 
Curriculum Cycle by Gibbons (2002) advocates so that the learners can get a clear 
understanding as to what they are expected to do. She used the model text on the last day of 
her teaching instead of providing it during the initial stages of her teaching so that the learners 
could use the information during the joint construction and independent writing stages. In other 
words, the sequencing of Gibbons’ Curriculum cycle has pedagogical importance which could 
have positive impact on learners’ writing. I therefore concluded that Ms. Given used the model 
text to improve learners’ independent writing activity which disadvantaged them during the 
joint construction stage. If such text was given at stage 2 learners could have improved right 
throughout the lesson which could have given a better individual writing outcome.
Mr. Fish, on the other hand, used the model text on the first day of his teaching meaning he 
combined the building knowledge of the field stage (stage 1) with the modelling stage (stage 
2) instead of starting with building the field knowledge first on its own and then moving on to 
the modelling stage as advocated by Gibbons (2002). In Mr. Fish’s pedagogic practice one can 
conclude that there is a possibility to deprive the learners of explicit teaching of the genre of 
argument as indicated in chapter 2 which might affect the results in the end as argumentative 
writing is a complicated genre to learners.
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4.5 Joint Construction
According to Gibbons (2002) joint construction is the stage where teachers and students 
together discuss the overall structure of the text, suggest more appropriate vocabulary, consider 
alternative ways of wording an idea, and work on correcting grammatical mistakes, spelling, 
and punctuation. Both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given practiced joint construction in order for them 
as more knowledgeable others to guide learners on how to come up with a complete argument. 
In both classes, teachers organised learners to sit in pairs in order for them to share ideas and 
thereafter teachers themselves were part of the construction of arguments by assisting learners 
through the provision of feedback during their presentations. Mr. Fish for example told learners 
to jot down points that they would include in their introduction in pairs, which however 
mismatches with what is appearing in his lesson plan as he stated in his plan that ‘le a r n e r s  w i l l  
w o r k  in  g r o u p s  a n d  r e p o r t  b a c k  to  the  c la s s  ’ (See Appendix 9A). It is a mismatch because Mr. 
Fish states that learners will work in groups, but instead organised them in pairs as indicated in 
the extract below. From my observation his change might be attributed to the fact that he has a 
smaller number of learners which is 8 in total. One can also conclude that perhaps he was trying 
to be adaptive to the situation and not merely stick to his lesson plan.
As advocated in Namibia’s curriculum, collaborative learning should be used in classrooms so 
that learners can be organised in pairs and groups when completing tasks, (Namibia. MBEC, 
2010, p.26). In this research I found that both teachers implemented collaborative learning in 
the writing classroom. Vygotsky’s ZPD acknowledges the importance of interactions and 
collaboration. Extract 23 below shows a part of Mr. Fish’s collaborative task.
Extract 23: Day 1- Mr. Fish’ s lesson observation on the collaborative task
1 MR. FISH: Right, what I want you to do is; I want to see what you are going to write in your 
introduction. Can you jot down in pairs? In my introduction I am going to write 1,2,3,4,5, 
move fast in pairs, very fast. I want to see what you are going to do in your introduction. 
Remember the introduction is the foundation of the essay and once it is weak, no essay. You 
will produce a very poor one.
2 Ls: L earners p la n  their introduction  in p a irs  w hile the teacher w alks a round  the classroom  
checking  w ha t they are doing. They took  round  abou t three a n d  a  h a l f  m inutes to complete.
3 MR. FISH: Teacher speaks to som e learners w hile in p a irs  a n d  says: She is the secretary let
her write. This is not a discussion, you are just smattering....Huh ah! You must be heard.
4 Ls: (Learners sta rt d iscussing  a  b it louder
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As indicated above in Extract 23, learners during the joint construction stage are sharing ideas 
which will ensure that learners learn from each other because what one learner might know 
another learner might not know as the learners bring different experiences from different 
backgrounds. Mr. Fish acted as a facilitator during the activity and ensured that learners took 
part in the discussion. As stated in chapter 2, According to Dillenbourgh (1999) teachers can 
be there as monitors to regulate the interactions. This role can be named ‘facilitator’ instead of 
‘tutor’, because the point is not to provide the right answer or to say which group member is 
right, but to provide a minimal pedagogical intervention (e.g. provide some hint) in order to re­
direct the group in a productive direction or to monitor which members are left out of the 
interaction. Bauersfeld (cited in Xipu, (2011, p.10) further asserts that according to the social 
constructivist approach, instructors have to adapt to the role of being facilitators and not 
teachers whereas a teacher gives a didactic lecture that covers the subject matter, a facilitator 
helps the learner to get to his or her own understanding of the content. In the former scenario, 
the learner plays a passive role whereas in the latter scenario the learner plays an active role in 
the learning process. Important to note is that Mr. Fish’s class consisted of eight learners which 
made his work easier as he was able to control them and see what they were writing 
individually.
Ms. Given’s class on the other hand consisted of 41 learners, whom she also involved in 
collaborative learning at every stage of the structural components she taught, namely, 
Introduction, Body and Conclusion. In explaining the three obligatory stages as prososed by 
Hyland’ (1990) model, she managed to explain to the learners the exact functions of the stages 
which shows that she has a sound understanding which indeed corresponds with what she 
mentioned in the interview in Extract 4. Ms. Given went around facilitating learning by guiding 
learners on how best they can accomplish the task given. The extract below shows how the 
group work activities in Ms. Given’s class were carried out.
Extract 24: Day 2- Ms. Given’s lesson observation
1 MS. GIVEN: I want you to go back into pairs and then take your notebook then you 
continue where you stopped yesterday. Okay, but this time we have a double period you 
only do your first argument then you stop there, we discuss it, then after when you are done 
then that is when you continue with your next argument paragraph number three.
Teacher 2 hands ou t the question  p a p ers  w hich the learners u sed  in the p revio u s lesson a n d  
then go  through the instructions again  before they start. Learners are rem inded  on w ha t to 
do.
2 MS. GIVEN: If there is something you do not understand like a word or so, you can ask
your partner or check the dictionary for the meaning.______________________________
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(Learners w rite  in p a irs  w hile the teacher w alks a round  the class to see w ha t they are doing. 
In  order to a vo id  d isturb ing  the w hole class, she w en t to ind ividual learners a n d  corrected  
their m istakes using sounds tha t only that p a rticu la r  learner can hear a n d  in som e cases 
p o in ts  to the boa rd  to refer them  back  to her notes. I t  took  learners 12 m inutes a n d  20  
seconds to com plete the activ ity .)
3 MS. GIVEN: Okay, you can stop there. Some of you have written too long paragraphs. 
Remember we said that don’t forget about the space provided which is limited. Okay, stop 
there I need a brave person who can stand up and read to us what she/he wrote. I will not 
point anyone, okay
Extract 24 above shows how Ms. Given gave instructions in Utterance 1 for learners to work 
in pairs during the lesson. In Utterance 2 she motivated them to make use of other learners 
whom they are paired with in order to get help where they do not understand. It is however 
important to note that due to the large number of learners she was not able to control and 
facilitate the process successfully. I observed that learners were working in pairs, but in most 
cases they were not actively involved in the sharing of ideas. Most of the learners were rather 
focusing on doing their activities individually and the teacher could not step in and tell them to 
do pair work. She was only able to approach some learners during the activity that she guided 
on how to do the task given which shows that the joint construction phase was not effectively 
carried.
As indicated in Chapter 2, learners in the collaborative learning environment do not have to 
only focus not group or pair work to share ideas, but teachers can also involve them in peer 
review activities (Keh 1990). Given the fact that marking written work is time consuming as 
classes are in some cases overcrowded like that of Ms. Given which has 41 learners, 
encouragement of peer review in the form of editing and marking can be one of the solutions 
which is advocated in the current writing pedagogy, (Hyland 2006, as cited in Julius, 2013). 
This means that, teachers give learners a chance to mark and peer edit each other’s work while 
they play the role of a facilitator which in the end not only assists the teacher with reducing 
work load, but it helps learners improve their work, (Richard 2003, in Kalipa, 2014).
Extract 25 below shows a part of Ms. Given’s lesson when she was giving instructions to the 
learners during the joint construction stage.
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Extract 25: Day 2- Ms. Given’s classroom observation
1. MS. GIVEN: The second one, you see you are sitting in pairs. What you need to do now is to 
exchange your books with your partner. I want you to take out a pencil and then you do the 
marking you know what I want you to check the grammar and spelling mistakes, remember to 
underline the mistakes and use the correction keys to help your friend. All of you are teachers 
now. Please check the grammar and spelling mistakes so that they can know that this is a wrong 
form or there is a word omitted.
Extract 25 above shows how Ms. Given instructed learners to do peer marking and editing of 
each other’s work which would enhance learning as they would learn from each other’s work. 
One issue of concern that one can derive from Ms. Given’s way of teaching is the fact that in 
Extract 15 she made learners exchange books and mark while the initial purpose is that it was 
constructed in pairs. The question then that keeps arising is, what is the purpose for learners to 
write in pairs and then make them mark each other’s books again while they already 
constructed the same paragraphs together? The task was therefore not carried out successfully 
because the same learners who came up with the ideas written are the same learners who 
marked that particular work. It could have been beneficial if  Ms. Given could have made 
learners to swop books with those that they did not share ideas with when they worked in pairs.
It is important to note that learners were not only told to do activities in pairs in order to 
facilitate learning, but I have also discovered that joint construction between the teacher and 
learners took place whereby Ms. Given gave feedback as she walked around the classroom. 
Ms. Given clearly indicated in each of her lesson plan that: te a c h e r  d is c u s s e s  w i th  th e  le a r n e r s  
h o w  to  w r ite  in tro d u c tio n , b o d y  a n d  c o n c lu s io n  (See Appendix 8A). Mr. Fish also does the 
same by stating that: T e a c h e r  g iv e s  in d iv id u a l  h e lp  a s  le a r n e r s  w r ite  th e ir  e ssa y s .
Extract 26 below shows how Mr. Fish guides learners during a joint construction phase.
Extract 26: Mr. Fish ’s lesson observation during the joint construction stage
MR. FISH: When our classmates present, let us concentrate on what he or she is presenting. Ask 
questions where we don’t understand and then we can give some advice on other areas we feel are 
not very suitable, but most important is to justify to us.
In the scenario below in Extract 26, both Mr. Fish and the learners helped those who were 
presenting so that they could think about their writing by asking questions, commenting and
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guiding them so that they can improve. In that case, both teacher and learners acted as the more 
knowledgeable others who were there to assist the learners in the work they had written so that 
they could write better. It is therefore evident from Extract 27 below that, the fact that Mr. Fish 
requested learners to justify the choices they made was a scaffolding strategy that allowed 
learners to consciously reflect about each step they took to construct a logical coherent 
argument during the joint construction stage. In that way, the learners and the teacher acted as 
the more knowledgeable other whilst others learn.
Extract 27: Day 2- Mr. Fish ’s lesson observation
1 IMWEH: I am done with the introduction.
2 MR. FISH : Maybe tell us why you did it like that.
3 IMWEH: In the introduction I defined what the proverb was and where it originated.
4 MR. FISH: Ask him questions, I have asked mine. Ask yours. You are afraid of him, this 
one? He does not bite.
5 KATANO: Is that your full introduction.
6 IMWEH: Yes
7 MR. FISH : I think you are not satisfied because when you say is that your introduction I
am sure you had some reservations. You feel....Hmmmmmm, something could have been
done. Am I correct?
8 IMWEH: Yes
9 MR.FISH: Like what? Give him advice.
10 KATANO: He did not include his thesis statement.
11 MR.FISH: That is what she said, she is talking about the thesis statement. Maybe she doesn’t 
understand the big word. Can you clarify?
12 KATANO: You did not tell us which side you are supporting, which side are supporting. 
Are you for the topic or against the topic?
13 MR.FISH: Maybe you have a reason why, can you tell us why?
14 IMWEH: Eeehhhm, when I made my introduction I repeated the topic that the pen is 
mightier than the sword.
15 MR.FISH: Okay. I get his point, you know what he did? By writing the topic, he has already 
chosen a side. But has he chosen? The topic is as it is and writing it is not a choice. I am sure 
she has helped you. Another question?
16  Ls: L earners silen t a n d  n o t responding
17 Mr. Fish: Ask him he is waiting there.
18 Ls: Silen t
19 MR.FISH: Now from what he wrote in his introduction, are you sure that from what he said 
you clearly understand the pen and the sword? Are you now comfortable that you understand 
the pen and the sword? Are you sure you understand clearly the pen and the sword?
In Extract 27 above, the teacher facilitated the presentations in the classroom by questioning
learners of their choices and motivating the rest of the class to assist each other. In Utterance 2
Mr Fish asked an individual learner to elaborate why they wrote their introduction the way they
did and thereafter when the learner had given his reason in Utterance 3, the teacher told other
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learners to ask him more questions. From Utterances 4-13 the teacher and the learners were 
involved in refining Imweh’s paragraph questioning and amending where necessary. In 
conclusion, Mr. Fish in Utterance 19 asked the rest of the learners if  they had learned something 
from the comments given to the presenter. This means that the joint construction stage did not 
only benefit Imweh alone, but it assisted those listening so that they could improve their work.
It is worth noting that what Mr. Fish did was in agreement with what he said in the interview 
when he stated that: I  a s k  e a c h  le a r n e r  to  e x p la in  th e  r e le v a n c e  o f  th a t  p o i n t  to  th e  e s sa y  th e y  
a r e  g o in g  to  w r ite  a n d  th e n  i f  th e y  c a n ’t  c o n v in c e  m e  th e n  I  w i l l  te l l  h im  i f  y o u  c a n ’t  c o n v in c e  
m e  w h a t  a b o u t  a l l  o th e r  r e a d e r s  w h o  a re  g o in g  r e a d  it?  (Appendix 2C). The teacher’s input as 
a facilitator is important in the joint construction phase as it helps learners to see how things 
are done and apply it in their own writing.
Ms. Given, as stated earlier, was also involved in the joint construction process with the 
learners. The joint construction started on day 1 up until day 3 whereby she instructed learners 
to practice how to write different components in pairs after she had explained them to the class. 
Below is a segment in Ms. Given’s lesson where joint construction was practiced.
Extract 28: Day 1- Ms. Given’s lesson Observation during joint construction
1 MS. GIVEN: Ok, yours is incomplete. (Teacher w alks tow ards a  learner a n d  reads one 
le a rn e r ’s introduction) ‘Bullying is not acceptable at all.’ I think that is a good 
introduction. ‘bullying is not acceptable, this has been a culture in many places and 
schools, but especially in schools bullying is to do something on someone’s body but 
not by peace and force (laughs). I am not in favour with such a process.’ Is the argument 
clear? Heeh? I am not in favour with such a process.
2 Ls: (Som e learners indicate tha t it  is n o t c lear by shaking  their heads.)
3 MS. GIVEN: No, it is not clear. Remember you need to indicate clearly whether people 
should let children should fight their battles or not. Where is it? (teacher reads fu rth er)  
‘I am not in favour with such a process because some of the people cannot defend 
themselves, so we should not let our children fight their own battles’. Oh, I am so sorry 
I did not finish reading. (Teacher m oves to the nex t learner a n d  reads her in troduction) 
Yes, what did you write? ‘Aaah, children fight their own battles’ that is the heading. 
When people talk about battles it is the type of bullies you expect at school (laughs a  
bit) and this has disadvantage when it comes to children because some of them come 
to make things necessary. ‘I strongly disagree with the statement’. Do you understand 
what she wants to say?
4 Ls: Q uiet
5 MS. GIVEN: What is the key word here in the instructions, which word are you 
supposed to define, is it battles?
6 Ls: (Chorus) Bullying
7 MS. GIVEN: Yes, bullying is the key word that you are supposed to define or explain, 
but not battles.
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Ms. Given then went on with joint construction in the classroom, learners used a different topic 
at this stage compared to the one at the independent construction stage. During joint 
construction the learners wrote about bullying in schools while during independent 
construction they wrote about the student representative council in schools. Varying topics is 
advocated by (Gibbons 2002) who indicates that learners should be given to write on the same 
text type, but the topic they write about should differ in both joint and independent construction 
stages. During the joint construction stage learners wrote their own paragraphs and then the 
teacher together with the learners worked together to amend them so that learners can improve. 
She went around the class commenting on individual learner essays as indicated in Utterances 
1, 3, 5, 7. Extract 39 below shows one of the segments of feedback during a joint construction 
scenario in Ms. Given’s class.
Extract 29: Day 2- Ms. Given’s lesson observation
1 I need a brave person who can stand up and read to us what she/he wrote. I will not point 
anyone, ok
2 MISHE: R aises her hand
3 MS. GIVEN: Ok. ESSIZI (pseudonym ) Tell us first whether you are for the statement or 
you are against.
4 ESSIZI: I am against
5 MS. GIVEN: You are against, ok, hmmmmmmm.
6 ESSIZI: Firstly, bullying can make life difficult in the classroom for the learners as they 
will not be able to concentrate on their school work because they are always scared of 
bullying. Some may always be negative about his/her school works.
7 MS. GIVEN: Ok, I think she used the first idea. Children cannot concentrate in the class, 
heeeh? And then points or examples to support what she mentioned here, what did you say? 
Learners will be scared and what else?
8 CHAMPY: They will be negative about their school work,
9 MS. GIVEN: They will be negative about their school work. You only have two points 
supporting what she said. It is not enough you must have at least three to four points that is 
the development we always talking about if you want to get good marks or to come up with 
a good piece of writing. Mhhhhhh Yes, you want to try? (pointing  a t a  learner)
In the above extract the teacher gave learners a chance to present their work so that they can 
be assisted if need be. The teacher here is trying to show learners what others did so that they 
can improve their work. As shown in Utterance 6 the learners presented their paragraph and 
then the teacher in Utterance 7 asked them to show the points they gave to support their claims 
which the learner indicated that: b u lly in g  c a n  m a k e  life  d i f f ic u l t  in  th e  c la s s r o o m  fo r  the  
le a r n e r s :  The learner indicated in Utterance 8 to indicate that the point he used to support is 
that: A s  th e y  w i l l  n o t  be  a b le  to  c o n c e n tr a te  o n  th e ir  s c h o o l  w o r k  b e c a u se  th e y  a r e  a lw a y s
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s c a r e d  o f  b u l ly in g  and another point that: T h e y  w i l l  be  n e g a tiv e  a b o u t  th e ir  s c h o o l  w o rk . The 
teacher motivated the learner to at least have three points instead of only two. This kind of 
guidance demonstrated by Ms. Given is crucial in developing learners’ way of writing as that 
is what is required of them to write in their essays in activities given in the class or in 
examinations.
Just like Ms. Given, Mr. Fish too in Extract 30 below involved learners in the joint construction, 
even though his pedagogic practice is different. In his lesson, the joint construction stage took 
35 minutes on the second day in which learners wrote the introduction to their essays only and 
did not focus on the other components. Mr. Fish used different topics at both stage 3 and 4 of 
the Curriculum Cycle as advocated by Gibbons (2002). During the joint construction he used 
the topic on capital punishment and during the independent construction stage he used the 
proverb ‘‘ The Pen is mightier than the Sword’ ’. It is worth noting that in his teaching approach 
he does not do much to motivate learners to demonstrate how they have developed their ideas 
into a complete argument as shown in Extract 2 below.
Extract 30: Day 2- Mr. Fish’s lesson observation on joint construction
1 INHEH: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is a proverb in which 
the pen and the sword are symbols of scholars and soldiers whereby it emphasises the great work of 
scholars in society compared to that of soldiers. Although soldiers have greatly shaped this world, 
scholars still hold greater positions in society because of their profound knowledge.
2 MR.FISH: Can you describe what you did to us, how you came up with that. What issues were you 
looking at?
3 INHEH: Well first of all I wanted to define the proverb and support that the pen is mightier than the 
sword without actually stating that I am supporting it.
4 MR.FISH: Ask her questions if you have. Are you satisfied with what she has done?
5 Ls: (Some learners replying not so confidently) Yes
6 MR.FISH: No, you are not. If you are satisfied than tell us. Why are you satisfied with what she has 
done? You can’t be satisfied without a reason. (Pointing at a learner) Mhhhhh
7 IMWEH: Sir, I think because she gave points which clearly give reasons stating that the pen is 
mightier than the sword and that they hold higher positions in society compared to soldiers.
8 MR.FISH: Uhmm, thank you very much, thanks. Next.
Extract 30 above shows a classroom presentation whereby learners presented the introduction
to their essay. Even though he probed the learner in Utterance 2, which he does with the rest
of the learners, he failed to teach learners how to develop ideas. His role was rather the one of
confirming and questioning instead of scrutinising and advising on whether the learners have
developed the ideas well or not. Furthermore, in Mr. Fish’s class during the joint construction
stage the learners were not asked to write the body and the conclusion to their essays which
they presented in the classroom which did not give them added practice on how to write a
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strong body and conclusion. In his planning he does not indicate that the conclusion will be 
part of their assessment, but he only indicated that: L e a r n e r s  w r ite  th e  in tr o d u c tio n  to  th e ir  
e ssa ys , (Appendix 9A) but there is nothing mentioned about the conclusion. Had Mr. Fish given 
the learners a chance to present their body and conclusions in the classroom they could have 
gotten assistance from the teacher as well as from their peers which Vygotsky (1978) terms as 
the more knowledgeable others (MKO).
4.6 Independent Construction
As indicated in Chapter 2, the independent writing stage is the part where learners are given 
the opportunity to write on their own as they are seen to have gained confidence to write a text 
Gibbons (2002). By this stage, students have developed considerable background knowledge 
about the subject, are aware of the linguistic characteristics of the text type, and have jointly 
constructed a similar text (ibid).
In Extract 31 below, Mr. Fish’s learners completed the independent activity on their own out 
of the class even though Utterance 1 and 3 below shows that the teacher was not in favour of 
the learners going to do their work without his supervision as they might get assistance from 
others which would not have a good reflection of what they have learnt in class. It is also worth 
noting that even though Mr. Fish indicated in his planning that: ‘ T e a c h e r  o f fe r s  in d iv id u a l  h e lp  
to  le a r n e r s  a s  th e y  w r ite  th e  e s s a y s ’, (See Appendix 9B) it does not appear in the classroom 
observation as the work was not done in the classroom. In Extract 31 below, Mr. Fish gave 
learners the instructions on what they should do in the independent writing activity.
Extract 31: Day 3 - Mr. Fish’s lesson observation
1 MR.FISH: What we are going to do now is this, I would like you this time to write I am sure where 
you agree let us write three good points then we come up with five paragraphs, the introduction body 
and conclusion. Then we write them today and then give me today then you will have a nice journey 
home. I want to mark them today, everything is today. Are we agreeing?
2 Ls: (Silent)
3 MR.FISH: You have taken your side, I have heard your introduction and you have been advised here 
and there you can make corrections, but then you write it and submit it today the whole thing now.
Similarly, Ms. Given also gave learners to write independently and submit the following day.
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Extract 32: Day 3- Ms. Given’s lesson observation
1 MS. GIVEN: I will give you homework and then don’t you have free period today?
2 Ls: (Chorus) No
3 MS. GIVEN: Then you can do it after school then collect them tomorrow before we start 
with the first lesson. The activity is also from the past question papers. Remember to paste it 
and then you write on the opposite page. Then collect this (show ing the learners w ha t they  
have been using  in the class) hand outs. Do you understand?
4 Ls: (Chorus) Yes
As shown above in Extract 32, Ms. Given in Utterances 1 and 3 instructs learners that they will 
do individual activities as homework and that they should submit it the following day. In both 
instances in Extracts 31 and 32, the teachers asked the learners to individually construct their 
argumentative essays and the learners did not complete the work in class. Had the two teachers 
been part of their individual writing period, it could have helped them a lot in moulding them 
into strong writers as they could have received the necessary guidance required from the More 
Knowledgeable other (MKO) in case they had questions. The presence of the teacher is 
important at the independent construction stage, as Gibbons (2002, p.67) put it, as the learners 
write, the teacher can be there to remind them about the process of writing. The teacher could 
also be there to ensure that what the learners have written is their genuine work and not done 
by other people.
4.7 Analysis of learners’ written work
In this section learners written work from Mr. Fish and Ms. Given were analysed in order to 
answer research question 4 which asks that: w h a t  r o le  d o  th e se  c la s s ro o m  p r a c t ic e s  p l a y  in  the  
d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  l e a r n e r s ’ w r i t in g  o f  a n  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  e s sa y ?  I assessed 4 essays from Mr. 
Fish’s class which is on Higher Level and 10 from Ms. Given’s class which is on Ordinary 
Level. The features of an argument were analysed based on Hyland’s (1990) model of argument 
such as the introduction (introducing the proposition to argued); argument (with four moves); 
and conclusion (synthesising the arguments and affirming the validity of the thesis). During 
the analysis logical development and linguistic features were also assessed.
4.7.1.1 Learners’ written work for Mr. Fish
The essay topic provided to the learners is: ‘‘The Pen is mightier than the Sword’’. Based on 
the learners’ work from Mr. Fish’s class which is on Higher Level, (See Appendices 7A-D), 
they all wrote their introduction. Using Hyland’s (1990) model of argument to analyse the four 
essays I discovered that all four learners’ introductions did not include a Gambit which is
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optional. However, all four learners provided Information about the topic to be argued. Since 
information is one of the moves that gives background details about the topic, all four learners 
gave information that the topic refers to a proverb and further indicated what the proverb means 
by giving definitions of the two concepts which are pen and sword as that was the guidance 
Mr. Fish gave during his teaching as well as in his model. The learners in their introduction 
indicated that the pen represents scholars while the sword represents soldiers. One of the 
learners for example indicated that, ‘‘A pen represents a scholar while a sword can be referred 
to soldier’’ (Appendix 7D). This means that learners in most cases are likely to follow what 
the teacher says and are less likely to create other options on their own. It could therefore have 
been helpful if  Mr. Fish had explained to the learners various ways of how to write the 
introduction rather than just definition as per his written model text (Appendix 5A).
Furthermore, all four essays also gave a positive gloss by supporting the proposition since no 
one was against the topic provided. For example, one learner stated that: A  s c h o la r  is  m o re  
e ffe c tiv e  w i th  th e  u se  o f  h is  in v e n tio n s  w h ile  a  s o ld ie r  im p lie s  h is  b e l i e f  w i th  w a r s  a n d  f i g h t s  
(Appendix 7C). In addition, 3 out of the 4 learners also gave their proposition whereby they 
stated their argument even though they wrote it differently, for example one of the learners 
indicated that: I s u p p o r t  th e  v ie w  th a t  a  s c h o la r  is  m ig h tie r  th a n  a  s o ld ie r ;  which is a good 
statement which indicates which side (for or against) they are supporting.  According to 
Hyland’s (1990) model, the Marker is an optional component of the introduction of an 
argumentative essay, looking at the learners’ written work, none of them indicated it in their 
writing as it was not taught by Mr. Fish during the argumentative writing lesson.
At the argument stage all the learners wrote three paragraphs. At the beginning of their claims 
they all used Markers to indicate sequence in their claims for example for the first claim they 
used the listing signal ‘‘firstly’’. All four of the essays used a connective for the second 
paragraph. Three used the word ‘‘ secondly’’ and one (Appendix 7C) used ‘‘ on the other hand’’ 
which is inappropriate as it is used to signal two differing point of views rather than simply the 
next claim in a new paragraph. For the third claim two learners used ‘‘in addition’’, while two 
used inappropriate ones which are ‘‘in sum’’ and ‘‘therefore’’ which made their writing look 
disorganised. It is worth noting that the majority of the learners used connectives of time 
sequencing which appeared in Mr. Fish’s written model text rather than others not taught such 
as those of elaboration, qualification or contrast.
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Data also reveal that all four learners made claims even though in some cases they did not have 
sufficient support. For example, in Appendix 7C the first claim is that: Id e a s  p r o p a g a te d  b y  
s c h o la r s  h a v e  a  m u c h  lo n g e r  im p a c t  o n  th e  w o r ld  th a n  th e  v io le n c e  e n fo r c e d  b y  s o ld ie r s . The 
learner to support this claim indicated that: th e  w r itte n  w o r d  m a k e s  a  p e r m a n e n t  im p a c t  o n  
s e v e r a l  g e n e r a t io n s  c r e a t in g  th e  s p ir i t  o f  th e  m o d e r n  w o r ld . For the second paragraph this 
learner indicated that, s c h o la r s  g iv e  g o o d  c o u n s e l  a n d  p r o m o te  c u ltu r a l  va lu es . For the support 
she indicated that, s c h o la r s  p r o d u c e  w o r k  th a t  te a c h e s  the  g e n e r a t io n s  o n  h o w  to  m o r a lly  
o v e rc o m e  th e ir  tro u b le s  in  life . In the third paragraph the learner’s claims are not so clear and 
she or he wrote it as a summary of the whole essay. This confused the teacher who put question 
marks on the third paragraph and this made his or her work very weak and in the end did not 
score good marks as there was no consistency in his or her work. This learner could have done 
much better had he or she given clear claims with support using facts and examples.
All learners wrote their conclusions differently. The four learners all had a Marker to indicate 
that they had come to the end of their writing. The three learners used the phrase ‘‘let me 
conclude’’ which is what appears in the teacher’s model text and only one learner used ‘‘in 
conclusion’’. In addition, all the four essays also had a Consolidation (Appendices 7A-C), 
which according to Hyland (1990, p.74) indicates that a Consolidation is used to refer back to 
the content of the argument section to relate the themes of the argument stage with the 
proposition. For example, one wrote it as follows: s c h o la r s  h a v e  d i f fe r e n t  c a re e r s  o f  th e ir  
c h o ic e  w h ic h  c a n  be  in s tr u m e n ta l  in  th e  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  th e  c o u n try . It is worth noting that of 
the four essays analysed, none had a Close in their conclusion which is used to broaden the 
context of the proposition Hyland (1990).
The Higher Level learners as indicated earlier in the methodology section are selected on their 
abilities to be able to express themselves well in English in both speaking and writing. Even 
though their written work is of a high standard and what they have written about shows that 
they read broadly, they still have a challenge of being unable to develop their claims fully in 
some of their paragraphs. The content they wrote in their essays is well-structured and logically 
sequenced with ideas linked together with various connectives, examples, as well as quotes 
from various scholars as part of the persuasive language to strengthen their arguments. The 
major challenge however is that they still fail to fully develop their ideas. Out of the four 
learners’ work only one learner was able to develop his/her ideas fully while three did not do 
so. It is also worth indicating that learners’ scores ranged from the lowest with 13, to 14, the
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third with 15 and 17 out of 20 which means on Higher Level, their writing is not so bad 
compared to the Ordinary Level learners.
4.7.1.2 Learners’ work for Ms. Given
The learners were given instructions to write an essay for the school magazine, giving their 
opinion on whether the Learner Representative Council (LRC) is important or not. At the 
introduction stage based on the ten essays (See Appendices 6A-6I) analysed, it is clear that in 
Ms. Given’ learners’ essays there is no Gambit used in order to attract the readers’ attention. 
The ten learners all started by giving background information by describing the roles of the 
LRCs in schools. In their description of these roles, for example, one learner for example 
indicated that: L R C s  a re  a p p o in te d  to  c o n tr o l  a n d  d ir e c t  o th ers . In addition, in their description 
of these roles the majority of the learners gave an Evaluation by giving a positive comment 
about what they were proposing, for example, one learner indicated that, L R C  a re  in  c h a rg e  o f  
p r o je c ts  in  s c h o o ls  a n d  to  a s s is t  in  k e e p in g  d isc ip lin e . In terms of the proposition, of the ten 
learners, only seven clearly indicated where they stand, while the other three did not do so (See 
Appendices 6A,6B,6D,6G,6C,6I,6J). One of the learners who wrote their proposition so well 
indicated that, I  s tr o n g ly  o p p o se  th e  s ta te m e n t  th a t  s a y s  w e  m u s t  c o n tin u e  w ith  L e a r n e r s  
R e p r e s e n ta tiv e  C o u n c il. According to Hyland’s (1990) model, the Marker at the introduction 
stage is one of the moves which signposts the organisation of points that the learner is going to 
focus on, but out of ten essays analysed, there is no learner who wrote it.
At the argument stage, just like the Higher Level learners did, they wrote three paragraphs 
each. In these three paragraphs they used Markers. As shown in (Appendices 6A-I), learners 
used a variety of connectives when they presented the first paragraph of their argument some 
said ‘first of all’, ‘In the first place’, ‘firstly’, ‘On the first point’ which shows that the teacher 
did her best to expose them to a variety of connectives. Furthermore, when they presented the 
second paragraph of their argument some used ‘In addition to that’, ‘Furthermore’, ‘Moreover’, 
‘Added to that’. In the third paragraph they used, for example, ‘Lastly’, ‘finally’, which shows 
a variety of connectives used to conclude were given by the teacher.
Of the ten learners’ essays analysed, I discovered that eight supported their clear claims. (See 
Appendices 6A, 6B, 6C, 6G, 6F, 6H, 6I, 6J). Even though eight of the learners wrote some 
support for their claims, they were not all clear enough for the reader to understand due to 
grammatical and spelling errors. For example one learner (Appendix E) wrote, ‘‘LRC are the
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one close between learners and teachers because if a learner lost something in the class and 
failed to get it with class captain have to go and report it to the LRC and LRC take it to the 
office. Even when the school management make some change in the school rule, LRC are the 
one to go and tell learners that changes made by the school’’. In some cases they simply listed 
ideas in one paragraph without supporting them (See Appendices 6D and 6H). Data also reveal 
that none of the learners restated their proposition during the argument stage. Even though the 
eight learners provided claims with some support, it is worth highlighting that many of them 
were not able to develop ideas. Only two learners (Appendix 6E and 6G) wrote well-developed 
ideas, for example one learner (Appendix 6B) wrote that, ‘‘moreover they liaise between 
learners and teachers. The LRC is the one approached for example in time of emergency when 
the teachers are not around so to deliver information later to them. They are told secrets of the 
other learners to take care them to the teachers. The LRC is send or shared information with 
teachers to take to the learners’’. The development of ideas is crucial in writing the genre of 
argument as the syllabus advocates that ‘‘Learners should be able to develop ideas’’ (Namibia. 
MBEC, 2010, p.10).
Of the two learners who did not provide claims, one learner started off by writing information 
that is supposed to be in the introduction stage by signposting what they are going to write (See 
Appendix 6H), while the other learner (See Appendix 6D) wrote his or her claims also but these 
were marred by many grammar and spelling errors and therefore were difficult to understand 
and he also repeated claims..
At the Conclusion, the only obligatory move is the Consolidation stage while the Marker, 
Affirmation and Close moves are optional, (Hyland 1990). I discovered that only one learner 
out of ten had a marker in his or her essay, which is ‘finally’ (Appendix 6E). Those with a 
Consolidation are eight while the other two had conclusions dominated by spelling and 
grammatical errors that made their work difficult to understand in order to identify the different 
components of the Conclusion (See Appendices 6A & 6D). One of the learners indicated the 
Consolidation as follows, ‘‘LRC should not be abolished at school because a school without 
LRC members have to face many challenges that lead to many unresolved problems and 
learners can perform poorly because LRC members are to avoid all this problems not to take 
places’’.
Even though a rebuttal is not part of Hyland’s model, the teacher taught it and indicated to the 
learners that it plays a major role at the Conclusion as it is used to weaken the points of the
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opposition. Six of the learners included clear rebuttals in their arguments before writing their 
Consolidation (See Appendix 6G, 6J,6I, 6F, 6C and 6B). This is an example of one learner’s 
rebuttal: E v e n  th o u g h  m a n y  p e o p le  b e lie v e  th a t  th e  L R C  m e m b e r s  a re  n o t  g o o d  e x a m p le s  
o u ts id e  sch o o l, I  s t i l l  s t i c k  to  m y  g u n  th a t  w e  s h o u ld  n o t  c o n tin u e  w i th  th e  L R C . The last optional 
move at the Conclusion is the Close, which none of the ten learners used.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the majority of the learners could not score high marks for 
this activity which was out of 16. Out of the ten learners, one got 6, two got 7, four scored 8 
and the other three got 9 out of 16. The results show that learners are struggling with the 
argumentative genre and that more effort needs to be put into the teaching of it. One could 
attribute this performance to their poor English background because it seems that Ms. Given 
has done enough to make them understand, but they were not able to write quality work.
4.8 Synthesis and concluding remarks
Both the sets of the learners’ writing have some similarities: firstly, they were all able to 
structure their essays into the three main components which are, introduction (introducing the 
proposition to be argued); argument (with moves); and conclusion (synthesising the arguments 
and affirming the validity of the thesis). They were also able to paragraph their writing. In their 
introduction learners were able to state their proposition, but there were still four (three on 
Ordinary Level and one on Higher Level) who were unable to clearly state where they stand. 
Both sets of learners also used connectives which Hyland’s (1990) model terms as Markers to 
sequence and signpost their different ideas at different paragraphs even though two learners on 
Higher Level used the wrong ones. In their writing both sets of learners are able to write claims 
with some evidence, but 12 out of the 14 learners were not able to support their claims 
convincingly by using various data such as statistics, quotes and previous research. Another 
challenge observed is that the learners were unable to develop ideas as per the Ministry of 
Education requirement, Namibia. MBEC, (2010, p.10). At the Conclusion both sets of learners 
were able to write a Consolidation in order to sum up their main points.
The differences between the Higher and Ordinary Level learners’ essays is that the learners on 
Higher Level have more accurate grammar usage compared to those on Ordinary Level. Better 
performance by the Higher Level learners could be attributed to the fact that they were in a 
smaller number of eight which enabled the teacher to give individual attention compared to the 
Ordinary Level learners. The Higher Level learners were able to use quotes to strengthen their
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writing and their vocabulary is also richer compared to the Ordinary Level learners. It is also 
worth noting that the topic for the Higher Level learners was more difficult and abstract than 
that of the Ordinary Level learners, but they were still better writers. In terms of spelling and 
grammar, the Higher Level learners’ work had fewer grammatical and spelling mistakes while 
the Ordinary Level learners’ especially those with the lowest marks writing was mostly 
dominated by grammatical and spelling errors which in some cases impeded understanding. 
The learners on Ordinary Level also found it difficult to express themselves in order to get a 
clear idea across as they lacked sufficient command of the English language while those on 
Higher Level were better able to express themselves using more varied vocabulary. Some of 
the moves that the Ordinary Level learners used differed from those that Higher Level learners 
used, for example, the learners used rebuttals in order to weaken the opposing views while on 
Higher Level they did not do so.
Both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given’s approach had a role to play in the learners’ writing. To begin 
with, as stated earlier, all the learners divided their work into introduction, body and conclusion 
which is exactly what the two teachers emphasised during their teaching. All the features of an 
argumentative essay that the two teachers taught learners during the joint construction stage as 
well as during the modelling stage was what majority of the learners wrote in their essays.
One thing worth noting from the two teachers writing is that Ms. Given who taught Ordinary 
Level taught her learners to write rebuttals in their essays, but Mr. Fish did not teach rebuttals 
to his learners. The six learners from Ms. Given’s class wrote clear rebuttals in order to weaken 
the points of the opposition while Mr. Fish learners none of them wrote rebuttals. The fact that 
Mr. Fish’s learners wrote rebuttals while Ms. Given’s learners did shows that indeed the two 
teachers’ pedagogic approaches had an impact on their written work as learners are most likely 
to write what they are taught by their teachers. Another issue which shows that the teachers’ 
pedagogic approaches had an impact on learners’ writing is that the Higher Level learners 
included quotes from various scholars to strengthen their arguments as that was what Mr. Fish 
did in his conclusion (Appendix 5A). I would therefore fully conclude that teachers’ pedagogic 
approaches had an impact on learners writing as they were able to have what the teachers taught 
in their essays and only in rare cases that learners included what was not taught. The only 
challenging issue among the learners’ writing is the organisation of ideas as well as the control 
of the language because even though the learners tried to incorporate what they were taught by
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the teachers in some cases especially when it comes to developing of ideas they were not able 
to do so with appropriate grammar and proper spelling in order to give clear ideas.
4.9 Concluding remarks
In this chapter the presentation, analysis and discussion of the findings which are crucial to the 
goal and research questions in this study was done. The findings revealed the various 
approaches used by the two teachers when teaching argumentative writing. The findings 
showed that teachers’ pedagogic approaches differ and that they indeed have an impact on 
learners’ writing. I will return to my research questions in the next chapter and show how the 
findings have addressed these questions.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 introduction
This case study focused on how two teachers from different schools taught argumentative 
writing to their Grade 11 learners. The main contribution of this study is to provide an in depth 
understanding of the ways the Grade 11 teachers at Higher and Ordinary Levels teach 
argumentative writing and how their pedagogic approaches affects learners’ writing.
In this section I will summarise the findings of this study. I will further give my personal 
reflections. I will also note the limitations of the study and gave the suggestions for further 
research possibilities.
5. 2 Summary of the findings
As indicated in Chapter 3, interviews in this study provided me with the needed information 
about the teachers’ understanding as well as the ways they teach argumentative writing. The 
classroom observations also gave me an opportunity to find out about their pedagogic practices 
used in their classrooms. I further examined learners’ written work to see how the teachers’ 
pedagogic approaches impacted their writing.
The research questions which guided the study were:
• What are the Grade 11 teachers’ understandings of an argumentative essay?
• How do these understandings impact on their classroom practices in the teaching 
argumentative essay?
• What pedagogic practices do the Grade 11 teachers use to teach argumentative writing?
• What role do these classroom practices play in the development of learners’ writing of 
an argumentative essay?
Data reveal that both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given have a sound understanding of an argument as 
their subject knowledge of the structure of the genre of argument is good as it corresponds with 
Hyland’s (1990) model in many respects. They indicated during the interview that they focus 
on the key aspects of an argument in accordance with Hyland (1990) model when teaching 
argumentative writing in order to make learners understand the genre of argument and also its 
purpose. Ms. Given for example indicated that she focuses on the three basic components
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which are, the introduction, body and conclusion. Mr. Fish on the other hand indicated that he 
ensures that learners understand the topic as he conducts his lessons. Even though the two 
teachers highlighted that they ensure that learners understand the topic and that they focus on 
the key aspect of a written text when teaching argumentative writing, they did not have a 
pedagogical theory in teaching the genre of argument such as those put forth by Gibbons 
(2002), which are, Building Knowledge about the Field, Modelling, Joint Construction, 
Independent Writing as advocated by Namibia’s curriculum.
In terms of the research question 2, which states, h o w  d o  th e se  u n d e r s ta n d in g s  im p a c t  o n  th e ir  
c la s s ro o m  p r a c t ic e s  in  th e  te a c h in g  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  e s sa y ?  Both Mr. Fish and Ms. Given 
included Gibbons’ (2002) four steps of the Curriculum Cycle even though they did not carry 
them out in the exact way they should be. Ms. Given for example built knowledge about the 
field with the learners, carried out a joint construction as well as independent construction, but 
failed to use the model text at the second stage, she instead combined the modelling stage with 
the joint construction. She instead used a model text during the last stage which is independent 
construction something which disadvantaged the learners as they could have benefitted had the 
teacher done so earlier. Mr. Fish, on the other hand, failed to build the knowledge of the field 
because he instead used his model text right from the beginning. It is also worth noting that the 
two teachers did not carry out the independent writing successfully as it was done at home 
instead of in the classroom as advocated by Gibbons (2002), who states that this stage should 
be done in the classroom so that learners can get assistance in case they need clarity on certain 
issues. It is important to indicate that, what both teachers did was not helpful to the learners 
during examinations because during that time they are given limited time and therefore if they 
are not given limited time to do so during independent activities it would not help them in 
future.
Also, even though the two teachers incorporated the genre approach into their teaching and 
adapted it by shifting the sequence of the stages and/or combining them, they did not engage 
learners in the process writing approach (brainstorming, drafting and revising) which is a step 
by step way of teaching writing as advocated by the Namibian curriculum (2010).
In addition, in addressing to research question 3, which states, w h a t  p e d a g o g ic  p r a c t ic e s  d o  the  
G ra d e  11 te a c h e r s  u se  to  te a c h  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  w r itin g ?  It is important to note that during their
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teaching both teachers ensured that they engaged learners in the lesson by asking them 
questions related to the argumentative writing topic they were discussing. Through learner 
responses teachers were able to help the learners with the right answers. Learners also learned 
from other peers as they responded to questions in the classroom. This puts emphasis on the 
fact that with the help from adults, teachers or peers who are advanced, students will be able to 
master concepts and ideas they might not understand on their own, (Vygotsky 1978). Even 
though the teachers engaged learners in the lessons there was a lack of adaptive teaching as 
they were not flexible in their provision of feedback. In their practice, they did not respond to 
several learners’ answers to questions. This might disadvantage the learners as they might not 
understand aspects of the lesson; Crookes in Murray (2009, p.4) indicate that ‘‘feedback should 
be provided to the learners when it is still clearly relevant’’ meaning that teachers should not 
delay the provision of feedback and it should be done on the spot as soon as the learner raises 
that particular question.
Also in terms of research question 4 which is, w h a t  r o le  d o  th e se  c la s s ro o m  p r a c t ic e s  p la y  in  
th e  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  l e a r n e r s ’ w r i t in g  o f  a n  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  e s sa y ?  It was evident that the 
learners’ written work contained the basic features of an argument which are, introduction, 
body and conclusion, but all moves as advocated by Hyland’s (1990) model such as the marker, 
information, affirmation and close were not included. Both the Higher and Ordinary Level 
learners could write an argument to the topic the teachers asked. They were also able to write 
using a logical sequence of an argumentative essay. The Higher Level learners were better 
writers compared to the Ordinary Level as they used persuasive language such as quotes, 
examples and various connectives in order to persuade the readers. The Ordinary Level 
learners, on the other hand, were able to write the basic components of an argument, but their 
language was very poor and were not able to convince the readers as their work lacked clarity 
which could be linked to the poor English background, because as per my observation Ms. 
Given even though not perfect did her part to scaffold them on various aspects when writing 
an argument, but their writing lacked clarity when putting an idea across as they had a lot of 
grammar and spelling mistakes. In addition, the major problem on both Higher and Ordinary 
Levels was that both sets of learners were unable to develop ideas as they wrote claims with 
insufficient backing which was also one of the comments written on learners’ work of both 
teachers. It is also worth concluding that the Ordinary Level were taught how to develop ideas, 
but still failed to do so in their essays, this could be again due to the lack of English background 
as well as lack of support by the teacher during the independent writing stage as I have pointed
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out earlier. The same can also be said to the Higher Level learners that perhaps the teacher was 
supposed to be present during the independent construction stage to give them further guidance 
if there was any instead of allowing them to go and write on their own without his supervision.
5.3 My personal reflection
As an English teacher I have learned a lot from this study as I have never carried out research 
of this magnitude. Even though this study involved a lot of sacrifices given the fact that I am a 
full time-teacher, it was worth it as I have learned a lot from engagement with the two teachers 
as well as the learners.
Firstly, this study has broadened my thinking in terms of English language teaching as I was 
able to explore various teaching strategies and make comparisons. The use of the Curriculum 
Cycle by Gibbons (2002) in the English classroom made me to reflect back to my practice as I 
was not fully applying it to my teaching. Most of the time I was quick to rush the learners 
without taking a step by step approach from Building knowledge of the Field, Modelling, Joint 
constructing a text and allowing them to independently write. Had I done that, it could have 
made a difference in the way my learners write.
Secondly, through my engagements with the two teachers I discovered especially with the 
Ordinal Level teacher who is from a typical rural setting that she works under harsh conditions 
with overcrowded classrooms. In those conditions teachers are not able to provide individual 
attention to the learners and marking for them is a challenge especially in a classroom with 41 
learners where my study was carried out. It is also evident that, even though the teachers might 
be willing to apply scaffolding and help learners to go beyond their ZPD as advocated by 
Vygotsky (1978), they are not able to as time does not allow them to do so. I have to conclude 
that English teachers are motivated to do their best, but they are not able to do so as they are 
confronted with the aforementioned challenges which lead to a high failure rate.
I also learned that the writing skill is the most difficult to teach as some learners might have 
poor language usage. Even though the teacher might do their part to make them understand, 
learners might not be able to express themselves properly because their work is mostly 
dominated by spelling as well as grammar errors.
The lessons I have learned from this study could be useful in teacher training as well as 
professional development of English language teachers because I believe many teachers can
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relate to the findings in this study such as the use of the Genre theory by Gibbons (2002) to 
teach writing. Teachers are also able to relate to the use of social constructivism such as 
collaborative learning as well as teaching strategies such as adaptive teaching which will enable 
them to improve their practice.
5.4 Limitations of the study
As with most research, this study too had some limitations. Since this is a small-scale study of 
two teachers that had been purposefully selected, it does not represent the whole population of 
Grade 11 teachers in Oshikoto region. The findings therefore cannot be directly generalised to 
the larger population of Oshikoto and Namibia. Even though the sample was small, I was 
however able to get some insight into the teachers’ pedagogic practices when teaching 
argumentative writing.
Another limitation of this study was the number of lessons observed. My main target was to 
observe at least four lessons per teacher, but due to limited time as the research was carried out 
was closer to examinations, I was only able to observe three lessons per teacher. I feel if  I had 
observed more than three lessons I would have gained richer data that could have added more 
depth to my study.
Research is one thing which frustrates teachers as they see it as a hindrance to the teaching 
time, thus it was difficult for me to do member checking after the main research with the 
teachers as they were mostly engaged with other school activities. Member checking could 
have made a much difference as Cohen et al. (2007, p.136) put it, member checking is done in 
order for respondent validation, to assess intentionality, to correct factual errors, to offer 
respondents the opportunity to add further information or to put information on record; to 
provide summaries and to check the adequacy of the analysis. Member checking could 
therefore have been of great benefit to this study as teachers could have made adjustments 
where necessary.
Another limitation of the study was that little previous research has been done in Namibia on 
argumentative writing in school. In reviewing the literature, it was a problem for me to get any 
reading on argumentative writing from Namibia and therefore I only looked writing in general. 
Since I could not get argumentative writing research done in Namibia, I only used international
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research instead. International research gave me some insight into the teaching of 
argumentative writing which provided a good foundation for this study.
5.5 Suggestions for further research
Due to limitations such as time limits and the bounded sample for a case study on the master’s 
thesis, this study could not establish how widespread the pedagogic practices such as those 
implemented in the two teachers’ classrooms when teaching argumentative writing were. 
Therefore, further research is needed to establish whether this is the case in all schools in the 
Oshikoto region or not.
This case study’s main focus was on the teachers’ ways of teaching argumentative writing. 
Thus, interviews were only carried out with the teachers. It would be more insightful if learners 
were interviewed as their voices could provide a deeper understanding of why they perform 
the way they do.
Since initial teacher training is not the only aspect that equips teachers with the necessary skills 
in order for effective teaching to take place in schools, it would be a great benefit for a follow­
up study to be carried out focusing on the effectiveness of the workshops provided by the 
English advisory teachers.
Since the genre theory is prescribed in Namibia’s curriculum and the teachers in this study 
seem to have limited knowledge about its usage, it would be useful for a large scale intervention 
study on the Namibian English teachers’ awareness of genre theory and its application in the 
writing classroom.
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5.6 Conclusion
This study unpacked ways in which two Grade 11 teachers taught argumentative writing. 
Researching the two teachers’ understanding as well as the pedagogic practices revealed that 
they had a good understanding of argumentative writing. However, the two teachers’ pedagogic 
practices had some aspects which emerged which could serve as an eye opener into the teaching 
of writing in Namibia. The fact that the two teachers are not fully aware of the pedagogical 
implications of the ways the genre theory is used suggests the need for an intervention by 
advisory teachers in order to equip them with the necessary knowledge on how it is used. The 
study revealed that the teachers’ pedagogic practices indeed have an effect on learners’ writing 
even though factors such as poor grammar and spelling mistakes hindered the way learners 
write as they are not able to express themselves fully. Even though this study was done on a 
smaller scale, it provided insight that would give ways for further studies on a larger scale in 
order for a more complex investigation into teachers’ ways of teaching argumentative writing 
and writing in general.
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Appendix 1: Permisson seeking letters
Appendix lA-permission seeking letter to the Regional Director
26 January 2016
E n qu iries
vickymagano@ yahoo.com
To: M r. L am ek  K afid i — D irec to r o f  E d u ca tion  
O sh iko to  R eg ional C ouncil 
E duca tion  D irec to ra te  
O ndangw a
D ear M r. K afid i
Subject: R eq u est fo r p e rm iss io n  to  carry  o u t a  research  study  a t School 1 and  2.
I V ic to ria  K o m eliu s , a  teacher, at N eh a le  S en io r Secondary  School in  O sh iko to  R eg ion  is 
hereby  req u estin g  fo r  p e rm iss io n  to  co n d u c t a  research  study  a t the above ind ica ted  schoo ls in  
the  firs t an d  second  term .
I h av e  reg is te red  as a  part-tim e  s tuden t a t R hodes U n iversity , G rah am sto w n  (studen t num ber 
15K 7673) do ing  a  M aste r’s deg ree  in  ed uca tion  m ajo ring  in  E n g lish  L anguage teach ing . I 
w o u ld  b e  m o st g ra tefu l i f  y o u  w o u ld  a llow  m e to  co n d u c t m y  resea rch  study  a t school 1 an d  2 
during  M arch  2016  as w ell as at the  b eg inn ing  o f  n ex t term . M y top ic  is: A n  inv estig a tio n  o f  
te ach e rs’ ped ag o g ic  p rac tices  in  th e  te ach in g  o f  A rg um en ta tive  E ssay : A  qua lita tive  case 
study  o f  tw o  G rade 11 c lassroom s a t H ig h  and  O rd inary  L evel.
T he in sigh ts g enera ted  fro m  th is  study  w ill be  p u b lish ed  in  a  th es is  fo rm  and  w ill b ecom e 
accessib le  to  dec ision -m akers in  education , cu rricu lu m  developers, te ach e r educato rs and 
E n g lish  teachers in  o rd er to  b ring  abo u t im proved  ach ievem en ts in  E ng lish . S hould  I get 
p e rm ission , I w ill observe , aud io -reco rd  and  v id eo  fo u r lessons, in te rv iew  tw o  teachers 
during  th e ir  free  tim e  an d  share  m y  experience  w ith  them . T he schoo l, learners and  teachers 
w ill be  assu red  o f  anonym ity  o f  in fo rm atio n  p ro v id ed  an d  teachers w ill be  a llo w ed  to  go 
th ro u g h  th e  d ra ft thesis  to  ensu re  th a t the  deta ils  a re  correct.
Y o u r understan d in g  in  th is  reg a rd  w ill be  h ig h ly  appreciated .
Y ours S incerely ,
V M  K o m eliu s  (M s.)
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vickymagano@yahoo.com
26 January 2016
Appendix IB: Permission request letter to the school principal of school 1
Dear sir/Madam
Re: Request for permission to carry out a research study at school 1
I am Victoria Komelius, a teacher at Nehale Senior Secondary School hereby requesting for 
permission to conduct a research study at your school during the month of March 2016. I 
have registered as a part-time student at Rhodes University, Grahamstown and my student 
number is 15K7673 since January 2015. I am doing a Master’s degree in Education majoring 
in English Language teaching and I would most appreciate if you would allow me to conduct 
my research study in your school. I have consulted Mrs. Given, the English teacher at your 
school and she has indicated her willingness to take part in this study. The study will be 
carried out in two phases: the first phase will be on the 21' 22 March 2016 and the second 
phase on the 28 - 29 March 2016.
My research topic is: “An investigation of teachers’ pedagogic practices in the teaching of 
Argumentative Essay: A qualitative case study of two Grade 11 classrooms. The insights that 
will be generated from this study will be published in a thesis form and will be accessible to 
the decision makers, education planners, curriculum developers, educators and English 
teachers for the purpose to improve achievement in English. Should I get permission to 
conduct my research at your school, I will interview the English teacher in her spare time 
regarding her views and experience teaching the topic under study. I will also observe, audio 
record and videolize four lesson presentations and I will also look at lesson plans, learners’ 
written work and share my experience too with the teacher during discussion.
The information that will be given will be treated confidentially and the participants have the 
right to withdraw. Ms. Imbili will be allowed to go through the draft thesis for rectification. 
Pseudonyms will be used both for the school, learners and the teacher.
Thanking you in advance for your usual cooperation.
Yours sincerely,
Victoria M Komelius
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1C: Permission letter to the school principal, School 2
Enquiries
vickymagano@ yahoo.com
D ear sir
R e: R eq u est fo r  p e rm iss io n  to  carry  o u t a  re sea rch  study  a t Schoo l 2
I am  V ic to ria  K o m eliu s , a  teach er a t N eh a le  S en io r S econdary  S choo l hereby  req u estm g  fo r 
p e rm issio n  to  co n d u c t a  re sea rch  stu d y  a t y o u r schoo l d u rin g  th e  m o n th  o f  M arch  20  .
ss -  l —
phase  o n  the  30 - 31 M arch  2016.
M y  resea rch  to p ic  is: “A n  in v estig a tio n  o f  te ach e rs’ ped ag o g ic  p rac tices  in ^ * e  teaching; o f
A rgum en ta tive  E ssay : A  qualita tiv e  case  study  o f  tw o  G rade 1 1 c lass“  ^  accessib le  to  
w ill be  g enera ted  fro m  th is  study  w ill b e  p u b lish ed  m  a  th esis  fo rm  and  w ill be  accessrb le
L  d ec is io n  m akers, ed u ca tio n  p lan n ers , curricu lum p d e v e U > p e r s ^ i s^ t  
teach ers  fo r th e  p u rp o se  to  im prove  ach iev em en t m  E ng lish . S hou ld  I  g e t p erm issio  
c o ^ c t  m y  r e s e m T a t  y o u r schoo l, I w ill in te rv iew  the
ardincr h e r  v iew s an d  experience  teach m g  th e  to p ic  u n d e r study. ’
v id S " e °  Z i o  reco rd  fo u r lesson  p resen ta tions and  I w ill a lso  look a t lesson  p lans, 
lea rn e rs’ w ritten  w o rk  an d  share  m y  experience  to o  w ith  th e  teach er d u rm g  d .scu ss io  .
T h e  in fo rm atio n  th a t w ill b e  g iven  w ill b e  trea ted  co n fiden tia lly  an d  th e  pa rtic ip an ts  have  
T i t s  to  w ithd raw . M r. H o v e  w ill b e  a llo w ed  to  go th ro u g h  th e  d ra ft th esis  fo r  rec tifica tion . 
P seu d o n y m s w ill b e  u sed  b o th  fo r  th e  schoo l, lea rners and  th e  teacher.
T han k in g  y o u  in  advance .
Y o u rs  F a ith fu lly ,
V ic to ria  M  K o m eliu s
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vickYmagano@vahoo.com 
Dear Ms. Given
Subject: R equest for perm ission for you to  be a research  participant in  m y research  study at 
School 1
I am  V ictoria K om elius, a  teacher at N ehale Senior Secondary School hereby requesting for 
perm ission to conduct a  research study at your school during the m onth o f  M arch 2016. I 
have registered as a  part-tim e student at R hodes U niversity, G raham stow n and m y student 
num ber is 15K7673 since January 2015. I am  doing a  M aster’s degree in  Education m ajoring 
in English Language teaching and I w ould m ost appreciate your w illingness to  w ork w ith  m e 
during m y research study in  your school. The study w ill be carried out in  tw o phases, the first 
phase w ill be on the 21 — 22 M arch 2016 and the second phase on  the 28 — 29 M arch 2016.
M y research topic is: “A n investigation o f  teachers’ pedagogic practices in  the  teaching o f  
A rgum entative Essay: A  qualitative case study o f  tw o G rade 11 classroom s. The insights that 
w ill be generated from  th is study w ill be published in  a  thesis form  and w ill be accessible to 
the decision m akers, education planner, curriculum  developers, educators and English 
teachers for the purpose im prove achievem ent in  English. Should you  give m e perm ission to  
w ork w ith you, I w ill interview  you on your spare tim e regarding your view s and experience 
teaching the topic under study. I w ill also observe and audio record the four lesson 
presentations as w ell as videolize them , look at your lesson plans, learners’ w ritten w ork and 
share m y experience too w ith you during discussion.
The inform ation tha t w ill be given w ill be treated  confidentially and you reserve rights to  
w ithdraw  from  this research. Y ou w ill be allow ed to  go through the draft thesis for 
rectification o f  details. I w ill not use your real nam e, tha t o f  your school o r for the learners.
Y our cooperation w ill be highly appreciated.
Sincerely Yours,
ID: Permission letter to teacher 1 26 January 2016
V ictoria M  K om elius
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Appendix 1D: Permission seeking letter for Teacher 2
Email: vickymagano@yahoo.com 
30 January 2016
Dear Mr. Fish
Subject: Request for permission for Mr. Fish to be a research participant in my research study at 
school 2.
I am Victoria Komelius, a teacher at Nehale Senior Secondary School hereby requesting for 
permission to conduct a research study at your school during the month of March 2016. I have 
registered as a part-time student at Rhodes University, Grahamstown and my student number is 
I5K7673 since January 2015. I am doing a Master’s degree in Education majoring in English 
Language teaching and I would most appreciate your willingness to work with me during my research 
study in your school. The study will be carried out in two phases: the first phase will be on the 23 -  
24 March 2016 and the second phase on the 30 -31 March 2016.
My research topic is: “An investigation of teachers’ pedagogic practices in the teaching of 
Argumentative Essay: A qualitative case study of two Grade 11 classrooms. The insights that will be 
generated from this study will be published in a thesis form and will be accessible to the decision 
makers, education planner, curriculum developers, educators and English teachers for the purpose 
improve achievement in English. Should you give me permission to work with you, I will interview 
you on your spare time regarding your views and experience teaching the topic under study. I will 
also observe, audio record and videolise the four lesson presentations, look at your lesson plans, 
learners’ written work and share my experience too with you during discussion.
The information that will be given will be treated confidentially and you reserve rights to withdraw 
from this research. You will be allowed to go through the draft thesis for rectification of details. I will 
not use your real name, that of your school or for the learners. Your cooperation will be highly 
appreciated.
Yours sincerely,
Victoria M Komelius
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Appendix 1E: Permission letter from Oshikoto region
R E G I O N A L  C O U N C I L
Yours Faithfully
Director
-M^ZAWEK T. KAFIDIol 
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION 
OSHIKOTO REGION Y a k 1PRIVATE BAR 202' . ONDAMGWA
REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
OSHIKOTO REGIONAL COUNCIL
D IR E C T O R  A  T E  O F  E D U C A  T IO N ,
A R T S  A N D  C U L T U R E
Tel (065) 281900 Private Bag 2028
Fax (065) 240315 On DANGWA
Enq: Ms Tende 17 February 2016
Ref: 12/2/6/1
Ms victoria M. Korneiius
E-mail: vickymagano@yahoo.com
Cell: 0813681393
Dear Ms Korneiius
RE: REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CARRY OUT A RESEARCH STUDY
We acknowledge receipt of your letter, seeking for approval from the office of the Director to conduct a
research study in our Region
The writing of this letter therefore serves to inform VOU tha t no rr^ igs ig n  ftgg Pggfl g rgp^g jj fgp y QU {q
conduct research in our Region using t te School as the study sites on the
following conditions:
>  You have to consult the school principal well in advance to make proper arrangements.
The research should not interfere with the norma! teaching and learning process at the school.
And participation in the research should be on a voluntary basis.
With that in mind, it is my wish that your research study will yield satisfactory results, towards the
completion of your qualification.
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1G: Permission letter to the parents of School 1
Enquiries
vickymagano@yahoo. com
Dear Parent
Subject: Request for permission for your child to be a research participant in my research study at 
School 1.
I am Victoria Komelius, a teacher at Nehale Senior Secondary School hereby requesting for 
permission to conduct a research study at your school during the month of March 2016. I have 
registered as a part-time student at Rhodes University, Grahamstown and my student number is 
15K7673 since January 2015. I am doing a Master’s degree in Education majoring in English hereby 
requesting for permission to conduct a research study with your child as part o f the classroom under 
study. The focus is however on the teachers teaching them English. The study will be carried out in 
two phases, the first phase will be on the 21" 22 March and the second phase on the 28 -29 March 
2016.
My research topic is: “An investigation o f  teachers’ pedagogic practices in the teaching o f 
Argumentative Essay: A qualitative case study o f two Grade 11 classrooms. The insights that will be 
generated from this study will be published in a thesis form and will be accessible to the decision 
makers, education planners, curriculum developers, educators and English teachers for the purpose to 
improve achievement in English. Should you give me permission to work with your child, I will 
observe, vedolize and audio record the four lesson presentations as they will interact with their 
teacher, look at their exercises books with the view to see how they do things.
The information that will be recorded and captured will be treated confidentially and learners reserve 
rights to withdraw from this research if  they wish. Their teacher will be allowed to go through the 
draft thesis for rectification o f details. I will not use learners’ real names or that o f their school. If  
you agree please sign below.
Your cooperation will be highly appreciated.
Yours faithfully,
Ms. Victoria. M. Komelius
Parent Signature
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Enquiries
vickymagano@yahoo.com
26 January 2016
1H: Permission letter to the parents of School 2
Dear Parent
Subject: Request for permission for your child to be a research participant in my research study at 
School 2.
I am Victoria Komelius, a teacher at Nehale Senior Secondary School hereby requesting for 
permission to conduct a research study at your school during the month o f M arch 2016. I have 
registered as a part-time student at Rhodes University, Grahamstown and my student number is 
15K7673 since January 2015. I am doing a M aster’s degree in Education majoring in English hereby 
requesting for permission to conduct a research study with your child as part o f  the classroom under 
study. The focus is however on the teachers teaching them English. The study will be carried out in 
two phases, the first phase w ill be on the 23 -24 M arch and the second phase on the 30-31 March 
2016.
My research topic is: “An investigation o f  teachers’ pedagogic practices in the teaching o f  
Argumentative Essay: A  qualitative case study o f two Grade 11 classrooms. The insights that will be 
generated from this study will be published in a thesis form and will be accessible to the decision 
makers, education planners, curriculum developers, educators and English teachers for the purpose to 
improve achievement in English. Should you give me permission to  work with your child, I will 
observe, videolize and audio record the four lesson presentations as they will interact with then- 
teacher, look at their exercises books with the view to see how they do things.
The information that will be recorded and captured will be treated confidentially and learners reserve 
rights to withdraw from this research i f  they wish. Their teacher will be allowed to go through the 
draft thesis for rectification o f  details. I will not use learners’ real names or that o f  their school. If  
you agree please sign below.
Your cooperation will be highly appreciated.
Yours faithfully,
Ms. Victoria. M. Komelius 
Parent Signature
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Omapulo
vickynamagano@.vahoo.coni 
Cell: 0812910334
O m u v a li o m u sim a n e k w a
O sh in im a: E in d ilo  ly e  p itik o  ly o m u n o n a  g w o y e  a  k u th e  o m b in g a  m o m ap e k a p e k o  
g o sh ilo n g w a  sh o sh iin g ilisa  m o s ik o la  y aw o .
O n g am e , V ic to r ia  K o m e liu s  o m u lo n g i m o sk o la  y a N e h a le  S S S , n o ta n d i ilo n g o  
m o sh ip u tu d h ilo  sh a  R h o d e s  U n iv e rs ity , m o G ra h a m sto w n  tan d i ilo n g e le  o n k a tu  y o  M aste rs  
d eg ree , o n o m o la  y e y ilo n g o  o l5 K 7 6 7 3  m o sh ilo n g w a  sh o sh iin g ilisa . O ta n d i in d ile  o p o  n d i ye  
n d i n in g e  o m a p e k a a p ek o  n o m u n o n a  g w o y e  m o s ik o la  n d jo k a  h as ik o la .
O tan d i in d ile  o p o  w u  p itik e  o k a n o n a  k o y e  k a  k u th e  o m b in g a  m o m a p e k a p e k o  ta g a  k a  
n in g ilw a  m o n g u lu  y aw o  p e th im b o  ly o o tu n d i. O m ap ek ap ek o  o g a  o d h e k a  n k e n e  aa lo n g i h a y a  
lo n g o  o sh iin g ilisa . O sh ip a la n y o lo  sh a n d je  o sh o  ‘O m ik a lo  n d h o k a  aa lo n g i h a y a  lo n g ith a  u u n a  
ta y a  lo n g o  a a lo n g w a  k o m b in g a  y o k u n y o la  o m a to tw a h o k o lo lo
o m a k w a k u to m p a th a n a /iin y o lw a  iik w a k u to m p a th a n a .” 0  sh in y  a n g a d h a lw a  sh ik a  o tash i
ta m e k e  m u M a a litsa  p e ta m e k o  n o sh o  w o  m o sh ik a k o  o sh itiy a li p e ta m e k o . O tan d i k a  ta la  
sh o ta sh in in g w a  , e tan d i k w a ta  u u fa n o  n o k u k w a ta  o m aw i o o tu n d i dh i li n e  sho  y i ip y a k id h ila  
n o m u lo n g i g w a w o ,o ta n d i k a  ta la  w o  o m am b o  g iin y o lw a  y a w o  n d i ta le  n k e n e  y a  sh an g a .
U u y e le le  m b o k a  ta w u  k a  m o n ik a  p o  o ta w u  k a  p u n g u lw a  n aw a . N o m a d h in a  g o sh ili 
g a a lo n g w a  y a  k u th a  o m b in g a  n en g e  g o s ik o la  y a w o  ita g a  k a  h o lo k a  m o sh in y a n g a d h a lw a  
m u k a . O m u v a li o to  in d ilw a  w u  sh a in e  e sh a in o k a h a  ly o y e  o n g a  e z im in o  k e in d ilo  nd ik a .
E lo n g e lo k u m w e  ly o y e  o ta li tu m b a le k w a
G w o y e
V ic to r ia  K o m e liu s
II: Permission letter to the parents - Oshiwambo version 26 Januali
E d h in a  ly o m u v a li E sh a in o k a h a
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Appendix 2A: Pilot Transcript (PT)
Pilot Study Semi- Structured interview
1. What is your understanding of an argumentative essay?
Two sides of the taught essay, the pros and the cons where someone is expected to 
develop two sides of the essay. One is expected to develop both sides of the essay for 
the nature of the essay to be maintained in the piece of writing.
2. Which aspects do you focus on when teaching argumentative writing?
I focus on Learners to develop Arguments, I expect learners to state, explain and if need 
be they give examples as such it becomes a better essay.
3. What challenges do you face when teaching argumentative writing?
Limited understanding of issues makes it difficult to teach because even if they know 
the procedures on how it is done it is still becomes very difficult because if the idea is 
not well understood or known then the thinking becomes a problem as they cannot 
relate. Their limited expression also is a challenge.
4. How do you address challenges (if any)?
I find it more helpful when learners are exposed to current affairs; by so doing I 
encourage them to study current affairs such as reading newspapers where current 
issues and matters are discussed.
5. Do learners’ work improve when they read newspapers?
Definitely they are, even though it is not something you see changes in a day or a week 
so. The love they get from reading newspapers helps them a lot in their writing as they 
are expressing themselves better. They are exposed to new vocabulary and it helps them 
with self-expression as well as gets updated and for them to understand current affairs 
that make them interact with other people from other parts of the world.
6. How do you support learners during argumentative writing lessons?
I find it helpful giving them pieces to read and evaluate those pieces to see how
arguments are developed and then when we pick the arguments it becomes clear to them
even when they write they are able to see how arguments are stated and developed. It
is expanded as there are examples given on that and one would expect them to do the
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same when it comes to the writing. I also come up with debates in the class because 
through a debate there are two sides with arguments to be developed and then that suits 
very well with the writing as they are expected to develop arguments in the end.
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Appendix 2B: Semi- Structured interview with Ms. Given
14 March 2016 (10:00-10:20) 
R= Researcher
1 R: Good morning madam
2 Ms. Given: Good Morning
3 R: Thank you for availing your time
4 Ms. Given: Is pleasure to be here
5 R: I am just going to ask you questions about argumentative writing.
6 Ms. Given: Mhhhhhhh
7 R: Firstly, briefly what is your understanding of an argumentative essay?
8 Ms. Given: A piece of writing meant to convince or to persuade someone that what you say is 
right or for you to convince him/her to believe what you want to say.
9 R: Which aspects do you focus on when teaching argumentative writing?
10 Ms. Given: I focus on the heading, the introduction, the body and the conclusion.
11 R: What challenges do you face when teaching argumentative writing?
12 Ms. Given: Learners have a problem of arguing as well as developing ideas or supporting the 
ideas they are given. Instead of indicating whether they are against or for, sometimes they just 
write in general, they don’t clearly indicate whether they are for or against.
13 R: How do you address the challenges that you have just mentioned?
14 Ms. Given: I do it step by step. I teach them what to write in the introduction, and how to 
support their arguments or the developments of ideas. That is the most part I attend to.
15 R: What about the general understanding of issues around them, are they also having that 
problem?
16 Ms. Given: They have eeeh, yes. I think so, like you see our learners they do not have a broad 
knowledge about what is happening around. That is why when it comes to writing it is really a 
problem, but to learners with broad knowledge they do their best they do not have a problem.
17 R: How do you support learners during the argumentative writing lessons?
18 Ms. Given: I try to give questions and examples from past question papers when we discuss. 
We concentrate more on the introduction and especially the development of ideas which is 
really a problem. We do it step by step. I let them write them in pairs and then I guide them 
step by step.
19 R: Have they shown any improvement after you have given them examples from past question 
papers?
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20 Ms. Given: There are some that improve, that is why for the first time last year we had a 
candidate who scored A* in English. Also, even though our results are not the best, we have 
seen some improvements. We try to focus more on the instructions as some learners really get 
out of topic if they do not know how to follow instructions.
21 R: Thank you for coming to our interview.
22 Ms. Given: It is my pleasure.
23 R: Enjoy your day.
24 Ms. Given: Thank you.
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Appendix 2C: Semi- Structured interview with Mr. Fish 
13 March 2016 (13:00-13:25)
R= Researcher
R: Good afternoon Mr.Fish once again?
Mr. Fish: I am fine thank you.
R: Thank you for availing your time so that we can have a one on one session. We are going to have a 
short interview about argumentative writing.
Mr. Fish: Mhhhhh
R: The first question I want to ask you is: What is your understanding of argumentative writing.
Mr. Fish: I understand it as one of the most challenging topics in the teaching of English. I say so 
because most learners prefer a narrative because it falls within their understanding and experiences, but 
with the argumentative essay they are scared by the controversy which surrounds the topic. It is a topic 
which requires to persuade the audience to agree with the views of the learners and that is not an essay 
thing while telling a story is just very easy.
R: Which aspects do you focus on when teaching argumentative writing?
Mr. Fish: When I teach argumentative writing I mainly focus on the understanding by the learners. I 
make sure that learners understand the topic under discussion because the truth is when you have no 
knowledge of what you are talking about then there is no way in which you can write about that thing. 
So, that is the most important to focus on: Do they understand what the topic really wants? Most of the 
topics that they come across are very challenging and very controversial. The choice of a side that is by 
a learner whether to take the opposing or agreeing side is very important. We therefore look at the side 
which gives more facts than the other. Learners also need to understand that they can take a side out of 
excitement, but they do not have real facts to support, I also focus on examples because when you tell 
me that this is your idea it must be supported by examples in real life situations where it occurs. The 
reason why real life examples are needed is that you are trying to convince a person therefore you need 
to have sufficient examples on that kind of topic.
R: What challenges do you face when teaching argumentative writing?
Mr. Fish: Yes, there are many challenges, in the first place learners are not at home with argumentative 
essays, so as a result in my teaching in the first place I need to make them first appreciate that 
argumentative writing is one of the of the best essays that they can ever take in the examinations. So, 
that stage is a very important stage. Another thing is that learners are not exposed to a lot of topical 
issues that are going on in the country. There are simple things such as passion killings, you find out 
when you talk to them you realise that they have little understanding of what goes on in passion killings 
mainly because they do not read newspapers, they do not listen to the radio and ask questions to elders 
and some adults on what is going on in society. So, you find that they do not have an elaborate
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knowledge of what goes on around them as a result to make such learners to argue while that leaner is 
handicapped already on what goes on around them is not an easy thing. The exposure is very limited 
and at the end of the same time the art of persuasion or the ability to persuade somebody to believe your 
opinion is a challenge. Remember that they are writing and this is going to be read by intellectuals who 
would then agree or disagree with them which means that they have to operate at a higher of thinking 
which means that they have to know at least something which can make the intellectuals believe that 
there is a thought in what is being said.
R: How do you address the challenges you mentioned?
Mr. Fish: In order to address them I as a teacher have to make room for exposure meaning to say that 
I have to tackle as many topical issues as possible. These topical issues I have to group them according 
to some form of grouping where I can say we look at issues such as religion, sociology, politics and we 
even go on to economics. Once we do that we are going to find a lot so that they can at least understand 
that these issues do not have an answer and since they do not have an answer they need you as a learner 
to come up with answers.
R: Have the exposure to topical issues you mentioned helped?
Mr. Fish: I think yes, to some extent it has helped. For example if I do debates I find out that they bring 
in some of the concepts which we will have handled. Even though we have done it in a short time, but 
you find out when learners talk that they have those ideas that these things can make me win an 
argument if I talk like this. So, my debates have proved that there is something happening within the 
conscious of these learners about controversial and topical issues.
R: How do you support learners during the argumentative essay lessons?
Mr. Fish: Writing is a process and as a process I begin supporting them from the planning stage on 
how to plan for an essay. That plan is the eye through which you are going to see the whole essay as it 
progresses. Now what I will do is normally I will go to individual learners because Higher Level learners 
are not many. I ask each learner to explain the relevance of that point to the essay they are going to 
write and then if they can’t convince me then I will tell him if you can’t convince me what about all 
other readers who are going read it? This means that they will not be convinced so they have to convince 
me first. Then from there I go to the introduction. You see normally I don’t want learners to write the 
whole thing and finish. I want them to go step by step addressing all the issues sufficiently because once 
I don’t do that they are going to fail. I also give them a sample for them which I write myself then I say 
let us appreciate this argument and see how it was done because I assume with my experience I write 
better than them, we then make an analysis of what I have done. Then from there if I give them a 
different topic they know what issues to look at such as how do I plan, how do I get started, how do I 
develop and how do I conclude? Because I prefer working from the known to the unknown instead of 
saying they must write because I take it as a process which needs attention at all Levels.
R: Thank you very much for your time.
Mr. Fish: Thank you
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Appendix: 3A Observation transcripts
Videotaped Lesson transcription for Ms. Given
Activity: Argumentative Writing 
Day1- Date: 15 March 2016 
Grade: 11(OrdinaryLevel class)
Number of learners: 41 (in rows)
Duration: 45 minutes (09:45-10:30)
(MS. G IV E N  cam e into the classroom  a n d  then a fter g reeting  in troduces the topic to the class.)
8 MS. GIVEN: I don’t know if it was a week or two weeks ago we did a shorter piece of writing 
and it was a friendly letter. The next piece of writing we are going to do today is the (writes on 
the board) argumentative essay. I hope we are not doing argumentative essay for the first time, 
when we talk about argumentative essay or argumentative piece of writing what do we refer to, 
heeeeh? What do you refer to? Your own understanding of argumentative essay. Yes (po inting  
a t M ishe).
9 MISHE: The essay which requires options.
10 MS. GIVEN: The essay which requires options, is that all?
11 ESSY: (Raises h is hand)
12 MS. GIVEN: Mhhhhh (P ointing  a t the learner)
13 ESSY: The essay which requires you to write whether you are for or against.
14 MS. GIVEN: The essay which requires you to argue whether you are for or against, yes you 
are right. Eehm, the argumentative writing we say in short we say (writes on the board) ‘An 
argumentative essay is a piece of writing meant to persuade or to convince someone to think 
the way you do in other words to agree with you or to believe in what you say’. Okay, Aaahm 
it is just like any other essay, so which things do you need to put into consideration when writing 
an argumentative essay? (Teacher reprim ands those copying  in form ation fro m  the boa rd  a n d  
n o t concentra ting  on w ha t she w as asking) I want you to concentrate and then you copy the 
information later.
15 Ls: L earners stop  copying  notes fro m  the b oard  a n d  listen  attentively.
16 MS. GIVEN: Which things do you need to put into consideration when writing an 
argumentative essay? Yes (Pointing  a t a  learner)
17 CHAMPY: There should be argument
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18 MS. GIVEN: It means when you start with your essay you just start with argument? Yes, 
(M entions le a rn e r ’s nam e)
19 STAR: We should have a title
20 MS. GIVEN: The first thing you should do when writing your essay there should be (writes on 
the board) ‘a title’. That is the first thing and remember how do you write your title of your 
essay? (P ointing  a t a  learner) Yes, how do you write your title of your essay (m entions  
le a rn e r ’s nam e)?
21 Ls: (S ilent a n d  n o t responding)
22 MS. GIVEN: You have no idea? They say that you need to make your title eye catching, do 
you understand? You need to invite the reader so that they can read it quickly. You need to 
make it interesting, therefore your title you can make it as (writes on the board) ‘one word 
phrase’, it can be a short statement, uhmmm or you can put it in a form of a question. Okay, 
ahmmmmm and then we said our piece of writing should have a title or heading then what is 
next? Mhhhhh (pointing  a t a  learner) after writing a title or heading what do we write?
23 SHORTY: There should be an introduction
24 MS. GIVEN: An introduction, after the heading each piece of writing I think there should be 
an introduction. What is the best way to introduce an argumentative essay? Why are you so 
quiet, Diina (pseudonym e)?
25 DIINA: By explaining the topic.
26 MS. GIVEN: Eeeh, okay, there you see there are different ways of introducing the 
argumentative essay. You can start your introduction by explaining, okay let me put it here 
number 1 you can start your (writes on the board) ‘topic and your introduction’ by explaining 
the topic okay and or you can define the topic. Essy (pseudonym ) are you saying something?
27 CHAMPY: No Ms.
28 MS. GIVEN: Another way? Why are you so quiet, are you afraid of the visitor? Then what is 
the other way or the other option to start your introduction? You can also open the 
argumentative essay by giving facts I hope all of you know the meaning of facts about the topic. 
What do we mean by facts? Yes, ehee (pointing  a t a  learner)
29 CHAMPY: To refer to a particular situation about something
30 MS. GIVEN: To refer I think it has to do with the truth about something. And like you see the 
truth here it is about the pros and cons or the advantages and disadvantages then I think it can 
also be part of your introduction. The other way you can also start your argumentative essay 
with information taken from the research for example, 80% of the statistics show that a number 
of people are addicted by alcohol for example if the topic is about alcohol. Okay, and then from 
there what is next and what is the important part there? Are we together?
31 Ls: (Learners sa t qu ietly  a n d  n o t responding)
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32 MS. GIVEN: Okay. You can also start by stating information taken from a research. Then you 
need to state your argument. How do you state your argument? Hmmmmm (pointing  a t a  
learner) I forgot your name, yes.
33 NASH: You are going to say whether you are for or against
34 MS. GIVEN: Yes exactly, here you state your argument here whether (writes on the board) 
‘you are for or against’. In other words you need to indicate whether you are in favour of the 
statement or you are against it. Then, another important thing again here, we have phrases that 
we use to indicate whether we agree or for against. If you agree which phrases do you use? Yes, 
(po inting  a t one learner a n d  m entions her nam e)
35 STAR: I prefer.
36 MS. GIVEN: I prefer, hmmmmmm, I prefer do you think, yes, hmmmmm. It is not so clear but 
I think, hmmmm Essy (P seudonym ) are you raising up?
37 ESSY: Shakes his head in disagreement
38 MS. GIVEN: Which phrases do we use do we use to indicate we agree or disagree? Okay, for 
example if you agree we can use phrases here (writes on the board) ‘I agree with you entirely 
that....’ then you write your point. Do you understand? Okay, I agree with you entirely. Give 
me another example to show that you agree or disagree with the statement or opinion or with 
the views. Again you can also write here I strongly (L o n g p a u se) there are many verbs we can 
use I strongly believe or I strongly (Long p ause) what is the other verb we can use here to 
indicate that you agree? (P oin ting  a t a  learner)
39 STAR: Support
40 MS. GIVEN: Yes, agree. (W rites on the board) ‘I strongly support or I strongly back your 
views, your opinions’ or you can even use the word statement. There are many ways I just 
cannot give you all the examples and if you disagree which phrases do we use?
41 DIINA: I don’t agree
42 MS. GIVEN: I don’t agree, what is the opposite of agree?
43 Ls: (In unison) disagree
44 MS. GIVEN: Therefore you have to say for example instead of saying I don’t agree then you 
say? (Looking a t the learners a n d  p o in tin g  a t him).
45 DIINA: I disagree
46 MS. GIVEN: Or you can even say I strongly disagree then you say I strongly disagree with.....
and you see here you use the word (w rites on the board) ‘views, opinions or statement’ then 
you write it down. Another phrase which can also be used to disagree? Hmmmmm (po inting  a t  
a learner)
47 ESSY: I strongly oppose?
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48 MS. GIVEN: Yes, ok. You can use (writes on the board) ‘I strongly oppose’. Also remember 
oppose here the next word is either views, or opinions or statement, mhhhhh. Another example 
also? (L o n g p a u se) another phrase?
49 DANNY: I bang, I will benga
50 MS. GIVEN: Heeeeh?
51 DANNY: I will bang, I will beg this....I will beg to differ this
52 MS. GIVEN: Yes, I will beg to differ this?
53 DANNY: Yes
54  MS. GIVEN: Okay, eehhhm you can even use the word I am afraid, you see instead of saying 
I don’t want to agree with you we also need to do it in a polite way. So you can say I am afraid 
I differ eeeh... Hmmm? (points a t Toria), Yes.
55 TORIA: With this
56 MS. GIVEN: With this, okay (W rites on the board) ‘with this’, then you say (L o n g p a u se) then 
you mention the problem. Remember I want you to take that after the heading your 
argumentative essay must have an introduction, do you understand?
57 Ls: (Som e learners agree in som e inaudible sounds)
58 MS. GIVEN: Remember we said that any piece of writing should have an introduction, body 
and conclusion, but today we will only concentrate on the introduction and then we will 
continue with the rest of the parts tomorrow. Ahhhmmmm, remember your piece of writing 
must have a title and an introduction and your introduction must explain or define the topic or 
you can just start by giving facts like the advantages and disadvantages or you can give 
information taken from the research by giving statistics. You have to choose one then you 
indicate your argument clearly in other words you need to state whether you agree or disagree 
with the statement.
(The teacher than hands ou t a  class activ ity  then g ives ou t instructions on how it w ill be 
com pleted.)
59 MS. GIVEN: I want you to sit in pairs quickly, you (pointing  a t a  learner) you go to the other 
side. Don’t write anything because you have to return the copies after the lesson. You will write 
in pairs, okay don’t write anything because it is not your copy. Let us look at this example, this 
is an example taken from the past question paper. Teacher reads the question  to the learners as 
fo llo w s: “ Bullying at school seem to be a growing problem. Many people argue that we must 
let our children fight their own battles. Write an essay for your school magazine, giving your 
opinion. You may use some of these ideas such as: Children can’t concentrate in class because 
they are bullied; Children must learn to fend for themselves; The world outside school is hard 
and children must learn to stand for their own feet; Children who are bullied drop out of school; 
Bullies are criminals and must be punished; Often a bully is just a child asking for help. Your
essay must be approximately 200 words in length’’. Here the instruction is just asking you to
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give your opinion, what is showing you that you have to write an argumentative essay if it is 
not indicated? Mmmmm, Diina (pseudonym )?
60 DIINA: Because there are two opinions,
61 MS. GIVEN: What do you mean two opinions?
62 DIINA: It is like a debate.
63 MS. GIVEN: Do you understand what he wants to say, if you say yes? He says there are two 
opinions. What do you mean by two opinions? (P oin ting  a t a  learner) You see you are given 
six ideas here, we call these ideas. Yes, Mhhhhh (Pointing  a t a  learner)
64 DIINA: Some are on the other side.
65 MS. GIVEN: You can see some points are for and some are against, okay then again so where 
is the argument what do you argue here? Yes (Pointing  a t a  learner).
66 STAR: We argue whether children should fight their own battles or not.
67 MS. GIVEN: Exactly, you see (Teacher reads the m ain p o in t in the question) ’‘Many people 
argue that we must let our children fight their own battle or not. ’’ Do you understand? This is 
what you have to argue and then you can see that some of the ideas are for while some are 
against. Do you understand?
68 Ls: S ilen t a n d  no t replying
69 MS. GIVEN: I want you to take your note book quickly and then think of the heading and write 
the heading to this activity as well as the introduction and then you stop there.
70 DIINA: But Ms.
71 MS. GIVEN: Yes
72 DIINA: Are we going to write for or against or I will write (G ets in terrup ted  by the teacher)?
73 MS. GIVEN: You just do like what we discussed here, we discussed that you see (p o in tin g  a t  
w h a t she w rote on the board) your introduction must either discuss, explain or define the topic 
or you give facts or advantages or the disadvantages or you have to give information taken from 
the research. Then you indicate whether you support or for statement or against the statement. 
What is the statement here?
74 Ls: (In un ison) whether we should let our children fight their own battles
75 MS. GIVEN: Whether we should let our children fight their own battles. Please I want you to 
write your heading and introduction taking into consideration what we have discussed here 
indicating where you stand. And using these phrases to indicate where you stand (pointing  on 
w h a t she w rote on the boa rd  earlier) ‘I strongly agree, I support, I beg to differ....’, Forget about 
the date.
(Learners sta rt w riting  their in troduction  w hile the teacher goes a ro u n d  the classroom  checking  
their progress. She gu ides learners ind ividually  each time she sees learners n o t do ing  the righ t 
thing. I t  took  them  seven m inutes a n d  tw enty seconds a n d  then the teacher sto p p ed  them. Som e
o f  the learners cou ld  n o t com plete their activ ity  on tim e.)
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76 MS. GIVEN: Let us stop there, who is going to read for us their title? (Points a t  one learner) 
Yes
77 DANNY: Don’t let children fight for their own battles
78 MS. GIVEN: Okay, don’t let our children fight their own battles. Ok, I think it is a good heading 
I can already see where she stands. Yes, (pointing  a t a  learner) Your heading?
79 NASH: Bullying at school seems to be a growing problem.
80 MS. GIVEN: Ok, bullying at school seems to be a growing problem.
81 MS. GIVEN: And yours (pointing  a t another learner).
82  SHODY: It is the same as hers.
83 MS. GIVEN It is the same as hers (pointing  a t a  learner w ho rea d  theirs already). MS. GIVEN: 
Ok yours is the same. Okay, don’t let children (L o n g p a u se) ok, I think that one, I think they 
are fine. And then your introduction, who is going to read for us his/her their introduction? Ok 
read yours (pointing  a t another)
84 ESSY: In some old cultures bullying is seen as a sign of power when learners are bullied by 
others, while today bullying is seen as a destruction to one’s success or even education.
85 MS. GIVEN: Hmmmm, and then?
86 ESSY: I did not finish.
87 MS. GIVEN: Okay, yours is incomplete. (Teacher w alks tow ards a  learner a n d  reads D iin a ’s 
(pseudonym ) introduction  ‘Bullying is not acceptable at all.’ I think that is a good introduction. 
Bullying is not acceptable, this has been a culture in many places and schools, but especially in 
schools bullying is to do something on someone’s body but not by peace and force (laughs). I 
am not in favour with such a process. Is the argument clear? Heeh? I am not in favour with such 
a process.
88  Ls: (Som e learners indicate tha t it  is n o t c lear by shaking  their heads.)
89 MS. GIVEN: No, it is not clear. Remember you need to indicate clearly whether people should 
let children should fight their battles or not. Where is it? (teacher reads fu rth er) ‘I am not in 
favour with such a process because some of the people cannot defend themselves, so we should 
not let our children fight their own battles’. Oh, I am so sorry I did not finish reading. (Teacher  
m oves to the nex t learner a n d  reads her introduction) Yes, what did you write? ‘Aaah, children 
fight their own battles’ that is the heading. When people talk about battles it is the type of bullies 
you expect at school (laughs a  bit) and this has disadvantage when it comes to children because 
some of them come to make things necessary. ‘I strongly disagree with the statement’. Do you 
understand what she wants to say?
90 Ls: Q uiet
91 MS. GIVEN: What is the key word here in the instructions, which word are you supposed to 
define, is it battles?
92 Ls: (Chorus) Bullying
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93 MS. GIVEN: Yes, bullying is the key word that you are supposed to define or explain, but not 
battles. (Teacher m oves to the n ex t learner a n d  reads her introduction) then here there is this 
one without a heading ‘Bullying is the mistreatment of other people in such a way that it will 
make them uncomfortable. Bullying has a bad effect on children’s lives as they end up feeling 
unwanted, therefore I strongly disagree with the statement which states that we children must 
fight their own battles.’ Can you see it is a good introduction and she indicates clearly where 
she stands? The issues about bullying are clearly defined and explained and also the 
disadvantage, there is also a link between introduction and the argument.
A fter the teacher w as done reading  som e o f  the essays, she g o t b a ck  to the f r o n t  o f  the class 
a n d  con tinued  gu id ing  the learners a n d  g iv ing  them  chances to a sk  questions a n d  comm ents.
94 MS. GIVEN: Okay, I think that this is all for today unless if you have questions about the 
argumentative essay or the introduction.
95 DIINA: Which tense must we use to write the argument?
96 MS. GIVEN: Yes, okay. Which tense are we supposed to use here, heeeh?
97 SHORTY: The present
98 MS. GIVEN: Yes, the present. Like you see you just have to look at the introduction (teacher  
reads fro m  the essay question they are w orking  on in the class) ‘Bullying at school seems to be 
a growing problem.’ Do you understand?
99 Ls: L earners fo llo w  silen tly  in their pa p ers
100 MS. GIVEN: They are talking about the problem at the present time (teacher reads fu rth er)  
‘Many people argue that we must let our children fight their own battles’. You can see that the 
ideas which are presented are in the present simple tense. Thank you for the question. Any other 
question or even comments before you go for break? Okay, Star ((pseudonym ) do you want to 
ask?
101 STAR: (Learner shakes her h ea d  to say no)
102 MS. GIVEN: Okay I think we will stop here for today and then we will continue with the next 
part tomorrow. You should also get more information on how to write the body of the 
argumentative essay, I want you to find me more information, the phrases used when writing 
the body. I think that is all, but before you go please bring my copies. Okay. You can go for the 
break please.
(Learners s ta n d  up a n d  go  fo r  break.)
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(T e a c h e r  c a m e  in to  th e  c la s s r o o m  a n d  s ta r te d  h ig h lig h tin g  w h a t  w a s  d is c u s s e d  in  the  
p r e v io u s  le s so n .)
12 MS. GIVEN: Yesterday we talked about the argumentative essay, aaaah, I hope you 
still remember what an argumentative essay is. We said it is a piece of writing to 
convince others to agree with what is being said. Remember your piece of writing must 
have a title which is interesting or eye catching. It can be in a form of a question, it can 
be a one word phrase or a one word phrase of more than one word or it can be a short 
statement. Then from there, after the heading what is next?
13 MISHE: An introduction
14 MS. GIVEN: Yes, your piece of writing should have (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘an 
introduction’. Your introduction must explain or define the topic or you can just start 
by giving facts like the advantages and disadvantages or you can give information taken 
from the research by giving statistics. Or even open it by giving a quote from different 
sources. Then after the introduction ( L o n g p a u s e )  Eeeh, what is next?
15 MISHE: You state your argument.
16 MS. GIVEN: You must statement by indicating whether you are in favour of the 
statement or you are against. We stopped there yesterday. Then today we will 
concentrate on the next part which is the body of the argumentative essay. I remember 
I gave homework to get more information on how to write the body of the 
argumentative essay. How do you write the body of the argumentative essay? Eeheh 
(M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )
17 CHAMPY: In the body you support your view points
18 MS. GIVEN: Mhhhhhh, loudly please.
19 CHAMPY: You support your view points
20 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you support your view points. Which viewpoints do you refer to? 
And what else? Yes (p o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
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21 CHAMPY: The ones that are in the introduction
22 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you support the viewpoints which are in the introduction. Okay, and 
what else, (M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )
23 TORIA: You have to give examples to support your viewpoint.
24 MS. GIVEN: You need also give examples to support your viewpoints. Okay, is it only 
(M e n tio n s  tw o  l e a r n e r s ’ n a m e )  who did the homework?
25 SHORTY: You have to say all points and give reasons.
26 MS. GIVEN: Muhhhhhh, you have also to say all view points and then you give 
reasons. Okay, for you come up with a good piece of writing, your piece of writing 
should consist of at least (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘three paragraphs’. How do you write 
these three paragraphs? Aaah....(p o in tin g  o n  th e  b o a rd ) ‘ideas ’. (C o n tin u e s  w r i t in g  o n  
th e  b o a rd )  ‘You have to put your ideas in order or in a logical sequence’. Okay in a 
logical sequence there are some expressions that we use or let me say cohesive devices. 
Which cohesive devices do we use, who can tell me an example of a cohesive device, 
Mhhhhhh? Look at me all of you, who is lying on the desk at the back, are you okay? 
(a ll  le a r n e r s  s i t  u p  a n d  c o n c e n tr a te  o n  th e  te a c h e r )  Yes, (M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )  do 
you want to try?
27 CHAMPY: No, I did not get your question.
2 8  MS. GIVEN: You see here we said that the body should consist of (p o in tin g  o n  the  
b o a rd )  ‘three paragraphs’, my question is which words or expressions do we use to put 
our ideas in a logical order? Yes (p o in tin g  a t  a  le a r n e r  a n d  m e n tio n s  th e  n a m e )
29 PETER: Summarise
3 0  MS. GIVEN: We use summary? Do you want to help (M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e)?  
Hmmmmmm, (P o in tin g  a t  a  le a rn e r )
31 ESSY: Firstly, secondly, last but not least.
32 MS. GIVEN: Exactly, okay. You need to put your ideas in a logical order by using what 
we call the (w r i t in g  o n  the  b o a r d ) ‘cohesive devices’ which you mentioned like what 
you mentioned when stating your first argument you can use firstly, okay. What else 
do we use to state our first argument?
33 NASH: Furthermore
34 MS. GIVEN: Do we use furthermore to state our first argument? Heeeeh?
35 STAR: First of all.
3 6  MS. GIVEN: Yes you can say first of all, what else can we say? What did you say 
(M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )
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37 DIINA: What if  I say at this first point.
38 MS. GIVEN: At this first point yes you can also use it I think. You can say (W r ite s  o n  
th e  b o a rd )  ‘to begin with’, Heeh? Or you can also say to begin with then you give your 
argument just depending on the instructions given. After when you give your argument 
then you support your viewpoint with facts and examples. Then if we want to give our 
next paragraph which expression or which device do we use in the second one?
39 DEON: Secondly
40 MS. GIVEN: Okay, you can even say ‘secondly’, ‘thirdly’, ‘fourthly’ then your writing 
will become boring. Do you understand? They are not wrong, but you need to make 
your piece of writing interesting.
41 CHAMPY: Furthermore
42 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you can use (w r i t in g  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘furthermore’, yes. Another one?
43 DIINA: In addition
44 MS. GIVEN: ( W rites  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘In addition’, okay thank you for doing your 
homework. In addition Mhhhhhh, what else? Another one?
45 LETTY: On the other hand
46 MS. GIVEN: Hmmmmmm, you said in addition you can also say added to this then 
you can present your argument. Remember again just like in this (p o in tin g  a t  w h a t  sh e  
w r o te  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘first paragraph you still need to support your viewpoint with facts 
and examples’. Do you understand?
47 Ls: (L e a rn e r s  r e m a in  s i le n t  a n d  f o l l o w e d  w h a t  th e  te a c h e r  w a s  w r i t in g  o n  the  b o a rd )
48 MS. GIVEN: Now here we have how many paragraphs? We have a paragraph on your 
introduction, then we have the second paragraph where you give your first argument 
and number three where you give your next argument. Which expression do we use to 
give your last argument in paragraph number four?
49 ESSY: Last but not least.
50 MS. GIVEN: Yes, (writing on the board) ‘last but not least’. Why do we use last but 
not least?
51 MISHE: Yes it is not the last one
52 MS. GIVEN: Yes it is not the last one you still have to make your conclusion. Here we 
can use last but not least or? (Pointing at a learner)
53 NASH: However
54 MS. GIVEN: However? Is that correct can we use however here to present our last 
argument? Where do we use it?
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55 Ls: (Some learners in class answer in unison) paragraph three
56 MS. GIVEN: Yes in paragraph three where we can use furthermore, in addition, on the 
other hand or added to this or furthermore. Then?  (P o in tin g  a t  S ta r )
57 STAR: In conclusion
58 MS. GIVEN: Yes in conclusion, you see here (w r itin
59 g  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘in concl’ aye (n o )  is this the conclusion? (E r a s e d  w h a t  sh e  w r o te  o n  
th e  b o a rd )  No Star (p se u d o n y m )  this is not the conclusion. Which other expressions 
giving information about the last thing? Yes Hmmmmmm (p o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
60 CHAMPY: Finally
61 MS. GIVEN: Finally, good. Then you can use which other one else apart from finally? 
You can also use (w r i t in g  o n  the  b o a rd )  ‘to conclude with’, you can also think about 
other expressions used to give your last argument. Then from there you have to say out 
your argument and again then you (w r i t in g  o n  th e  b o a r d ) ‘support your view points 
with facts and examples’ and that is all about the body. And you know they normally 
aaaah... ask you to write a shorter piece of writing and you are only expected to write a 
page not half a page or two pages, that is why three body paragraphs are enough and 
then because there is a paragraph for the introduction and then the conclusion. Is there 
anything which is not clear here on how to write the body before I give you an activity?
62  Ls: (L e a rn e r s  s a t  s i le n tly  w i th o u t  r e s p o n d in g  to  the  tea c h e r)
63 MS. GIVEN: I want you to go back into pairs and then take your notebook then you 
continue where you stopped yesterday. Okay, but this time we have a double period 
you only do your first argument then you stop there, we discuss it, then after when you 
are done then that is when you continue with your next argument paragraph number 
three.
T e a c h e r  2  h a n d s  o u t  th e  q u e s tio n  p a p e r s  w h ic h  th e  le a r n e r s  u s e d  in  th e  p r e v io u s  le s so n  
a n d  th e n  g o  th ro u g h  the  in s tr u c tio n s  a g a in  b e fo re  th e y  s ta r t. L e a r n e r s  a re  r e m in d e d  o n  
w h a t  to  do.
64 MS. GIVEN: If there is something you do not understand like a word or so, you can 
ask your partner or check the dictionary for the meaning.
(L e a rn e r s  w r ite  in  p a i r s  w h ile  the  te a c h e r  w a lk s  a r o u n d  th e  c la s s  to  s e e  w h a t  th e y  a re  
d o in g . I n  o r d e r  to  a v o id  d is tu r b in g  th e  w h o le  c la ss , sh e  w e n t  to  in d iv id u a l  le a r n e r s  a n d  
c o r r e c te d  th e ir  m is ta k e s  u s in g  so u n d s  th a t  o n ly  th a t  p a r t ic u la r  le a r n e r  c a n  h e a r  a n d  in  
s o m e  c a s e s  p o in ts  to  th e  b o a r d  to  r e fe r  th e m  b a c k  to  h e r  n o tes . I t  to o k  le a r n e r s  12
m in u te s  a n d  2 0  s e c o n d s  to  c o m p le te  th e  a c tiv ity .)
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6 5  MS. GIVEN: Okay, you can stop there. Some of you have written too long paragraphs. 
Remember we said that don’t forget about the space provided which is limited. Okay, 
stop there I need a brave person who can stand up and read to us what she/he wrote. I 
will not point anyone, okay
66 MISHE: (R a is e s  h is  h a n d )
67 MS. GIVEN: Okay. (M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e .)  Tell us first whether you are for the 
statement or you are against.
68 MISHE: I am against
69 MS. GIVEN: You are against, okay, hmmmmmmm.
70 MISHE: Firstly, bullying can make life difficult in the classroom for the learners as 
they will not be able to concentrate on their school work because they are always scared 
of bullying. Some may always be negative about his/her school works.
71 MS. GIVEN: Okay, I think she used the first idea. Children cannot concentrate in the 
class, heeeh? And then points or examples to support what she mentioned here, what 
did you say? Learners will be scared and what else?
72 MISHE: They will be negative about their school work,
73 MS. GIVEN: They will be negative about their school work. You only have two points 
supporting what she said. It is not enough you must have at least three to four points 
that is the development we always talking about if  you want to get good marks or to 
come up with a good piece of writing. Mhhhhhh Yes, you want to try? (p o in tin g  a t  a  
le a rn e r )
74 MISHE: First of all we must not let our children fight their own battles because this can 
cause children not to concentrate in class.
75 MS. GIVEN: Come again, you are against?
76 MISHE: Yes
77 MS. GIVEN: Okay, and then yes, mhhhhhhhh
78 MISHE: It can cause children not to concentrate in class because they are bullied for 
example the children are bullied and they come in class they will not focus on what is 
being said by the teacher because they are scared which may cause poor performance 
in their school work.
79 MS. GIVEN: Good development, you see they may not focus and then you mentioned 
of what?
80 MISHE: Poor performance
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81 MS. GIVEN: Poor performance and what else, you mentioned three points supporting 
why you think children cannot concentrate in the class if  they are bullied.
82 MISHE: They will be scared
83 MS. GIVEN: You mentioned of they will be scared and then?
84 MISHE: They will not focus which lead to poor performance.
8 5  MS. GIVEN: Yes, which will lead to poor performance. I think that is a good 
development. Yes, another one again, Mhhhhh (p o in t in g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
86 ESSY: I am for
87 MS. GIVEN: You are for, okay. That is a good example.
88 ESSY: First place, often a bully is a child asking for help
89 MS. GIVEN: I think your first argument is the last stanza.
90 ESSY: Often a bully need to be encouraged or
91  MS. GIVEN: Read in your book (m e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e ), read what you wrote
92 ESSY: I am not for I am against
9 3  MS. GIVEN: Ooh! ( la u g h s)
94 ESSY: In the first place when children are bullied they drop out of school simply 
because they find school as a place where they are not wanted and they do not find it 
enjoyable since their education is intimidated by strangers. Research has found out that 
76.3% of school dropout is a result of bullying. Young learners dropout of school 
because they see it as a threat to them due to increased bullying.
95 MS. GIVEN: I think there are many points there, number one learners don’t feel safe. 
Yes, Another example also given?
96 ESSY: Their education is intimidated
9 7  MS. GIVEN: Yes they feel intimidated, I think there is a good development, there are 
many points even talking about (p o in tin g  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘research’. That is a good 
development I am talking about. Now I want someone who is ‘for’ the statement or in 
favour that children should be allowed to fight their own battle. Are you all against?
9 8  L s :  M a jo r i ty  o f  th e  le a r n e r s  a g re e  in  u n iso n  th a t  th e y  a re  a g a in s t.
99 M S . G IV E N :  If you are to be in favour for example you can say a child need to be on
his own in order to be taught on how to face challenges or obstacles. You can even say
that life without challenges is boring and then they need to be taught how to overcome
problems. All of you started with first of all, first of all and no one started with ‘to begin
with, but it is not a problem it all depends on how you want to start your argument. Let
us continue with the next argument. Remember if aaaah (L o n g  p a u s e )  you choose
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stanza number one where it says children cannot concentrate then in your next 
paragraph you have to choose a different idea for example furthermore, added to this, 
in addition, or on the other hand. Next argument?
(L e a rn e r s  s ta r te d  w r i t in g  th e ir  n e x t  a r g u m e n t  s ile n tly , th e  te a c h e r  w a lk e d  a r o u n d  the  
c la s s  g u id in g  lea rn e rs . I t  to o k  th e m  s e v e n  m in u te s  to  c o m p le te . )
100MS. GIVEN: Okay, you can stop there it is enough. Let me see (n a m e s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )  
you have already finished a page, then if it was in the examinations then you will end 
up not addressing all the ideas then your piece of writing will be partially relevant.
101Ls: (F o llo w s  a t te n tiv e ly  to  th e  g u id a n c e  g iv e n  b y  th e  te a c h e r )
102MS. GIVEN: We continue with the next paragraph we use the expressions such as in 
addition, added to that, or furthermore. (T e a c h e r  r e a d s  s o m e  le a r n e r s  ’ w o r k  lo u d ly ) . 
(O n e  le a r n e r  w r o te  a s  fo l lo w s )  ‘In addition children who drop out of school’. Now let 
us look at the points or facts which are used to support the points. ‘Which causes high 
number of dependent ratio which leads to children to have a lot of street kids’ I think 
that is a true fact, it is a fact I mean ‘and because they are suffering, it will also cause 
the country to have a few number of people who are educated which will lead to lack 
of development.’ Okay, I think he mentioned three points here, a large dependent ratio, 
there will be a large number of street kids and then again it will also cause the country 
to have a few number of educated people.
T e a c h e r  c o n tin u e d  w ith  th e  n e x t  e x a m p le  f r o m  a  d i f fe r e n t  lea rn er . ‘Furthermore bullies 
are criminals and should be punished for such offence. Bullied children feel humiliated 
and feel that no one cares about them because there is no harsh punishment or specific 
measures taken against bullies. Children also feel that they don’t have the right to 
protect them as they are just bullied on daily basis.’ I think you mentioned points, but 
you are just repeating I cannot see the development there. You mentioned that bullies 
are criminals and they should be punished then you write about bullied children feel 
humiliated and feel that no one cares about them. You were supposed to support this 
point to give reasons why you think bullies are criminals and why they should be 
punished. So I think you are off here.
103 STAR: (N o d s  in  a g re e m e n t)
104MS. GIVEN: S h e  m o v e d  to  th e  n e x t  to  E s s y  (p se u d o n y m ) a n d  r e a d  h is  p a r a g r a p h . And
then another one ‘added to this bullied children drop out of school because they feel
uncomfortable in the school and some children feel they are not loved. Some children
feel they are not loved and they have no use in school.’ Feel, feel, feel, feel, and what
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did we say yesterday? If you keep on repeating the same word or even repeating 
yourself all the time your piece of writing will become?
105Ls: (C h o ru s)  boring
106MS. GIVEN: Yes, your piece of writing will become boring and you must avoid that. 
You must make it interesting. (T e a c h e r  r e a d s  o n ) ‘Furthermore bullies are criminals 
and must be punished because in most cases bullies are older learners who act as 
strangers and they are giving bad example to the young ones. They need to be punished 
because this tendency will never get out of school’. I think it is a valid point, ‘they must 
be punished because if they are not punished this tendency will not stop, this legacy 
will just continue.’ Is this word legacy?
107ESSY: Yes
108MS. GIVEN: ‘And then this punishment will at least teach young ones a lesson and
then ahhhh..... ’ the other word I cannot read it.’ T he  te a c h e r  a f te r  r e a d in g  so m e
le a r n e r s ’ w o r k  w a lk s  to  th e  c h a lk b o a r d  to  e m p h a s ise  o n  th e  k e y  c o n c e rn s . Okay, I think 
for example some of you who wrote about children who are bullied out of school can 
think about what will happen, you were supposed to think about the consequences of 
dropping out of school. The consequences are like what?
109Ls: (L e a rn e r s  s a y  d i f fe r e n t  a n s w e r s  a n d  o n ly  so m e  c o u ld  be  h e a rd )  dependent ratio
110MS. G IV E N :  Yes, he mentioned about dependency ratio and others what did you write?
111Ls: (A ll) Poverty
112MS. GIVEN: Yes you are right and then, another one?
113Ls: (A ll) Unwanted Pregnancy
114MS. GIVEN: Yes unwanted pregnancy is also a point, Heeeh? There are many things 
that you were supposed to put into consideration. Not only street kids, but even crime 
rates, high number of uneducated and also it will just increase the number of 
unemployment. There were many things you can write there to develop your paragraph 
well. Eeeehm, now write your last paragraph number four quickly, last but not least, 
finally or to conclude with....Hmmmmmm?
(L e a rn e r s  w r o te  th e  la s t  p a r a g r a p h  w h ic h  to o k  th e m  5  m in u te s  to  c o m p le te .)
115MS. G IV E N :  I think you are done with your final argument, let me see yours ( ta k e s  a  
l e a r n e r ’s  b o o k  a n d  re a d )  ‘Last but not least bullies are criminals and should be taken 
to prison because they are showing a bad example to the younger generation. Bullies 
must be punished harshly like three months in prison so that they can stop that bad
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attitude of bullying others.’ Okay, let us do it together, he mentioned them to be taken 
to prison and be punished harshly. What did you write Magdalena (p se u d o n y m )
116 MAGDALENA: They are criminals and then they should be punished.
77TMS. GIVEN: The point to support, is that all Magdalena (p se u d o n y m )
118MAGDALENA: Yes
119MS. GIVEN: You did not write anything. There are many things you can mention such 
as the constitution. What does the constitution say? Heeh, every person has what, what 
do they say?
120Ls (Chorus) Freedom
121MS. GIVEN: Yes freedom of speech, freedom of movement and so on. Do you think 
that a child who is bullied can move freely?
122Ls: (Chorus) no
123MS. GIVEN: No, that is why there you can say Namibia is a democratic country and 
every person has the right to move freely and for the person to move freely they must 
be protected from the bullies. Or you can say that bullies are criminals and should be 
taken to prison so that they can be rehabilitated or to receive counselling to change like 
other criminals or like other people who commit crimes. I think for now you have seen 
how you also can put your ideas in good order that I think we you can write using 
cohesive devices, expression like firstly or first of all to present our first argument. We 
are also able to use in addition, furthermore to give our next argument and we can use 
finally, to conclude with or last but not least to present the final argument. Now for my 
homework, I will give you two homework, do you understand?
124Ls: (C h o ru s )  yes
125MS. GIVEN: The first one you have to find information how to write a concluding 
paragraph for the argumentative essay. Is it clear?
126Ls: (C h o ru s)  yes
127MS. GIVEN: The second one, you see you are sitting in pairs. What you need to do 
now is to exchange your books with your partner. I want you to take out a pencil and 
then you do the marking you know what I want you to check? The grammar and spelling 
mistakes, remember to underline the mistakes and use the correction keys to help your 
friend, all of you are teachers now. Please check the grammar and spelling mistakes so 
that they can know that this is a wrong form or there is a word omitted. Is there any 
question about the body or any comments?
128Ls: S ile n t
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129MS. GIVEN: Remember that this is the most important part of your piece of writing 
which is the body, if  you do not develop your ideas or prompts given to you, you will 
only get an average mark. Always give facts or even examples to support your points. 
Also, when you write use real life situation instead of writing in general which you will 
end up repeating yourself which will make you lose marks. If there are no questions 
thank you and you may go and enjoy your tea. Oh! Please hand in my copies I will 
bring the tomorrow again.
L e a r n e r s  h a n d e d  in  th e  c o p ie s  a n d  th e n  p a c k e d  th e ir  th in g s  a n d  w e n t  f o r  tea.
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T he  te a c h e r  e n te r e d  the  c la s s r o o m  a n d  m a d e  a  r e -c a p  o f  th e  p r e v io u s  le s s o n s  a n d  th en  
c o n tin u e s  w ith  th e  p la n n e d  lesso n .
16 MS. GIVEN: Last time we said our essay must have a (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘title or a 
heading’ which is eye catching and inviting a reader to go through it. In the second 
place the piece of writing our piece of writing must have an (p o in tin g  a t  th e  le a r n e r s  
f o r  th e m  to  r e sp o n d )
17 Ls: (A ll) An introduction.
18 MS. GIVEN: Okay (w r ite s  o n  the  b o a rd )  ‘introduction’, heeeh? What do you write, 
what do you write in the introduction?
1 9  Ls: (L e a rn e r s  n o t  r e sp o n d in g )
20 MS. GIVEN: There are deferent ways of writing your introduction. You can start by 
defining the topic, by giving general information, facts, information from research and 
then after that?
21 Ls: (C h o ru s)  State your argument
22 MS. GIVEN: Yes, state your argument, in other words you state your position whether 
you are in favour or not. Then from there your body should consist of how many 
paragraphs?
23 Ls: (A ll) Three paragraphs
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24 MS. GIVEN: And then from there we are now busy with the conclusion. I hope you 
have done the homework. Yes, I hope you have done the home. How do you write the 
conclusion? Y e s  (p o in tin g  a t  a  le a rn e r )  Mhhhhhhh, Mhhhhh?
25 MAGDALENA: Give a brief summary about the writer’s opinions and state his or her 
opinion.
26 MS. GIVEN: Okay you need to give a brief summary of the writer’s opinion. Here you 
give (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘summary of the writer’s opinion’. Okay, but I think before 
this (p o in tin g  a t  w h a t  sh e  w ro te  o n  the  b o a rd )  there is also something which you need 
to write before you write the writer’s opinion. Aaah, let us say you are in favour of the 
views, you need also to make a (w r ite s  o n  the  b o a rd )  ‘counter argument’. What is a 
counter argument? I think in debate they use a different word. Who are the members of 
the debating club here?
27 CHAMPY: R a is e s  h e r  h a n d
28 MS. GIVEN: Yes, which word do you use before you write or before you touch on 
what the other side or opponent believe or think about? Mhhhhh, you don’t remember 
the word? You re...?
29 CHAM PY:.... but
30 MS. GIVEN: Yes, you rebut. You need also here because this one also has to do with 
argument you need also to rebut because you see also like in the instruction here 
(p o in tin g  a t  th e  q u e s tio n  th e y  a re  d e a lin g  w ith  in  the  c la s s )  you were given ideas, some 
are in favour and some are against. If you are against the statement or the view, you 
need to write or to mention (w r ite s  o n  the  b o a rd )  ‘the argument which other people 
believe’. And this one it can be in (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘favour or against’ just 
depending whether you are in favour of the topic or you are against. And then to give 
your counter argument there are some expressions to show that ahaah you are trying to 
give your counter argument and here you need use the expressions like (w r ite s  o n  the  
b o a rd )  ‘although’, Mhhhhh, and which one else? Because we use different expressions, 
I think one of the expression we mentioned it yesterday.
31 MAGDALENA: (M e n tio n s  th e  a n s w e r  in  a n  in a u d ib le  v o ic e )
32 MS. GIVEN: Mention it loudly you are right
33 MAGDALENA: On the other hand
34 MS. GIVEN: Yes you can use (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a r d ) on the other hand’, and another 
expression used? You can also use ( (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd ))  ‘although’. No (d e le te s  i t
f r o m  th e  b o a rd )  it (although) is already there. We use? (m e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e).
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35 DIINA: Even though
36 MS. GIVEN: Yes, we use this (w r ite s  o n  the  b o a rd )  ‘even though’. Okay, but you see 
when using maybe even although or on the other hand, you still need to indicate that 
you believe in what you mentioned in the introduction and also in the body. Therefore 
when you mention although or on the other hand, you need to indicate whether you are 
for or against. You say although some people they believe that smoking is good for 
refreshing or even entertainment or enjoyment or to release their stress, then you say
(w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘I still believe’ then you have to indicate that smoking is.....
Eeeeh?
37 Ls: (S o m e  le a r n e r s  in  u n iso n )  Dangerous
38 MS. GIVEN: Yes, that smoking is dangerous. Or you can say (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘I 
still believe or I stand firm’ then you mention what you wrote in your body and in your 
body. There are many verbs used here because when you are arguing you are trying to 
convince or persuade a person to believe your views. Or you can say (w r ite s  o n  the  
b o a rd )  ‘I  still stick to my gun that smoking is dangerous, bad or unhygienic’. Okay, 
and then from there when you give your counter argument then at last you give what 
you mentioned, (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘a brief summary of the writer’s opinions’. That 
is all about the conclusion. Okay, I am just repeating myself again here that you need 
to mention people’s (p o in tin g  a t  w h a t  sh e  w r o te  o n  th e  b o a rd )  arguments of what they 
believe or think about. It is done using expressions such as even though, although and 
then here you can say although people believe is good, I still stand firm that smoking is 
dangerous and it destroys people’s lives. Then from there you give a brief summary of 
what you have mentioned in the beginning in the introduction and also in the body. Is 
it clear?
39 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
40 MS. GIVEN: Yes, Oh! Like even here it is a brief summary, I hope you all understand 
a brief summary when we say write a brief summary you just need just to write the 
main points in short don’t repeat all the things you have mentioned. Is there any 
question? Is there any question before I give your essay you started the day before 
yesterday?
41  Ls: A l l  s i le n t
42 MS. GIVEN: (T e a c h e r  h a n d s  o u t  th e  q u e s tio n  p a p e r  th e y  u s e d  in  th e  p r e v io u s  le s s o n s
to  c o m p le te  th e ir  a r g u m e n t) .Please finish the conclusion of your piece of writing
quickly. Finish your writing. Remember when you give your counter argument
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(p o in tin g  a t  th e  q u e s tio n  p a p e r  th e  le a r n e r s  a re  u s in g  in  th e  c la ss )  you need to look at 
the ideas because you have used your ideas to state or to present your arguments, please. 
L e a r n e r s  w r o te  th e ir  e s sa y s  w h ic h  to o k  th em  n in e  a n d  a  h a l f  m in u tes .
43 M S . G IV E N : (W a lk s  to  o n e  le a r n e r  a n d  g u id e s  h im  o n  h o w  to  w r ite  p r o p e r ly )  look at 
your piece of writing it is already one and a half page and you know in the examination 
you will only be provided a page, but if  you look at your a piece of writing now you 
skipped two lines. (S h e  tu r n e d  to  the  r e s t  o f  th e  c la s s  a n d  s to p p e d  th em  f r o m  w r i t in g  
fu r th e r )  I think that it is enough, I need one confident person who can stand up and read 
for us his/or her own conclusion. Yes (m e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e), Mhhhhhhh.
44 STAR: Even though people argue that learners should fend for themselves, I still stand 
firm that bullies are criminals and they must be punished harshly for that matter.
4 5  MS. GIVEN: Even though people argue that learners should fend for themselves, I still 
stand firm that bullies are criminals and they must be punished harshly for such matters. 
Is it correct if  it is like that, is it fine? I think there is a part also where you have to give 
a summary after your counter argument. Another example from a boy? (M e n tio n s  
l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )
46 ESSY: (S ta n d s  u p  a n d  r e a d s  th e ir  c o n c lu s io n )  Even though it believed that children 
must learn fend for themselves I still stick to my gun that bullies are criminals and that 
they should be punished. In most cases school dropouts are caused by bullies and in 
order to teach bullies a lesson, they must be regarded as criminals and should be 
punished. Concentration in most classes of learners is being destructed by bullies 
leading to high rate of failure. Okay, Can you see? I think you are on the right track; 
you are on the right track. Remember we use these (p o in tin g  o n  th e  b o a rd ) expressions 
even though or although these are the linking words of contrast, we use them when we 
compare other people’s views. You can see here (p o in tin g  o n  th e  b o a rd ) when you 
counter argue it is like you compare the other people’s views and then you still indicate 
that what you said from the beginning is right. Do you understand?
4 7  Ls: (S ile n t  a n d  n o t  r e sp o n d in g )
48 MS. GIVEN: We are done I just want you to look at my essay, to look at my sample.
(T e a c h e r  ta k e s  a  p o s te r  w i th  h e r  e s sa y  w r itte n  o n  i t  a n d  p a s te s  i t  o n  th e  b o a rd ). I have
a good handwriting and I know that all of you can see clearly. Okay, look at the
example; we said that when we write our essays we have to have a heading. ‘Bullying
destroy children’s lives’ that is our heading. Then for the introduction ‘Bullying is
defined as a deliberately aggressive or hurtful behaviour towards another person that is
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repeated over time. These common forms of bullying include name calling, vandalism 
of someone’s property, beating, threats and et cetera. Bullying is bad and children need 
to be protected from these types of bullying so that they can leave happily. Therefore I 
totally oppose the views that we must let children fight their own battles.’ Can you see 
the introduction there is a heading then I defined the topic then I indicated clearly my 
position that I am not in favour of the views given or the statement.
Then the body, ‘in the first place’, now it is my argument to support my argument 
because we said we must support with facts and examples and that is the development. 
‘In the first place children cannot concentrate in the classroom because they are bullied. 
Then the development ‘A child who is regularly bullied can eventually develop low self 
esteem he or she will think about what will happen during break and after school. This 
may also lead to poor performance and failure at the end.’ Can you see the development 
there? Where is the development there?
49 Ls: Silent
50 MS. GIVEN: ‘They cannot concentrate’ is the development. Then the support ‘They 
will develop low self esteem’ is a point. ‘They will think about what will happen during 
break and after school’ is also another development. ‘This may also lead to poor 
performance and then failure at the end’ not just one point. Do you understand?
51 Ls: S ile n t
5 2  MS. GIVEN: Remember we said in order to get good marks in the examination or in 
the content, you need to develop the ideas. If you only mention, you will only get an 
average mark. Then my next argument ‘In addition to that, children who are bullied 
drop out of school.’ This is the idea, this (p o in t in g o n  th e  b o a rd )  then my support ‘they 
may begin disliking going to school and as a result unemployment and crime rate will 
be high. They will end up in streets begging and stealing and some will turn to 
prostitution as well as alcohol and drug abuse.’ Can you see the development?
53 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
54 MS. GIVEN: Yes, the development, and you see these are the things, Hmmmmmm?
These are the things. The development you see about what will happen when children
drop out of school because you see you are against the statement that children must be
allowed to fight their own battles. Okay, and then we go to the next paragraph, the body
paragraph ‘To conclude with, bullies are criminals and they must be punished.’ That
one is another point or my final argument. Then the development ‘To minimise this
problem, bullies should be removed from the society, they must be taken to prison like
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other criminals for rehabilitation to change their behaviour. Learners have the right to 
live and move freely in and outside school and giving bullies a harsh punishment will 
teach them and other people a good lesson. Okay, but I think if you look at this one I 
think I missed something I was supposed to add that they should be punished harshly, 
sorry for that.
Then for my conclusion, I start with a counter argument ‘Although some people believe 
that children must fend for themselves, I still stand firm that we should not let them 
stand their own battles as bullying is bad. Our society needs to understand that treating 
and talking to people in a harmful way has consequences. Heeeeh? ‘It is the teacher’s 
job to protect the children while in their care to avoid many problems in life and if 
children are taught how to treat people respectively that may wipe out bullying 
completely. Can you see? Yes, that is it. Do you have any question before I give you 
the activity for homework?
55 DIINA: (M a k e s  in a u d ib le  so u n d )
56 MS. GIVEN: Heeh? You don’t want the homewok?
57 DIINA: We do.
58 MS. GIVEN: I will give you homework and then don’t you have free period today?
59 Ls: (C h o ru s)  No
60 MS. GIVEN: Then you can do it after school then collect them tomorrow before we 
start with the first lesson. The activity is also from the past question papers. Remember 
to paste it and then you write on the opposite page. Then collect this (sh o w in g  the  
le a r n e r s  w h a t  th e y  h a v e  b e e n  u s in g  in  th e  c la s s )  hand outs. Do you understand?
61 Ls: (C h o ru s)  Yes
62 MS. GIVEN: T e a c h e r  h a n d s  o u t  th e  a c tiv ity  q u e s tio n  a n d  th e n  g o e s  w ith  th e  le a r n e r s
th ro u g h  it. Ok let us go through the instructions quickly ‘Learners Representative
Council (LRC) help or hindrance? Your school must decide whether they want to
continue with the LRC or whether they want to abolish it. Write an essay for your school
magazine, giving your opinion on whether the LRC is important or not. The comments
below may give you ideas, but you are free to use any ideas of your own. You article
must be approximately 200 words in length.’ Here are some of the comments made by
the learners and teachers: Only the popular kids are elected, not the best learners; The
LRC is very important because they assist teachers in keeping discipline; The LRC
must liaise between learners and teachers; They get privileges that they abuse, for
instance leaving the classroom to perform tasks; Many LRC members are not good
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examples outside school; The LRC has important role because they are in charge of 
projects to improve the school spirit. Your essay must be approximately 200 words 
long. Even though the number of words is 200 words in length, remember you are only 
required to write a page not two pages or a page and half. The marks allocated is out of 
16 marks, write the marks down there. Read the instructions carefully, if  there is a word 
you do not understand check it in the dictionary and please take everything we have 
discussed into consideration. Good luck.
T e a c h e r  le a v e s  th e  c la s s r o o m  a n d  le a r n e r s  p a c k  u p  th e ir  E n g l is h  b o o k s  a n d  g e t  r e a d y  
f o r  th e  fo l lo w in g  lesso n .
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Videotaped Lesson transcription for Mr. Fish
Activity: Argumentative Writing 
Day1 -Date: 09 March 2016 
Grade: 11(Higher Level class)
Number of learners: 8 
Duration: 40 (14:00-14:40)
('M R .F IS H  c a m e  in to  th e  c la s s ro o m  a n d  a f te r  g r e e t in g  th e  le a r n e r s  h e  h a n d s  o u t  a  
p ie c e  o f  a r g u m e n ta tiv e  e s s a y  w h ic h  h e  w r o te  h im s e l f  a n d  le a r n e r s  r e a d  a tte n tiv e ly .)
9 MR.FISH: I am giving you a text to read please read fast as we have only forty 
minutes.
(L e a rn e r s  r e a d  the  te x t  f o r  3 m in u te s )
10 MR.FISH: You are all done now? MR.FISH: Right let us go through it again together, 
I want to find out what type of essay is that?
(L e a rn e r s  s ta r t  to  s h o u t  a n s w e r s  ra n d o m ly )
11 MR.FISH: No, I want hands, Yes.... (p o in tin g  a t  I v a l i  -  p s e u d o n y m )
12 IVALI: Argumentative essay.
13 MR.FISH: Yes, (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘argumentative essay’. You saw it quickly. Why 
did you call it an argumentative essay, why... why did you say it is argumentative?
14 NHATU: It is an argument because the writer is trying to persuade someone about 
something.
15 MR.FISH: She says the writer is trying to persuade people about something. Is it so? 
What about another one?
1 6  L s :  (G o e s  q u ie t, n o  o n e  s e e m s  to  h a v e  a n  a n s w e r  to  th e  q u e s tio n )
1 7  MR.FISH: This will help you when you come across a group of questions which you 
are going to do of course. To call it an argumentative essay it must have some 
qualities, what is it? Yes... (P o in t in g  a t  E y a l i  -  p s e u d o n y m ).
18 EYALI: It must have some rhetoric questions.
19 MR.FISH: Mhmmmmm, but that can happen in any essay. Yes (P o in tin g  a t  A y e w -  
p s e u d o n y m )
20 AYEW: It must have two sides.
21  MR.FISH: Two sides, very good. Yes, it must have two sides. It must compare, two... 
and...What can you say about these two sides that are being compared in order to 
make it an argument? Yes (P o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn er).
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22 INHEH: The two sides should have one is opposing and one should be proposing.
23 MR.FISH: What about the quality of the two sides?
24 IMWEH: Aaah, The two sides should go either ways.
25 MR.FISH: Yes, either ways I understand that. We are looking at two sides having all 
possibly same qualities. You see what I am saying?
26 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
27 MR.FISH: When you go this side it is very powerful, you go to this side, then you 
can begin to argue. But if  they don’t have the same weight then there is no argument, 
because obviously the other one is weak. You can’t argue a strong thing over a weak 
thing. Now, when you went through it you noticed register being used there or you 
don’t understand what I mean by register? Which register is being used in this essay? 
Is it a big word, you want to try? Yes (p o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
28 IMWEH: Capital punishment
29 MR.FISH: Okay, we have two types of registers, the formal and informal register. So 
which one is being used here?
30 KATANO: Formal
31 MR.FISH: Yes, it is formal. Why did you say it is formal?
32 KATANO: There is no use of slang or informal words.
33 MR.FISH: There is no use of informal language, is it so?
34 Ls: (C h o ru s)  yes
35 MR.FISH: Umhhhhhh.... We don’t have the use of contractions which means it is 
formal. Now, do you see what it is required to come up with an argumentative essay? 
You must use formal language. Informal language we know we get it in letters and 
diaries, but this one has to be formal. Again, what do you think is the purpose of this 
writing?
36 Ls: (S it  q u ie t ly  a n d  n o t  r e sp o n d in g )
37 MR.FISH: I mean when I sat down to write it, it is my product. That is why I know it
very well. What do you think is the purpose?....Yes (p o in t in g  a t  a  lea rn er).
38 INHEH: You are trying to persuade the reader to understand that capital punishment 
should be abolished.
3 9  MR.FISH: Mhhhhh what about you? (P o in t in g  a t  Im w e h  -p sy d e n y m e )
40 IMWEH: It is almost the same; like you are trying to convince the readers to believe 
your point of view that it is correct.
41 MR.FISH: My opinion?
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42 IMWEH: Yes, exactly.
43 MR.FISH: That is very good. Yes (p o in t in g  a t  a n o th e r  le a rn e r )
44 INHEH: I was just saying you are trying to persuade people to follow your point of 
view.
45 MR.FISH: All you are saying is that I wanted to win an argument, is it so?
46 Ls: C h o r u s  (Yes)
47 MR.FISH: I tried my best to make sure that I win this argument about capital 
punishment, but I want you to be careful here. There are two types of punishments 
which are almost the same. Capital and what?
48 Ls: (C h o ru s)  Corporal
49 MR.FISH: ....and corporal punishment. I remember giving the same topic to some 
learners in 2011 somewhere there and one wrote about corporal and not capital 
punishment. How do you think I marked that work, who can guess?.... what did I 
give?
50 IVALI: You gave a zero.
51 MR.FISH: Yes, I gave a zero and I wrote off topic. Do you see the importance of 
understanding the question?
52 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
53 MR.FISH: You must make sure that you understand the question before you start, if 
you are not sure don’t start otherwise you will get zero and zero is very painful for 
you when it comes to examinations. I want you to look at some devices I have used to 
come up with this essay. Can you identify some (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘discourse 
markers’? Discourse markers can you identify them in my essay or you are not aware 
of them?
54 Ls: (ch o ru s)  No
55 MR.FISH: You are not aware?
56 Ls: (A g re e  in  u n iso n  th a t  th e y  a re  n o t  a w a r e  b y  s h a k in g  th e ir  h e a d s  a n d  m a k in g  
in a u d ib le  s o u n d s .)
57 MR.FISH: Look at my second paragraph, ‘first’ comma, do you see that?
58 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
59 MR.FISH: The third one ‘secondly’, comma the other one ‘also’ comma, the other
one ‘in addition’ comma, the other one ‘finally’ comma, but in the introduction and 
conclusion they are not there. Those are what we call discourse markers..... those are
what we call discourse mark ers. What do you think is their function in my essay?
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Because I want you to use them also in your essays, there are many types and I want 
you to find other discourse markers.
60 MR.FISH: What is the function? A h a .. .( p o in t in g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
61 IHETATU: To link the words together.
62 MR.FISH: Yes, there is some sort of that, but there is more than that. Yes... (p o in tin g  
a t  a n o th e r  lea rn e r )
63 IMWEH: To link the points together, to show that you are moving from one point to 
another.
64 MR.FISH: To link points together?
65 IMWEH: Yes
66 MR.FISH: Yes, that is a very sharp idea there. Yes you are correct when you talk like 
that. Eeeh....When I use them I use them to divide my essay into parts, so that my 
reader can follow my direction, because I have said this is the first important point, 
then I said the second important point then I said also which means I want to add to 
the above and then in addition. Then finally it means that is my last argument, is it so?
67 IMWEH: (L e a rn e r s  a r e  s ile n t)
68 MR.FISH: There are so many of them and I want you to go and find them. Do you see 
any rhetorical questions there, who can tell me any rhetorical questions that you 
know? When I was at school I knew a question by a question mark, I don’t know 
about you now. Any? Yes good, she is very fast (P o in t in g  a t  a  lea rn er). Can you read 
it?
69 IVALI: ‘What stops countries like Namibia from doing the same?’
70 MR.FISH: Yes, you know what she did here? She just read the part of the sentence; 
let me read the whole of it. Finally, if  a country like Britain can abolish capital 
punishment, and still holds of a low crime rate, what stops countries like Namibia 
from doing the same? I don’t expect any answer there, you see? But I want my 
audience to think, but Namibia should also stop if Britain such a powerful nation can 
stop, what about a small country like Namibia? . I am trying to persuade because
rhetorical questions help us for persuasion in most cases.... For persuasion. Right, the
farmer and a doctor, you can ask, which doctor can go to work on an empty stomach? 
But a farmer can go to work before seeing any doctor, is it so?
71 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes.
72 MR.FISH: Even for years if  the health is okay, but a doctor needs a farmer three 
times.
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73 Ls: ( C h o r u s )Y e s
74 MR.FISH: Yes, I am asking questions in order for the people to understand me and 
accept my views as correct. Therefore I am right there, now let’s move on. I also used 
examples, do you see them? You see these things which I am talking about are the 
things I expect to see when you write yours, then you compare it with mine and say 
yes I have written better than
75 Ls: (L a u g h )  sir.
76 MR.FISH: Heeh? I like the competition.
77  Ls: (L a u g h )
78 MR.FISH: Who can show me one of the examples? Yes... (p o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
79 IVALI: ‘Let me conclude by citing Enrico the year (1856-1929), an Italian, who 
believed that society should try to prevent crime instead of concentrating on 
punishment.’
80 MR.FISH: Yes, that is what I wrote.... society should try to prevent crime instead of 
concentrating on punishing the offenders. Why not prevent it? Then put more 
resources in preventing it than put more resources in punishing. It is very expensive to 
build those jails, is it so?
81 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
82 MR.FISH: Because first you must be kept for years in jail before you are killed. So, 
that is my argument and I think I must have won it there. Alright, let’s move on, what 
about the tone? What do you see as my tone there? You see by tone I am talking about 
my emotions, the emotions I had, can you tell me if I was very happy, very serious, 
was I concerned, what tone did I have?
83 IMWEH: You were using strong feelings
84 MR.FISH: I was emotionally involved I was sort of angry, is it so?
85 Ls: (C h o ru s )  yes
86 MR.FISH: Yes.... I was angry, why are they killing them? That is why I did not have 
any humour there because I did not need any laughter. I was seriously concerned 
about this capital punishment, I wanted it to stop. And when you move on, let us look 
at my plan, are you happy with it? The introduction, is it a good one? What did I do 
in the introduction?
87 AMANO: First you defined the topic.
88 MR.FISH: I defined the topic. You see any reader is interested in knowing that you
know what you are writing about, you know what you are arguing about. That is the
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first part and you see an introduction is like a foundation of anything. If it is weak the 
structure will also be weak. Do you think it is sensible, do I show enough knowledge 
about capital punishment? Or if I left something out there you can add it for me. We 
want it to be a very strong foundation to our essay.
89 Ls: (Learners silent and not responding)
90 MR.FISH: Does it address issues about capital punishment.... They are addressed?
91 IMWEH: I think you gave an explanation based on the reasons why you brought up 
the topic like referring to the reason why people should be killed.
92 MR.FISH: Alright let us go back together.... (Reads part of the introduction) Capital
punishment can be defined as the execution of people found guilty of crimes like 
terrorism, murder and treason. What kind of people are considered suitable for capital 
punishment? Treason is considered as the highest political crime you can commit, we 
call it treason. Then terrorism, you know Osama Bin Laden?
9 3  L s :  (C h o ru s)  Y e s
94 MR.FISH: One of the greatest terrorists in the world. Would you be happy if he is 
killed? I don’t know. Then murder you all know what murder is you read about it 
every day. Sometimes we don’t feel the pain of capital punishment because it is not 
our relative who is being murdered. Is it so?
95 Ls: (Chorus) Yes
96 MR.FISH: But if  it happens in your family then we feel the pain. That is my 
introduction. Then I went on to explain how capital punishment is carried out. I gave 
examples such as hanging, lethal injections, firing squads or the use of poisonous gas 
chambers. These were commonly used during the time of Hitler, because it 
accommodated a lot of people, you just throw 500 of them in there then they are gone. 
Then my conclusion, are you happy with it?
9 7  Ls: (R e a d  th ro u g h  th e  c o n c lu s io n  s ile n tly )
98 MR.FISH: I concluded by citing one person who wrote on capital punishment and the 
views that he had. Then I went back to my points and I said that I think I have 
succeeded in convincing and not confusing you, I think there is some bit of humour 
there, is it so?
99 Ls: (S ile n t)
100MR.FISH: Because you are now getting out of the essay and I want to leave some 
humour so that at least there can be one or two laughters that capital punishment
should be abolished. I think I did something there. Now my plan, paragraph one....
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Eeeeh.... The second paragraph. What is my main point? Look, we said we always get
our..... Eeeh... our point for the paragraph from the topic sentence. Can you look at
the topic sentence and tell me, what is my concentration in paragraph two? Yes 
(P o in t in g  a t  a  lea rn e r )
101INHEH: Killing, taking somebody’s life.
102MR.FISH: Mmmmmm....I was not looking at that. Another reason? Yes (p o in t in g  a t  
a  lea rn e r )
103NHATU: The morality
104MR.FISH: Yes, the morality (w r ite s  o n  th e  c h a lk b o a rd )  ‘Morality behind passion 
killing’ Is it morally right to kill others? And I was supported by the bible, and I 
quoted the bible, ‘‘Thou shall not kill’’. By moral I am looking at the values and 
norms of our culture. Once we are not, then nobody is allowed. That is what I am 
saying there. What about paragraph three, I am talking about? Yes (P o in ts  a t  a  
le a rn e r )
105KATANO: The bad image.
106MR.FISH: Yes, (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘the bad image’ capital punishment brings to 
the country. And the following one four, I am looking at?
107NHATU: Economic implication.
108MR.FISH: The economic implications of capital punishment. What will happen to 
economy if you kill? Obviously there will be conflicts with other countries then 
something is going to take place. The following one, what am I looking at?
109EYALI: Political opponents
110MR.FISH: Political opponents. Yes, I think that is clear. The last one where I say 
finally? That one is a bit hidden now.
111IMWEH: I think it is about what will happen if countries abolish capital punishment
112MR.FISH: Yes, benefits of removing capital punishment, is it so? Now, I want to give 
you yours and see if you can do like me. But before I go there, are you happy with my 
lesson, did you learn something from it, can it help you to argue on your own?
113Ls: (C h o ru s)  Yes
114MR.FISH: Do you see how much it needs to argue? This is not the argument I find in 
class sometimes when I come here, where one is shouting from one corner and the 
other one is shouting in the other corner. This is organised, and I want you to argue in 
an organised manner. Have you ever argued in court?
115Ls: (C h o ru s )  No
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116MR.FISH: Everybody is quiet, a court has strict rules, there is order I want you to go 
there. You will go there one day if you are still alive either to be tried or as a witness. 
There is order. That is why I have put order in my essay and look, I am not using 
emotions in this argument but I am using knowledge.
117MR.FISH: I want to give you a very simple one (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘The pen is 
mightier than the sword’. Do you know why I gave you this one? Because I know 
you are very intelligent and this is the simplest topic of the year. Is it a lie?
118Ls: S ile n t
119MR.FISH: Right, what I want you to do is; I want to see what you are going to write 
in your introduction. Can you jot down in pairs? In my introduction I am going to 
write 1,2,3,4,5, move fast in pairs, very fast. I want to see what you are going to do in 
your introduction.
120MR.FISH: Remember the introduction is the foundation of the essay and once it is 
weak, no essay. You will produce a very poor one.
(L e a rn e r s  p la n  th e ir  in tr o d u c tio n  in  p a i r s  w h ile  the  te a c h e r  w a lk s  a r o u n d  the  
c la s s ro o m  c h e c k in g  w h a t  th e y  a r e  d o in g . T h e y  to o k  r o u n d  a b o u t  th re e  a n d  a  h a l f  
m in u te s  to  c o m p le te .)
121MR.FISH: T e a c h e r  s p e a k s  to  s o m e  le a r n e r s  w h ile  in  p a i r s  a n d  sa y s:  She is the
secretary let her write. This is not a discussion, you are just smattering....Huh ah!
You must be heard.
1 2 2  Ls: (L e a rn e r s  s ta r t  d is c u s s in g  a  b it  lo u d er)
123MR.FISH: I know you should be done by now for paragraph one, let me get it from 
you now. What kind of a statement is that (p o in tin g  o n  th e  to p ic  h e  w r o te  o n  the
b o a rd ). P o in ts  a t  a  lea rn e r , b u t  th e y  w e r e  s t i l l  b u s y  in  p a i r s .... Thank you that is
much (referring to their group work), we are going to get from others and combine to 
come up with one big one. What kind of statement is that? ( S t i l lp o in t in g  o n  w h a t  h e  
w r o te  o n  th e  b o a rd ).
124NHATU: Proverb.
125MR.FISH: Yes, this is a proverb, very good (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘proverb’. Do you 
know why I gave you a proverb? Because this one was not a proverb, I want to give 
you different types of areas where arguments can occur. We will do other types again 
as we go on until we know a variety of them. This provokes a lot of debate 
internationally not you alone, even those people with PhDs they can spend years
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arguing. Yes, this is a proverb. Then what did you say you are going to do with it? If I 
can write it down. Yes (P o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn er).
126IVALI: Define
127MR.FISH: I don’t like the word define; I want you to say (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  
‘discuss’. We discuss the topic before we write an essay. It should be made clear of 
what the topic want me to do. And how are you going to discuss according to what 
you wrote there.
128Ls: (S ile n t  w i th o u t  a t te m p tin g  to  a n s w e r  th e  q u e s tio n .)
129T: So if I have given you any of these terms in the exam you were going to get zero?
130KATANO: The meaning of the proverb.
131MR.FISH: How do you get the meaning of the proverb? (P o in t in g  o n  th e  b o a rd )  
which two words there are very important?
132IMWEH: The pen and the sword.
133MR.FISH: What do we call them? Yes, we call them?
134Ls: (S ile n t  a n d  n o t  r e sp o n d in g )
135MR.FISH: We call them (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘symbols’. I remember we discussed 
symbols in Mr. Harrold, did we not?
136Ls: (C h o r u s )Yes
137MR.FISH: We talked about images and symbols. So a pen is a symbol, which means 
we are looking at words which represent other things. Like if you see me putting on a 
necklace with a cross, what do you think? It must symbolise something, what?
138IMWEH: Aaah, death
139MR.FISH: Uuuh, why do you want me to die? I am sure it must have to do with my 
religion. Is it so?
140Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
141MR.FISH: Which means I am a what?
142INHEH: Christian
143MR.FISH: Yes, Christian. All proverbs are symbolic, you get me? They represent 
things in real life. Now here, what does a pen represent in real life?
144IVALI: Intelligence
145MR.FISH: What kind of people are intelligent, are they you?
146IHETATU: Those people who make decisions?
147MR.FISH: Which means if your headman makes a decision then he is a pen? Huh?
You are right, there is intelligence there. No, we are talking about (w r ite s  o n  the
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b o a rd )  ‘scholars’. Do you know who scholars are? When I was in Grade 5 I was 
taught that there was this person who discovered a microphone. Who is it?
1 4 8 L s :  S i le n t  a n d  n o t  r e s p o n d in g
149MR.FISH: Okay, who discovered something that you know in life?
150KATANO: Thomas Edison discovered the light bulb.
151MR.FISH: Yes, those people are very intelligent. They discover something which is 
of great benefit to the whole world. It comes from their intelligence. What about this 
thing here? (P o in tin g  a t  the  w o r d  ‘s w o r d ’ w r itte n  o n  th e  b o a rd )  By this nasty sound I 
don’t like it and I know you don’t like it also. What does it represent? They call it 
sword. What does it mean?
152IMWEH: Sir, I think it symbolises violence.
153MR.FISH: Which people cause violence?
154IHETATU: Criminals
155MR.FISH: Criminals don’t cause violence, they just want to survive.
156Ls: (L a u g h )
157MR.FISH: But there is one who does not want to survive but he is just like that.
158IMWEH: Terrorist
159MR.FISH: He is a (w r ite s  o n  b o a rd )  ‘soldier’. You know a soldier? There is no 
country without a soldier and the country without scholars. The two people are most 
important in any country. Remember we said for there to be an argument these things 
must be of the same weight, if  you want it different then there is no need for an 
argument. Is it so?
160Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes.
161MR.FISH: Don’t play around with soldiers they are very important; we can’t have a 
country without soldiers. But we are saying now, who is more important than the 
other, the soldier or the scholar? What I want us to do is this we are going to write this 
tomorrow in our books. You are going to make up your own plan. Then you come 
here and present your plan to us. Tell us what you are going to do to discuss the topic. 
Look at my essay how I introduced it, what was I looking at? Then from there you 
now ask yourself: what am I going to say about the soldiers, what am I going to say 
about scholars in order for my essay to succeed? Do you have any questions on the 
topic before you go and work on it?
162Ls: (S ile n t)
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163MS. GIVEN: I don’t want you to write at home because your brother who is a big 
businessman will say let me do it for you then I will have a lot of biscuits and 
chocolate words (sm ile s  a t  th e  lea rn e rs ). I want you to write it here.
164Ls: (L a u g h )
165MR.FISH: Are you sure you are going to try your best to bring out a very good plan, 
as good as mine?
166NHATU: (O n e  le a r n e r  n o d s  to  a g re e )
167MR.FISH: You saw the devices that I used to come up with mine, are you going to 
follow them?
168Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes.
169MR.FISH: Very good, thank you very much you can now have your lunch.
(T h e  te a c h e r  le f t  th e  c la s s r o o m  a n d  le a r n e r s  w e n t  f o r  th e ir  lu n ch .)
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7 MR.FISH: Good afternoon once again.
8 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Good afternoon sir.
9 MR.FISH: We have my dear colleague again today and I am sure we are going to 
enjoy as usual. I was very overwhelmed yesterday in fact today. I saw some getting 
into the library; others on the computers, others holding their heads. You could see 
that this person is thinking deeply, heh? (L a u g h s ) . Why were you doing that, who can 
tell me? You were running around here and there, why? You didn’t know what you 
were doing?
1 0  IMWEH: (R a ise s  h is  h a n d  up )
11 MR.FISH: Yes (p o in tin g  a t  th e  le a rn e r )
12 IMWEH: Sir, I think, Aaah we were trying....
13 MR.FISH: Huh? Can you think of what you were doing? No, just tell me what you 
were doing.
14 IMWEH: We were trying too hard to come up with something which is perfect.
15 MR.FISH: Perfect?
16 IMWEH: Yes sir
17 MR.FISH: So you had done it already now you are trying to make it perfect?
18 IMWEH: Yes sir
19 MR.FISH: Mhhhhhh, to some extent. What about others why were you doing it? You 
were doing it (p o in t in g  a t  a  le a rn e r ) , why?
20 IHETATU: I was looking for information on the topic we were given.
21 MR.FISH: She was looking for information. Did you realise that if you do not have 
information you cannot argue? You see the need for information in any type of an 
argument? Because if you know nothing you can’t say anything, and you cannot win 
any argument. Do you agree with me there?
22 Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
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23 MR.FISH: Now that you have done it I am sure we are going to get very interesting 
responses to the question. Let me write again on the board (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘The 
pen is mightier than the sword’. Again we are going to take our 40 minutes in this 
lesson just like yesterday. Now, we have something now and what we are going to is 
this, you are going to present to us your findings. Then you mind our essay of 
yesterday which we said can use as a sample in the meaningful or a reasonable 
argument. So, you come up here you tell us the topic you read it then you tell us how 
you are going to introduce it. Then you show us the introduction and the plan that you 
are going to follow, then we enjoy. How are we going to do it? I like democracy. Do 
we say we just move from left to the right or from right to left or centre there or how 
best do you want us to do it? I want to follow what interests you most.
24 Ls: (L e a r n e r s  a r e  s i le n t  a n d  n o t  r e s p o n d in g  to  th e  q u e s tio n .)
25 MR.FISH: When our classmates present, let us concentrate on what he or she is 
presenting. Ask questions where we don’t understand and then we can give some 
advice on other areas we feel are not very suitable, but most important is to justify to 
us. Because there is no response I will do what I think is best. Let us move from there 
(p o in t in g  th e  le f t  s id e  o f  th e  c la s s  to  th e  r ig h t) . My brother, (p o in tin g  a t  a  b o y  in  the  
c la s s ) .
26 IMWEH: Yes sir
27 MR.FISH: Can I give you the floor?
2 8  IMWEH: ( T he  b o y  s to o d  u p  a n d  w a n te d  to  m o v e  to  th e  f r o n t  o f  th e  c la ss .)
29 T: But I think the way we are sitting is okay. You can even present from there.
30 IMWEH: Okay, Aaah, the pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than 
the sword is a proverb which was started up by George Edward Bolas in 1803-1875. 
The pen is a symbol for a scholar and the sword symbolises a soldier.
31 MR.FISH: If you are done with the introduction and you think you are through then 
you tell us.
32 IMWEH: I am done with the introduction.
33 MR.FISH: Maybe tell us why you did it like that.
34 IMWEH: In the introduction I defined what the proverb was and where it originated.
35 MR.FISH: Ask him questions, I have asked mine. Ask yours. You are afraid of him, 
this one? He does not bite.
36 KATANO: Is that your full introduction.
37 IMWEH: Yes
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38 MR.FISH: I think you are not satisfied because when you say is that your introduction
I am sure you had some reservations. You feel....Hmmmmmm, something could
have been done. Am I correct?
39 IMWEH: Yes
40 MR.FISH: Like what? Give him advice.
41 KATANO: He did not include his thesis statement.
42 MR.FISH: That is what she said, she is talking about the thesis statement. Maybe she 
doesn’t understand the big word. Can you clarify?
43 KATANO: You did not tell us which side you are supporting, which side are 
supporting. Are you for the topic or against the topic?
44 MR.FISH: Maybe you have a reason why, can you tell us why?
45 IMWEH: Eeehhhm, when I made my introduction I repeated the topic that the pen is 
mightier than the sword.
46 MR.FISH: Okay. I get his point, you know what he did? By writing the topic, he has 
already chosen a side. But has he chosen? The topic is as it is and writing it is not a 
choice. I am sure she has helped you. Another question?
4 7  Ls: L e a r n e r s  s i le n t  a n d  n o t  r e s p o n d in g
48 T: Ask him he is waiting there.
49 Ls: S ile n t
50 MR.FISH: Now from what he wrote in his introduction, are you sure that from what 
he said you clearly understand the pen and the sword? Are you now comfortable that 
you understand the pen and the sword? Are you sure you understand clearly the pen 
and the sword?
51  Ls: (M a k e  in a u d ib le  so u n d s )
52 MR.FISH: Okay, thank you very much sit down. We are moving on (p o in t in g  a t  a  
le a rn e r )  Hmmmmm.
53 IVALI: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is a
proverb that indicates that the pen is a symbol of ideas and thoughts. In other 
words....
54 MR.FISH: You are too fast; for a ( L o n g p a u s e )  Can you start over again?
55 IVALI: In other words.
56 MR.FISH: Start over again at a slower pace?
57 IVALI: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is a
proverb that indicates that the pen is a symbol of ideas and thoughts. In other words
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the sword is a symbol of soldiers, violence and the use of force. A soldier only 
implies his belief in the use of fights while a scholar’s ways is more effective meaning 
stating that I support the pen is mightier than the sword meaning scholars are mightier 
than soldiers.
58 MR.FISH: Uhhhhhh....You got her clearly?
59 Ls: Yes
60 MR.FISH: Fine, questions? First, can you explain to us why you did it like that, what 
did you want to achieve?
61 Ls: (A ll) Yes
62 IVALI: I wanted to give the definition of the proverb.
63 MR.FISH: And how did you define it, can you all listen to her?
64 IVALI: The proverb indicates that the pen is a symbolises of ideas and thoughts 
meaning scholars and the sword symbolises soldiers.
65 MR.FISH: Again, go on. What did you wanted to achieve? Tell us.
66 IVALI: And, I wanted to make a point about scholars the word of the scholars being 
better than fights and wars done by soldiers.
67 MR.FISH: Any questions? Are you okay?
68 Ls: (S o m e  le a r n e r s  r e sp o n d )  Yes
69 MR.FISH. Okay thank you, next.
70 NHATU: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is a 
proverb which shows that a scholar is more important than a soldier. In society a 
scholar devices civilised ways of solving problems rather than violence which is 
frequently used by soldiers. A scholar can change the minds of many people to refrain 
from violence and handle issues in a more effective way. The proverb was more 
coined by Edward Bauwer Laighten in 1839 for his play with the purpose on 
enlightening people on the power of written words rather than violence. Therefore I 
support the view that he pen is mightier than the sword.
71 MR.FISH: Mhhhhhh, she is finished. Any comments?
72 Ls: S ile n t
73 MR.FISH: Can you tell us, what did you actually do to come up with that? What 
things were you looking at to come up with that.
74 NHATU: I was looking at who brought up the proverb first, and Aaahm (L o n g  p a u s e )  
the idea behind it. And I wanted for the reader to know what ( L o n g p a u s e )  what the
contributions made by scholars and soldiers in society.
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75 MR.FISH: That is what she wanted to do. Any question?
76 Ls: (S ilen t)
Mr. Fish: Is like milk where you cannot add salt?
77 IMWEH: Yes
78 MR.FISH: Oh, thank you sit down. (P o in t in g  a t  the  n e x t  le a rn e r )  Next.
79 INHEH: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is a 
proverb in which the pen and the sword are symbols of scholars and soldiers whereby 
it emphasises the great work of scholars in society compared to that of soldiers. 
Although soldiers have greatly shaped this world, scholars still hold greater positions 
in society because of their profound knowledge.
80 MR.FISH: Can you describe what you did to us, how you came up with that. What 
issues were you looking at?
81 INHEH: Well first of all I wanted to define the proverb and support that the pen is 
mightier than the sword without actually stating that I am supporting it.
82 MR.FISH: Ask her questions if you have. Are you satisfied with what she has done?
83 Ls: (S o m e  le a r n e r s  r e p ly in g  n o t  s o  c o n fid e n tly )  Yes
84 MR.FISH: No, you are not. If you are satisfied than tell us. Why are you satisfied with 
what she has done? You can’t be satisfied without a reason. (P o in t in g  a t  a  lea rn e r )  
Mhhhhh
85 IMWEH: Sir, I think because she gave points which clearly give reasons stating that 
the pen is mightier than the sword and that they hold higher positions in society 
compared to soldiers.
86 MR.FISH: Uhmm, thank you very much, thanks. Next.
KATANO: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is 
a proverb that symbolically suggests that scholars are more effective compared to 
soldiers. The proverb was first coined by an English author Edward Bauwer Laighten 
in 1839 for his play Richelieu which illustrated that scholars have more influence and 
power which can be done with scholastic knowledge than by direct violence brought 
forth by soldiers. A scholar is more effective with the use of his written words while a 
soldier implies belief in the use of wars and fights. I support the view that a scholar is 
more effective than the soldier for the rule of men entirely great the pen is mightier 
than the sword.
87 MR.FISH: Comments! Can you explain your introduction?
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88 KATANO: In my introduction I explained the meaning of the proverb, gave the 
background of the proverb and how it applies to everyday situations and my thesis 
statement.
89 MR.FISH: That is how she did it. Comments? Questions?
9 0  Ls: (S it  s ile n tly )
91 MR.FISH: Thanks, next.
92 AMANO: The pen is mightier than the sword is a proverb that is symbolising the 
soldier as a sword and the pen as a scholar. The scholar has a great power of 
knowledge which can have great effect of the history world and human race. On the 
other hand, the soldier has great power in terms of action which leads to wars, great 
and death therefore I am supporting that the pen is definitely mightier than the sword.
93 MR.FISH: Explain
94 AMANO: I am just giving a clear meaning of the topic in terms of the proverb and to 
show the effects of a scholar and soldier.
95 MR.FISH: Any comment?
9 6  Ls: (S ile n t)
9 7  MR.FISH: We move on
98 EYALI: The pen is mightier than the sword. It is a proverb which shows symbolic 
things in real life. A pen can be referred to as a scholar while a sword can be referred 
to as a soldier. A scholar can be referred to as a person who knows a lot about a 
particular subject because he or she studied it. A scholar who writes books or poems 
has a greater effect on history than soldiers and wars. Therefore I agree with the fact 
that the pen is mightier than the sword.
99 MR.FISH: Thank you, the last one.
100IHETATU: The pen is mightier than the sword is a proverb that indicates that scholars 
are more effective than soldiers. History has proven that scholars are more mightier 
than soldiers as scholars brought up solutions which were used to prevent the 
continuation of wars. Through critical thinking scholars came up with solutions that 
reduced aggression among many nations. I support the view that scholars are more 
mightier than soldiers.
101MR.FISH: Mhhhhhhhh, you could have just left mightier as it is because it is already 
comparing, you don’t add more. Thank you, thank you sit down. I ( L o n g p a u s e )  I am 
surprised by one thing, everybody is supporting. Is it because you afraid of soldiers?
Why are you supporting, can you tell me?
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102NHATU: I am supporting it because there are more points than opposing.
103MR.FISH: You get her reason?
1 0 4 L s: (silen t)
105MR.FISH: You go to where there more points, where you are sure you will get points 
because if  you argue out of excitement just to be an odd man out you may find you 
lose out. In an examination there are no experiments, there are no experiments. Then I 
am sure you are saying now that you are sure that you are satisfied that there are more 
points in supporting or opposing that topic. Can you prove it now with the points that 
you have, you tell me, one thing I want to make you aware of is, don’t have too many 
points, you get me?
106Ls: (A ll) Yes sir
107MR.FISH. Remember we are writing in 350-500 and the average length of our 
paragraph is about 80 to 100 words. You get me there?
108Ls: (C h o ru s)  Yes
109MR.FISH: Which means we are looking at five paragraphs, introduction, body and 
conclusion. If you get three good facts which you can use in your argument then you 
have made a good thing. I find some people make them seven to eight and they end up 
listing, just listing those points without any argument at all. Good speakers may only 
have one point, but it is not possible now in our case. We can have a minimum of 
three points and a maximum depends on how skilful you are at controlling your essay. 
You know an essay is like a car which is on the road, if  you don’t control it, it will hit 
a tree. Is it so?
110Ls: (A ll) Yes
111MS. FISH: Then journey end there, which means if  you don’t control your essay it 
will take any direction and it may not come back with anyone. Now, let us 
demonstrate now that we have enough points on that side. You stand up you tell me 
your good points that you are going to use. For my body I am going to use this point, 
this point and this point. I am sure that you have already written for paragraph one. Is 
it so?
112Ls: (C h o ru s )  Yes
773MR.FISH: Now we can start from here now (p o in tin g  a t  th e  r ig h t  s id e  o f  the  c la ss).
114IHETATU: I am going to write about how soldiers sacrifice their lives to protect their 
countries and how simple it can be for a scholar to negotiate.
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115MR.FISH: Did you get what she is saying? You are going to write how soldiers can 
do what?
116IHETATU: I am going to ( L o n g p a u s e )  say how soldiers sacrifice their lives to protect 
their countries regardless of how and how many lives they take.
117MR.FISH: Any comment on that? That is where she is going now, any comment?
118Ls: (L e a rn e r s  n o t  r e s p o n d in g  to  th e  q u e s tio n )
119MR.FISH: If she is saying she is going to write about how soldiers sacrifice their lives 
for the good of the country. Is she supporting the point? Tell me, I am asking you.
120IVALI: No, she is supporting the soldier and not the pen and scholars.
121MR.FISH: Yes, she has done two things; I think she has decided to support them both 
in that paragraph, the good things done by soldiers and the good things done by 
scholars. Is that correct, who can give her advice? Let us help her, quickly please time 
is going.
122NHATU: She should stick to the topic.
123MR.FISH: She is saying can you please stick to the topic. How can she stick to the 
topic? Go ahead and help her because she wants to know how am I going to stick to 
the topic. Because she thought she has chosen already.
124NHATU: By sticking to the topic, she should give points in reference to the topic.
125MR.FISH: Mhhhhhhhh, she is saying the task that you have been given and the choice 
that you have made is to support, therefore she is saying see nothing good in a soldier, 
see all good things in a scholar, condemn the soldier and never give him any support. 
Do you understand?
126IHETATU: Yes
127MR.FISH: Okay, very good. (P o in tin g  a t  th e  n e x t  le a rn e r )  next
128EYALI: I have three points for the three paragraphs. The first point is that soldiers are 
needed full time since is their job and they need to do a lot of training. Two, soldiers 
lead to terrorism and three scholars are more important.
129MR.FISH: Those are her points, which means those are going to give you three 
paragraphs?
130IHETATU: Yes
131MR.FISH: The first paragraph of the body is about soldiers, the second one about 
soldiers and the third one about scholars. Is that what you are saying?
132IHETATU: Yes
133MR.FISH:Mhhhhhh, talk to her (p o in tin g  a t  a  lea rn e r). You heard what she said.
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134IMWEH: I think she did a good job by criticising soldiers, third point where she came 
back to the scholars.
135MR.FISH: You know she only said soldiers I don’t know what she wants to say.
136IHETATU: I think she is too focused on soldiers and not on scholars.
137MR.FISH: Maybe she is afraid of them (la u g h s). Any way can I ask? (S o m e o n e  
k n o c k s  a t  the  d o o r  a n d  th e  te a c h e r  h a d  to  g o  a t te n d  to  h im  fo r 2 5  se co n d s) . Sorry we 
have been disturbed a bit. What were we saying?
138L: I think she is too focused on soldiers and not on scholars.
139MR.FISH: You see she has devoted two paragraphs to soldiers; I don’t know whether 
it is to defend them or to crush them.
140EYALI: I said that the first point is about soldiers and the last two paragraphs is 
where I am diverting back to scholars.
141MR.FISH: Mhhhhh, I am identifying one thing. Stating a point is a challenge, stating 
a point is a challenge. Thank you sit down (p o in tin g  a t  th e  n e x t  le a rn e r )  next.
Quickly tell us the point.
142AMANO: The good effects done by the scholars in the world.
143MR.FISH: The effects of what?
144AMANO: The goods effects that the world has gained from scholars.
145MR.FISH: The good effects, the good effects what? (W a lk in g  to  th e  d o o r  to  a t te n d  to  
s o m e o n e  k n o c k in g  a t  th e  d o o r )  Sorry I am being disturbed again.
146AMANO: That the world has gained from the scholars.
147MR.FISH: (T h e  te a c h e r  g o e s  to  a t te n d  to  th e  p e r s o n  a t  th e  d o o r  f o r  5  s e c o n d s )  Sorry I 
am being disturbed again.
148AMANO: The goods effects done by the scholars.
149MR.FISH: So what do you mean by good effects?
150AMANO: What they have done to help the world like their inventions.
151MR.FISH: So, those are the good things?
152AMANO: Yes
153MR.FISH: So you are going to write them in that whole paragraph?
154AMANO: No, only the important ones.
155MR.FISH: So the whole paragraph you are going to devote it to good things done by 
scholars?
156AMANO: Yes
157MR.FISH: Thank you, (P o in t in g  a t  th e  n e x t  le a rn e r )  next
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158KATANO: My paragraph will focus on the impacts of scholars that changed the 
world from back then to now.
159MR.FISH: The, the effects of ( lo n g p a u s e )  the effects of what?
160KATANO: The impacts of scholars that changed the world from back then to now.
161MR.FISH: (A s k s  th e  c la ss )  What do you say about it?
1 6 2 L s: (Q u ie t)
163MR.FISH: Right, next
164INHEH: Scholars’ contributions to modern society.
165MR.FISH: Contributions of scholars to modern society? Whole paragraph.
166INHEH: It is just one, then third scholars to soldiers then I will look at the world class 
view on the proverb and what soldiers can do that can be done by scholars.
167MR.FISH: Right, next
168NHATU: I am going to focus on what scholars can do better than soldiers.
169MR.FISH:Next
170IVALI:I am going to focus on what scholars can do which is available up to the 
coming generation and the brutal action caused by soldiers.
171MR.FISH: Mhhhhhh
172IMWEH: I am going to emphasise on how important the scholars are to 
revolutionising the country and on how they are going to bring order.
173MR.FISH: I want to understand one thing from you, when you are talking about 
scholars what are you about? Because it is not quite clear there when you are putting 
up your points and it doesn’t really satisfy me. When you are talking about scholars 
what are you actually talking about? Are you talking people at Oxford University, 
UNAM?
174Ls: L e a r n e r s  s i le n t
175MR.FISH: You were the ones writing it, what was on your mind when you were 
talking about a scholar? Tell me.
176NHATU: A scholar is someone who has knowledge on a certain issue.
177MR.FISH: Another o n e  (p o in tin g  a t  le a rn e r )  you want to try?
178EYALI: Sir, I think it is a person who understands a certain topic or subject because 
they have more information about it.
179MR.FISH: Mhhhhh, when we are talking about a scholar as she is trying to put it 
across, we are talking about ( te a c h e r  w r i te s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘skills that are acquired for
the development of society’. You get me there?
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180Ls: (S ile n t)
181MR.FISH: Skills acquired for the development of society. Why we go to school it is 
because we need these skills in order to develop society. You look at all the fields 
from science and the different types of fields we have. Scholars acquire these skills 
and when they get them they use them. Let us look at soldiers, how do they use their 
skills to develop society?
182Ls: (S ile n t)
183MR.FISH: You are not sure? What is development, you are still not sure again?
184INHEH: Sir
185MR.FISH: Yes
186INHEH: Development can be defined as an improvement of the society.
187MR.FISH: Very good, you are improving something for the benefit of nation. Is it so?
1 8 8 L s: S i le n t
189MR.FISH: Now! You are making one mistake, when you get a point, look at both in 
that paragraph so that you address it sufficiently. Look at where a scholar is better 
than the soldier, write the good that you see in that scholar and the bad that you get in 
a soldier. Let me give you an example, but I know I don’t want to see it in your work. 
I can say a scholar is a builder, a soldier is a destroyer. Am I correct?
190Ls: (Chorus) Yes
191T: And that is my paragraph, then I look at how does the scholar build the nation?.... 
How does he build the nation? And how soldiers destroy? Do you know that the gun 
used by the soldier is manufactured by the scholar? Do you agree with me?
192Ls: (A ll) Yes
193MR.FISH: Soldiers don’t make any guns they buy them from engineers. Is it so?
Their duty is only to kill, to destroy. I am giving that one, but I don’t want to see it in 
your work. Where I look at scholars building the nation, the plans for these houses, 
the food that we eat comes from the scholars, I just want to make you understand 
what we mean by a scholar. All the inventions of the world they come from scholars 
and not from soldiers. Soldiers rely all their lives on scholars. Is it so?
194Ls: Silent.
195MR.FISH: What we are going to do now is this, I would like you this time to write I 
am sure where you agree let us write three good points then we come up with five 
paragraphs, the introduction body and conclusion. Then we write them today and then
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give me today then you will have a nice journey home. I want to mark them today, 
everything is today. Are we agreeing?
1 9 6 L s: (S ile n t)
197MR.FISH: You have taken your side, I have heard your introduction and you have 
been advised here and there you can make corrections, but then you write it and 
submit it today the whole thing now. You know we write 350-500 words, but since 
we are practicing let us try to write not less than (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘500 words’ so 
that we do not develop laziness. When I read 340 or 350 words I am going to read 500 
words if they are less than that I am going to call you then we talk and then you re­
write the 500 words. Thank you very much.
(T h e  te a c h e r  le a v e s  th e  c la s s r o o m  a n d  le a r n e r s  r e m a in  b e h in d  a n d  w o r k  o n  th e ir  
e s sa y s  th a t  th e y  a re  to ld  to  c o m p le te  o n  th a t  s a m e  d a y .)
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Videotaped Lesson transcription for Mr. Fish
Activity: Argumentative Writing 
Day 3- Date: 16 March 2016 
Grade: 11(Higher Level class)
Number of learners: 8 
Duration: 40 (14:00-14:40)
(T e a c h e r  1 c o m e s  in to  th e  c la s s r o o m  a n d  h a n d s  o u t  e x e rc ise  b o o k s  to  th e  lea rn ers . H e  
c a lls  th em  b y  n a m e s  in  a n  in a u d ib le  v o ic e  a n d  a s  s o o n  a s  e a c h  le a r n e r  is  c a l le d  th e y  
ra is e  u p  th e ir  h a n d  a n d  th e n  th e y  e a c h  g o t  th e ir  b o o k .)
1 MR.FISH: We are back once again to pursue once again the same issue we pursued 
last time. I want you to look at the work that you wrote, the comments that I made and 
the marks that I gave. I will give it now and then I will give you two minutes. 
(L e a rn e r s  g o  th ro u g h  th e ir  m a r k e d  w o r k  f o r  2  m in u te s )
2 MR.FISH: I am sure that you have had enough time. Is there anything that you maybe 
do not understand according to the comments I gave there? (M e n tio n s  l e a r n e r ’s  n a m e )  
are you comfortable?
3 IMWEH: Sir I think the grammar is a problem.
4 MR.FISH: What about grammar?
5 IMWEH: I did some few grammar errors; I didn’t put things into the right places like I 
raised facts in the conclusion.
6 MR.FISH: Maybe I thought that as I was about to conclude I could raise another fact to 
conclude with a fact, but it did not work out well.
7 MR.FISH: Do you need facts to conclude, who can help us there?
8  Ls: (S ile n t)
9 MR.FISH: Our facts we mostly find them in the body, the conclusion is a summary of 
those facts. So I think you were right the way you ended because you did not bring in 
new points. You raised them, you argued and you summarised. Any other issue to raise?
10 Ls: (Silent)
11 MR.FISH: Right let us now look at I you came up with that decision which is in your 
book. I considered a number of things. These are the issues we discussed before we 
wrote and I had to make a follow up in your book to see if those areas are attended to. 
I was marking out of twenty as you see there. For content I marked out of (w r ite s  o n
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th e  b o a rd )  ‘12’ and language I was marking out of (w r ite s  o n  the  b o a rd )  ‘8’, is it like 
that?
12 Ls: (S ile n t)
13 MR.FISH: Now what happens here is this, I see content through the language you are 
using, it is the one which brings out the content. Sometimes if the language is bad it 
will not explain exactly the way you want to argue with your points will not hold water. 
These are the two things which I consider when I am marking your work. I give content 
more marks because that is the main requirement of the topic to argue. Is there a sense 
in what you are saying, is there login in what you are saying, am I convinced by the 
content that you have presented? Let us say you get 6 out of 12 for content even if your 
language is so good you cannot get 8 out of 8 for language because this language has 
not managed to create an impression in your work that is why you find yourself at 5 out 
of 8.The content and the language don’t go very far away from each other, this is why 
if you write off topic even if the language is perfect you will still get zero because the 
language has not been used for the purpose it is intended for. You get me well there?
1 4  Ls: (L e a rn e r s  n o d  in  a g r e e m e n t  a n d  m a k in g  in a u d ib le  so u n d s .)
15 MR.FISH: Can you look at your marks for content and for language, how far are they 
from each other, who can tell me that they are far away?
16 L s:(S ile n t)
17 MR.FISH: There are some common observations which I made which I would like to 
point out so that you can re-examine your work and see if you are not one of them. 
First, the sentences you used were too long to control your grammar, they were very 
long. With long sentences sometimes you will end up making a lot of mistakes or end 
up using run on sentences which go on and using a lot of conjunctions which is not 
allowed. In some books that I read I indicated that your sentences are too long you 
cannot control your language properly. Let us use sentences which are reasonable, if a 
sentence covers five lines that is not it, it can’t be like that, it cannot be like that. I also 
observed some contractions being used. What kind of work... what form of essay did 
we say this is?
18 Ls: (L e a rn e r s  in  u n iso n )  Argumentative.
19 MR.FISH: Yes, this is argumentative writing and which type of writing do we use?
20 INHEH: Formal
21 T: Formal writing, we use formal writing. I found some books with a lot of contractions.
Who can give me an example of what I mean?
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22 IVALI: Wasn’t
23 MR.FISH: Repeat I can’t hear you, wasn’t apostrophe t?
24 IVALI: Yes
25 MR.FISH: Okay. Which must be? (pointing at a learner)
26 IVALI: Was not
27 MR.FISH: Good. When we write formal writing we do not use these contractions, they 
work in a friendly letter, they work in a dialogue, and they do not work in formal 
writing. This is why your language was affected because there is no way I can award 
you marks because you know the rule very well which says there are no contractions in 
formal writing. There is nowhere I can award you marks while you know the rules 
which say there are no contractions to be used there. The example that I gave you that 
sample there were no contractions because I know I am dealing with formal writing. 
Then you misused some words such as ‘lose’ and ‘loose’, ‘its’ and it’s, try to learn how 
to pronounce them so that you can start using them correctly. Do you get me there?
28 Ls: (C h o ru s)  Yes
29 MR.FISH: Again this small letter (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ’i ’, it is used only when you are 
writing a word while this one is our capital (w r ite s  o n  th e  b o a rd )  ‘I’ is the pronoun ‘I’. 
I found you using this (p o in tin g  in  the  b o a rd )  T  for a pronoun which is not allowed. 
The word ‘and’ is used to join sentences and not to start sentences we use it to join 
sentences where the main clause and subordinate clause agree. When the subordinate 
clause and main clause differ we use which one?
30 INHEH: We use ‘but’
31 MR.FISH: Yes we use ‘but’, you see that? So, you must look at your facts. If they agree 
you use ‘and’ and when they differ you use ‘but’. When you are making your 
paragraphs you skip only one line and not two. I saw I think about two who are skipping 
two lines. When you are listing things we don’t accept long lists, I can only accept lists 
up to the maximum of three. Some of you made some quotations I think there was a 
problem here; there is a problem between quotation to explain the pen and sword. There 
is a difference there when you are explaining the pen and the sword, you are not giving 
examples. You get me there?
32 Ls: (Les )
33 MR.FISH: One thing again, we don’t use pencil when we write. You must use a pen. I
have this other problem, laziness some of you brought their books when I had long
finished marking. One, there is cheating, two there is laziness, and dishonesty. I will
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tell you Higher Level is for dedicated learners and not for lazy people. If you are not 
coping we ask learners to change to a Level where they will perform without 
difficulty. I should say the discourse markers were also used correctly. I marked out 
of 20 and you got different marks, the least was 8 out of 20 and the highesMr.Fish7 
out of 20. T he  te a c h e r  th e n  a s k e d  le a r n e r s  w h o  p e r fo r m e d  b e tte r  th a n  o th e r s  to  r e a d  
th e ir  e s sa y s  in  th e  c la ss . T w o  le a r n e r s  r e a d  a n d  th e  te a c h e r  c o m m e n te d  o n  th e  b e s t  
p a r t s  o f  th e ir  e ssa ys , h e  a lso  a s k e d  h o w  th e y  p la n n e d  th e ir  w o rk . T he  p r e s e n ta tio n s  
to o k  18  m in u te s  a n d  12  se co n d s . We managed out of the work we got to get another 
sample which was even better than mine. I want you to listen and see how some 
children can do it. (P o in tin g  a t  a  le a r n e r )  Can you read yours? Please close your 
books.
3 4  Ls: (C lo s e d  th e ir  b o o k s  a n d  l is te n e d  a tte n tiv e ly )
35 INHEH: The pen is mightier than the sword. The pen is mightier than the sword is a 
proverb in which the pen and the sword are symbols of soldiers and scholars 
respectively. It was coined by an English writer Edward Bauwer Laighten in 1839 
whereby it emphasises the great work of scholars in society compared to that of 
soldiers. Although soldiers have greatly shaped this world, scholars still hold greater 
positions in society because of their profound knowledge.
36 MR.FISH: T o  c o n c lu d e  th e  te a c h e r  m o t iv a te d  th e  le a r n e r s  b y  s a y in g :  I think we tried 
our best to bring up the best, now that I did not read yours today it does not mean you 
don’t write well, but I want you to have a self introspection. Ask yourself why your 
product is not the same with the other one, why are they so different? I am sure you 
smiled when you were listening to their work. Ask yourself if  someone can do the 
best, why can’t I do the same? If somebody’s child can do it why can’t you do the 
same? Once you have that spirit of competition to do the best you are going to find 
your work is going to be very good. To those who got below 10 I kindly ask you to 
write again because we cannot go on to another essay while this one does not have a 
good mark. Now that you have listened what they said you are not going to write the 
same, you have to go sit and think again on how best you can produce better than 
them. I promise you in the next lesson we will read yours to the others before we start. 
Thank you very much. I hope I get your books, let me say ( L o n g p a u s e )  tomorrow, let
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me give you more time. You can now have your lunch before we come back for the 
afternoon studies.
(L e a rn e r s  w a lk e d  o u t  o f  th e  c la s s  to  g o  h a v e  th e ir  lu n h )
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Appendix 4A: Observation Schedule
Classroom Observation schedule —
Expected classroom activities Comment
Introduction of lesson
Teaching Strategies used by the teacher
Teacher learner interaction
Incorporation of grammar into lesson
Scaffolding of argumentative writing conventions 
(structure).
Learner involvement during lesson
Learner support materials
Learner activity given (individual, pairs, etc,)
Consolidation of lesson
Time management
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Appendix 5A: Mr. Fish’s written model
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V  i ' s C h  i t o  N \G ^ L r Z c X _ <
. Q) Cl^~rnj OuJr ^>i-tnfshxm^-i 4~
C lo u /c f CLm _ £xco n- O m i o  t nn^l/oc^-huic} ■
f h  cf, COncf /o&siS, Ulj i 'u&o - f o C O  oOLcn-hnj fic>_
^ ^ c e - Z / ^ c /  be^cOL^ji^e, o £  -fC^cx/r <Ooun-/rxj'c> J ^ Z /U jls^
" to  c U > o /,s f>  -f/i&  ef& odh  par?o j-h ^  , £2/>? c e  .
tOjOUr -^j^ ru ItlcjQ fydLrnubt/ZC, Zs> <3- doff>t~^-r ^n 3^^UQ^n I
UqCL0 & £  n£. l-hS’ d e fc ts ..n-e^sar u JriM -cn  o f f1
,6 k  ..^e -je /o  /?e</ C£>LfntnQ~& ib^ooL-^A-^fe,
7//- '  "  /L ^  7
|In  /X^dq-ihorty C&lsD l -j-Gof . p ^ n i^ A ^ e / r f -  Cir-e^*->£g> co i^ 
O ^ p c C h . e n / . _...*L t2-f~ ~H n e . C ^ £ V C r r ? r n e n  /-  ~/~£> ^ - r o e f
ip o I i f f  c,&-f (g ^ X n e -n j^  p a r Vyv J-/ y  < ft. g&>___
..C ^ n n e  erj^cf...,^D <2/1 fc f& jfo /C o f,. iajU < c f  
X e*& X  ^ o litic r& J  Of^n&rx-ss* CL£> oocus. ~ffe. cclsc,
f f t n  f ^ h i & h a L n  l& e J - ix ) e .e -n  / L i l p <  i t
i IS oJs>£> OSC(f_ £LS Co -f-Qo( -££> £*a  f>f>Tt£& Do It-Ke&J  
O /
|  h t  r i /z l l t j  j ,. Co 0 .0  ut n ' ^ y  t i t e -  &  rff-aJLn C u ^ n  G jb c  t C o f
Oj0 i p rffzsJ  p u n ij? A s n & s i/- O v p s,-h' / I  boevdm  ou  
j / o k J> .O 'c C m e  . n a u k - L s j f & jr  & f - o p s  c c t / n  h C eS  I C h o  ___
► ffc o rn ih t& - J - r c m  c/o 1 n j  c th ^  SCLm&.f ( ^ r v u ^ f  f f i l S;
C C ri^ fn & £ k  G jfu er] C u r c o tk ^ _ _  c j^ e tn e e ,_ - jb o
771._ c5/  CtLpxen -j- , fo a  cC cU  ^ € d t ^ / )  t"iCLS
U g J o / i s b e c /1  - f i - io J r  s t o e f s s  U \ o J r  U o u j o  G c b o U s f i ^ f  
C ^ ^ f i z ^ J r, O L ( n  { s h r n & n - h  f ic u u ^  l o u s e r  m A ^ u r d c r  
rcU-e/Eb ‘H i a / i / f ^ v o s e  r e f -ta u cn i/'iQ  r h , O n  e.
^ - e f  - f A c d r  C L .S>\rrvn<j/^ b r t ^  ~fo rr \ i  n d f ~bl\
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Appendix 6: Ms. Given’s learners’ written work 
Appendix: 6A
H Hatch loK
V
I
(LAO) y
i-eainers Kepiascntufwt Giunai V-itn^ rQitce-
Uotneis fefleientatn* U n d ! IS c ||nup  of loarnerJ who h w je e n  ib J f n  it  italic W W n  teacheu 
onci other learners as well ai b  represent oU>eri in time of i n * I t a e  Lite manias cnlg kehroe good ^  
presenting their manifestoes, W . once theg ate d j | n  , t k g  do not pul into y r ftt titt ahat ii'« j k c e i o i ^ l  
Stoongig oppoie tine statement th a t sags wi most continue uiitVi UamerS Kepiesentatwe tountil. 1 eg %  
regard tVievrcsefuei w privileged and extraordinary ones.
In  the fi<St f  W * fheg get print leges that t k j  aWwe“^T ^ru tance  leauing the claiSncm to pw-jtim 
to la .  I n  most cases tkeg see tJmS Gt Kind cf \u x u n j> A  <A the end cf the dag theg teal.se that 
tk u  have waited then WeS and deluged theic fetfbn. I n  the exams they amid nut even ju re  haty 
As such i^Jeatch has efuoted cut th a t ( A fV *  of these members haue failed aO then tests. IWs simply 
3nj  th a t t k i j  waste their times of lejftni usAVs then txuks fa d in g  to high fm fo it.meci
In  addition to that, only popular kids ate elected .not tine W t kade.i. X f you aie to hmst me. on\g tlx 
featneii udu do well m iWir studies/m Sport m ary otlnev o tt'w jje i Asking fhemtetas well k n t^ jn  scW 
cue ckcfi in the council. Jn iecA life finest learners do not |oiS^wd)eade.jkffsK llx, 1 W  with kdwV 
sKi& are kiroj left aside since thegave rot \euefUd as Q feiult1eade.sh.> is affected negating- For w  
tfegaie ihe one seen with hanging shirks during hieak and tommitifigaimeS.
U s l hut not toast, rrang Lite member* Me not good example* cuts.de icW . le g  tend to act as kcA n only 
u kn  in uniform if not in  StW  JomiKJ ■ ^ g  d  rot offer aoghelp n< msSwt ho W S ,  u k n  Mt 'A mV  Ss 
4*  had example Jucb co c » n g  <kM  when outside >getwg f k t  fte j uft Even if a W  going for ho
weekend oaideotafcj f t  Sick ik y  hare fhut attitude of Sagiry is 4*jiV> A k e  W l an ta fa tt. 1kg $e< » W f t
Eter though nvwg people k f i tv t  h W  the L«£ u oesg im p e s t  htcuuse assist toadies in Uepmg cW fW e 
.StillVudc to mg gm f k t  use must rot custonuo uWs \ k U C .  W  t k j d c  r o t t a k  bsons oiio senous rofe.V 
fdduie a (my  i m  as then k»W and iucigng tune is fu fheiv t e t o - %  4 ^  U  hg example A« to ^  feet
that fhegdi not polSeil ang leaderJhif iWb and aWetkt |eg  
) theg are guA ciAnaig towneef.
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f l i% cb  3-01G
U-Cs fltR  m-u-pr-tnot
VfQmeii [ounuU cK&jjuefl KnouJn as hRC$."These a re tam n
t l t c f t d  h j  the, 5tQ ff 3 - k a n d  othei I ta m a i Qao/dincj to the if characteristics, 
i-R.Cs. a re  i imp of tan f in schools because tk v j ossiit Ireochert in Kteprnj cfeipfe 
( W  ofdei m d ib oobk lU s haue impM-tant roles ft ^\avj because theu me inckiKje 
of projects to  improve the re b o o t sp irit cm4 k  lickt, betw een I ro tn e u  and 
t w c k ^ . ’th t ix h f c  ,1 am fur ibc m oboivt M ' |_RU a t  im p o sM  insih
kVfch'AMfc
firstfoot should think, of hoa> the, URts assist teacheft in keeping dkapi/nc 
and oibeullacbecs out not able, to tonlwl ttuleawh bu theimfod in some, 
cases ,so ttuu hetd the, stance bt LRCs-Y\l Ken teachers are, noukusej t W£s 
Ctin discipline/ or control ttam ulloiAMn one uacuj ok anothjii.lhii ii> because 
dv\n upreseotatioej ^od woes time with Huh f el lowland we-eW^ hnouJ 
tWm bthti ikon twitch do- Xt ui! be easiei hi them to dfsdphit tkeu' 
teltows^ ?  ^ ....
I\dded h) that Learners flepvt&entcilioe Councils (too)nooe important 
voles tojplcij bccQuso thcAj ave in (targe of projects h> imp roue The, school 
S^rit.fLvcn ujjfh the learners uxmVirgto hewe more pcojeto In the school 
X k^u jilt hist hex oc 4o folk to theu Uadefc h  tell H un  teetthw Qi\d mote 
pTOjedb Will be jvOrrtkci .to rhuihoOl- _
l_cu% the VeallCs he^ roust (b^Vaise between kameri and beach et s Tt> 
(m to  better lormtoncjs uirth h i Staff and kGmeis qs thny ace move 
et)en to tken fel brow, tea mas. ,> .
tbiueveij there m  those people that jhmt ba\ onkj popubv kids art ettefai,
tot M  leaders.But with tin at J  a till stand bunds to, (joint of vieu/o ,
CR? X  — cla^ j'^ -hiY^ c,
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< ? / i (
\
^  C ^ .r^A  CL-tiC.)
PA OXr’.frV v-K- 
sesdsadr*3=
L _ R C  \s> c \  (\A-ecv ro e fS  e A -e cfc^A  \o a  ASce. • 'v e a c v -f'fS  o d A R  oAe-ws
 ^ yy-x -VC’yg S c A n c o \ ,
v.€rCurt X r - \ o  V"\fS| W -^vr C£>\\€!oP^wXC5^* I 'A e ^  <0 ;v^ev vjciirvCXfcS
d u t ie s *  , ■ (cv' S » p c > fV  V OtCc^dfercA vd CxC^O.v.V^S y «ne?\ i <£5jiO\r'\ O T 'd  fT O v S  . T V.Ovr'vC^
«3 c W 3 cAs » '^*■"'■» VxA O ^ L -R c  nr\e^Ts-Jo<=^^> - 3 1  S I t d t c ^  -^ x rv V
L R C  'S  v rf-a p o irA e vrx V .-ra  € Q C k  ^ S ic V -c n rA ^ ^ c f. iW o -A .^  c-c ^ \a v \,v j-< L -
VA-csAU a \R e .  V -R C j/A s , ^ ro p c A -c v o V  fc ssc e \u £ ,e  -LReM ^ o s s s t  V g -a c w e c S  ’ <--> t o - 
pvr^C j cA A so p S'vrve . " R e j  p « * 5i '-(.o d b S  L e ta ro e sS  'A o  < T rfS p t-c±  \$*e.\r  -V f-o v d -e sS  
AeCV W a n c e v S  A o  c v c o a c S c & o c ^  a b u s iv e  u o c x c fe , S i-o u t ir  ^  -Vo 
■ ecacV\ <c*$r\<e\rS , • ^oVsd'racs c-~rxkf c -c ^ S ^ rd T . 1—R C , o .V so  ctcW ^ C -g - A^xaeV 'fevtew f
S s^ c L  /—' '  S^AS-r'tS
^ f c f u t o r N  p fO p e v  (x U A -d ^ v ^ S  fJO sA R o a V  V -o f^ lfN C ^  A u C fe d , '10
Ch A o r ? o > e v  A A -« ^  WcvvSjS . C e k s< ?c --o  V o a r r e c S  aracfe t e a c K -e rs V A ^ e T u & C  VS -S K e  
c o e ? c p p r o o c V ^ tf ' fo r  ■ ectoor-pSe. Co A\aa<c c f  e n ^ e v g g rO j C r T ^  
(Mfe c c d  cvcc\_coA S o  As= c fe lo e -v  -vv>e V «£~ v rr'cA n o o  V cA e ^  A o AtVewa. \V ia ?^  c v re  
A A <A  S e c r e t  c f  A9 «  < d fr\er \€ c \ io e e i A p  AoX<s •'An.errs -So A9\ e  te ta C V v e s S .'fta .e  
U R C  VS cla-vcS o f SyNCW Pti \n fc \n x A jo r>  < d * A R ^ A ^ V ^ a C V € fS  Ao AE.V\ -fA-evc- fveUouD^-
-r- uO  *
d o  S u n o n ra g c.^  'Afrxs L R C  W a s  \o rp c v A e \o \: tfcfe  L *  a c a s e  AW c^ w t - W  d r a t g c  
W " p 'O ^ ff-cW  A t' so t^ p fO o e A $-t? S c v c o l -SpunNaA A - nS c  ^ Srt,'pl.€Tsafe'r it  CVt’Cxo 1 v v a  
C c v c sa p c u Q rv s  -for A£->e a c > c A A  Q « * j.r\c A  Ao  tx s - cA a csa . S A c v f'A if'o . a r v f  p 'a c d s d \c -i 
S p v v A - a.LV<O r\\-eS ■ C cA vro civvce  S A a o c v  iS  -W ' V f«\p cx v e  “ * -x a ™ L ^ U J
’Je r'  \rv~ ■■ - .  . ,fc>C v ^ o -e  •- O a '3
'A cs 'i'e  p e o y A e  v e  -V f\c \V r , -AV-e m s s t  p c ^ -c f\a v f Y-vcfe cav<p
■ eVecAc-A v o d e  -A a e  W s t  \^ c fc A e fS y X -  & fc rl\ e rtrt« sc \ -f iV a a  -\f\<r\\r ■ b e & t  f-ecvd ^ f-s 
v o m s v  'o e  -yVrve c r s e  A o  t> e u c « -te i L R C , , s o  "\v\<-c^ \L i?e 'p  cV v S cip V v «a -e , m a t e  
Vt<Afoevs -A?r&S cvV VtfxNf-., AL\VV-^  poVacAc-o^  ao.cS cis cv «ess>u\t wao'C.-s  
~^fc~ SkvogA -aovivV gy&v' c4vcT'cg’v. ...... d_<£Lg_AXra- ajgjiSL — <^j?^ejcoV
L^>
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£ A ,
f \  tiPjc\ i c  h  s  O i
L f-c u n o s  \ci-?i,CfaCniC(tivc~' cciinCif (uKCs) imiJOifQ.ht
w e c iin e r i (e p ic & w tc itiv e  u x m / A c  e a m f 1s  (6 o a t c v ^ c ' c c t c d  
m  s c h o o ls  fos -them  to le p ie se n t o th ti ic c iin e /S  « n c i th e  coboie s c h o o l- 'i’m o / o,<c 
r c c f -ic le c i c t s  t e d d e r 3  e n d  a  ectctei is  s e m e o rr coho K n o u iS  -the u c r f , g o e s  the 
uoci'i a n d  sh o w s the a jc i'f -to o th C r-S - foi th e m  to be a p p o in te d  in -S C h c u U  is  s u c h  
a  h \c j ctecit to  other te cn n ttvJ b c w u jf  thf'-j u>iii not W  p re - to pies-ent m i n o n '/ 
fos-K s. cr,^ cR .cs, c ir c  m vuerj-S io of th i-S  a n d  foi th a t,n o  a y unfit th e m
b o n .C j e le c t e d -
the fir-a th n 0  r s  tfiW , cn iy  the rjtc6 f poppiot jfo m e rs  d ie  e/ecfed b u i not fh e  b e d  
le c c id  i= ,e rd  th ro u g h  t in i,t h e y  ^pnt >a%f other .s fc& iifo fh i because 1b e-| o re  n o t th e
b e st we±s m  ie cjC im ^ j ^nci th e j ^iorfi brw C th e  c h c n & C tC r/b t ic  S  o f g e o r/ ten d er  5 
0, 0  t in s  h jim  ju s t  ic o d  th e  -school toiB pour p a f a m c i r c e  m  c iC c c te m ic  
c » -c l o  cin y D ih f i th s K S  w o t  p c t f o n r x d  in SchooiJlrscS iool ujii! ctln>lciCk cji&apline.
Secondly.,som e le Q in d i iuhu c u e  e l a t e d  c u e  n o t  q m J  c & c n t p ie s  outycie the 
sch o o l but th e -i aiuuCi\js p re ta x l  < j j x n  th e y  h ie  o s d jo o b T n tN j ro /W i t h e i r  
g?V 'U f fo lo iiiJ  oUrSlt|f the -s c h o o l b y  n b c & f Q  e tlto /rd /^m im g  find £ tfnn7 i(ii/ig  
^ > > o ac ie s .Tri<;'t am  th e ir  to  (cad other J  b a t i n s t e a d ,  t h u /  cue crie i tn-siit m y a n d  
s a y in y  c u t  h o tu b ir  mooicIs  n  Lomcloes u tu th  is  extreme h  w ro n g  v> breferc i>i a icM*
the tain -th iiS j fc, c it , tho.se e e G tfiJ  c i t  the o n es ch in n y * p m u c h  «rvx.i th e  le a s c h
b e in t j ,  th e y  .get pt iu lieg es tjncit they  ^ tb u s e jfo i  w sA cnce leeivint th e  c l a s s  cobitr 
D tK f-s w e  iofinfe - tau g h t r*x3 thi-S ^-A a f f e c t  then edU fq tio fj p t^ o t- iu f fy .
cj^ tne feopic oeliew’ that- .
•E\>en Wxk.QhAth e i  h i t  the o o f  keeping d iscre te  m se ix o is ,, c^itl stick t*  m y  g u n  t*H
J j t
ntUM not v^ te iC ttrc*  \^ c\\ e tc  to do th in  Job' cv\o  ja ^ t
7 N  ieerntiS V^itri5^
bc\ci cxcti'iv'^S> ^ K 1 b\0 V ib i'• iWlC th i/ /Cj \ufront of D\lKn^A^nCA y 5}r»CA bCl*lfX,l thf iu > i^
—  k ' rn- rzFr~T: ' ~7XcCe_crv-^u CCS. f (T.V '7
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IT- March £016
O il! ._5 doooV rggfiA coryUr>a&— i±2.>iV~r j)Qfc--W&6-
Lf>,o ace V torncra u»V» Veod o ^ e r s ,  a o d  iW y  o re  g e y  ^ p o r t o n i  1  
aaree u>^ ^  ^w neriL  iWej 'A ^ P ^ f J  <,r* ^ ' n6
ib c x j c o o  C teo  r c f f i g ^ S  l e o in e r & -to f o to c u  nA *&  tw e n jd y  . i b e j  g A e  g o o d
fc*orrtp^ & *Jrc> itaC* V^ -ornCfS «?
y  oil X. uicud \?K& -to «»j >-«* ma,d. c o r t .W  ?« BUl Sc-ho° l 'oC“ aU~  '***
-fenn ,-vme taxoer» « *  echoed ^ w y j oonneL Vrcoe diBc?p\?«e, f b u t  ?f rge hooe,
AV* a o n e c ^ t ) * ^  o o o e  »  rc -p o la tv o n  ^o> WgVr ^ a o d o r d o ^  d l& c r > ^  „ T h & U f ^  
( W j w f a b  ^  h m c Kw s  - ^  u *  Wou& ^ c .  , t  ^  b e  a ^ b t ^ p  b e n ^ e e n  
e n d  uftO  ?o McVnoye. o* T ^ c rrh a tro n  or r 'd e o c .
Xn oaaXXo rt.oni uee member* J»**  toamptea -ibe & c ^ r» .weej
a t f *  s a m p le  *> chder s r f u d e n t t -  T h y  o re  ^ o , ' , g  “ 1 “ * * *  ******  ^  t X
< ^ ? &s> CC, o cW fev t. For e ^ e  u R c  ( * * )  co *  ■ ^  < * *  ho he« *  ^
Ci<* drfr^T* — ry ood ?< c e  «»l i -  « n  «M«* Too-hjoo 0«B iS
Y\p,\je Vacen *xp\ci
Kr-rc-i'-l 1  j Utrt uOOM -to SCO, dbcA  VR.C ( y ^ ^ C .  fto p erto r*  ro ,c  toCOOcAC crre .P
t V ^ B  ^  p ^ t e t e  * ,  irrrpcoocr - h = c r  ^ < 3 ^  ^  ^ mc,  * p - A  -  > > y
W *  w,m, r  sp?r7l ^  ocerccroo d?ft W « .  F.r t - ^ e  ?f £ * e
ppLjiVv^Cj o-Vt*cVa L^ rp*^ ) f 
fr\Z bc?}^^ i
..| ~oct n*4
.AV^ouc^™ i n s^ref Yvsoi ssoine ore og^ns.*(ui.-tlry ufeo/^
d.-TCl 1 ,*y « ~~i—
T ■- ° ,■ *  be crbo'-V'r2'? I  _3 |l ocW
UJiYncnA V-P^ i •/'  ^ovr=o\ 'C'oeie , b t
Xy
CC,^ ^,va >\ -hcccoca X noV Vvbp on^drrg ,
3 , w«.^ «  ^ n o c  earners (^p.c^eMortTo
—3—tfcs=eds=r^ - ^ 4 -
i m^cA'? 'VA
'- , i VL-P-C ) x r ^ r
6 3
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IT- iOcirch £016
CXv, gyj^ ooV .-nuat ccnAiriofc_QAi-ViO—itoSs—t-F-Q-
i
L a o  C i t  t o n e r 6  u*.WD \e .o c \ * t r a  a o c l  t b e ^  o r e  o e r j  ? m P o - . ^ o t  , ' i h  Z
a o (eG yot-^ •*>.& * \« v u m e r i l  b ^ c  A a j  o « *W  t o c h e r s  ^  ^ e P?n3  < * .« y p l» n e
i h e j  c o n  ci\so r« £ Q g $ J  le a n e r  & -to fo l lo w  ruVe& w a j jd « j  A b e j  3 ^  3 ^  
tx o i- r ip 't> &  -tc i h e  v c o m e r s  »
f ; V:st o f ail L  ~eu id  C 'ke -to URC m o s t c o n i .A e .  ?« out sch oo l b e o o u b e  ^
. ^ em . -the  \eo to er& e t  schoot ^ n e j j  c o n n e t Vnaue A s o p h o e ,  7 b u t  ? f booe, -vom, 
5**00! Q t)i» :rt booe o  rc.poHc.tvon ^  ^  a  “ Tk&
u£to .-M»ch«& , M & ' ^ °  A ^  ^ rdQfc,OPt?bjP ^ eCn
c o d  uP >o  ?o  e * c V » rc |& . o *  ? n ^ r m o t * o n  ov >’d e o * .
ivVtn a>-
b o t
XA cvaaA^n tAOAi UkO member* 300a e-compWi ouMfidHW* "^ j
a a e .  & r o m p le  -AO * * * * *  S c l e n t s  -  T o e j  a t e  ° <  u jW o 't p £ c p , e
con ocbVe.e - Fo> e w n t o  WRG ( W |  con ^  o b e  -to ^  ^
^ 0 0  Dl6 d c S t ^ s  ^  end  ^  d -  cue p otfte - - d  oooi i& o cc.n W ,  - W  io o
V\Cvoe been -teAd»
V-c-ui fi-nportont rots. bcCOu-S»e dbey a ie  <0Koctt-( 1 juyi oidM Ao 5>o^ j -tbcA. VR.G ^
« « 5 .  «f **• « * « '  .p f n A - r * ,^  « ~ .  y '-1
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0^ f Wnck ^vbC C„G a y W ( « r t h ) ^ 0 / ^  ^  “k M l  " H
o c t^  ^nb  A becco^ % not VAbp c r ^ W ^ . 'OrtVAOut WP* -  -,W.cX b t
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t.% Vferch I0 \b
Lyuwr.'n tP^ sVf-?feaV\M?. fr^nr-A 06\ wrpcst Vynb
cU ^
;Lv\c calfecd fe &cVy^ &Av^  G.06
!y&uaV  ^ cc^ pcncfc&d *\o< CfebCnft fevo&byb fe^C&od  ^riitbcbog ofefid onci 
Afesn VACfend^ x ^ p o r t f e f e  \ft \\ac5V: cafc& td  f e e  W  Vo d o  f e tp  ^ o fe .
v  * |^-vC4 t-s. o -fesO tte )
X  S A to ra ^  V e fe w ra  VcvV V A C  X  % b '« M ^ c s \ i3 t \^ c i \E  Vo c e r W  c o - o s ^ c ^ G t s
fe b\fe\ dofentdlsCirw fe
.\0!>
fdtfc
X  Wl X tfe ^fecifeonbj feb \M.c>bt ^t-^'dov feed Gfe dvXeXfet tffe fefebed fecxfet 
K\oit ^  fet Wuxbb ctp-foA bv\c bacSXb bifebVE fern c< cSroid ol \Ww dVbj a^   ^
Wsvv feAbcfet pvNfexna few Vcdt cdoGt^cbatacfefeobo osvd fedWicwb \do consdtr 
roVfeo XVite f e d  Vo ^cox cofed - £o fe\c >s> not wupotfeob and fc/vodt be abdAid
WfetK^cxe-feOj Qd yvfeXtQts feoV W | cbusedfe.'j Wie, ;^ tKt poow few dW i c«d ^
w- > . , .
ate tviCiCO conaeric wt dotoc  ^ \id\ok exEt fet>j W io  put vnj cafes? on fet bcfebjtowwtoss 
U \ c  w o v e  cwovxod vvC\btv n o  Vvsmb O nd t c p o n d y  f e f e  'b^e-'T H e'j d&s>pte& o fe « b 
O rfe  e n d  u p  b to fe o  fee<n ' » t i  b f e ^  tsdtxxcsbkt^ oxv^ouc  ^ feosnerO .VOton b\o<fe \s> On^ 
cWf® Vo fe done fe fencd-tbc donefe Vwdt WfeGfept  -vbfeofe ckfec^an\jfedcj.
febt bub vfe 'eod (V-PiC c\te net oped t*on\pfe cfe&tdfefee fectcd-Oct feofc V-bC_ ddtvV, d.\ccbd 
oubdde-'O&fee'j ««■  r o « w  o<vy>r0 few' bawbees .Ant\| afesidt fedfe cfe&r Veas«s 
lot street •peepfe c\<b fetNj W \ bV^feoj Woit t^cse VtetcWm °A fe d t feeo rft&fee.-’^ e.'y 
jtwafee ofeet f e n o s  Vo Veu cV yreNeobsicj Ww sod fet^ Wsufe A s r a ^ fe  cV (<gpec 
jfen^ f e e ^ s d v e s  tx*> \eociers>'>
L V  ^ v v - !5.  V O  .
f&ieofecovob oetd V^c asd<A feodhoo no W eeif^ dx^xtvb, 1  feA\ 'ikidh to fn^ro
W -b  neb a \\ obo& t fe a v e fe rs  nn d  feO j d o t toV a c c c ^ b b b  fedv  ■wovbAbfc'y
,j^ > Ct\vuCN& uv^ c«t beciewenV ■
C: {  ^Cf-cX..t I
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g (  ,
I \ i  Mqfch Zolb
„ elk , , , _
iG-greasd^ — £C temffiji. fa>rf?*snlr,fxi?__Camo i mpvtbart f
G « rrc rs  i?cpf«s/wtSv5i Ccuncil> q r , the kam ss afessted ether Iteimaa anj tK:!# teciA ^
in tint School a s fcte| Vmcib ^cod leadership 6KIIE Ob bt, aSSiSinc/ thb ktadw  in  ccntnsMg the £ckiclc
Accord!^ to research th; ichocir Spine iS> Vqt Strong !>j the i-RC. iW fa t  h fifa'o^f C # ®  with the
Opinion fchtfc the A. Rc is  in ^ o rtn n i^ '^  S 'l^ A c i' Cow-VunccC, ._ ✓  *- -
In  plcict th ; Mbo a n  Wy irvipcrtant isiau x. thbt asset teqehers in discplln* in  the
School, As teachers are net alwap artxm) observe 1A.1t IS happening in the Schxl,fcht, USO cut alwS'b 
there cud th&| can help tins. tecjcine*s ti> control! the sdiooi, itVj do Whs Kj Centroll"*/ tedor learners 
ten! btbwWs U teiVj fchcN cfej With V.snc\iiCi piine Wll'netO l^b) teeth tkm  cird $'05  them 'n«!p on hoc)
b  k ltw e./}  .sheet witfcufc oilsepiinti w ill rob W  a  ,500=! innqj/b cit a ll,
Futterwore^ thfc ARC hefi cm itnpcrtririt flAc becaiiS; ri'sjj are IO thnj^i Df pftyeebS to iMpcovt thi ect®J| 
s p ir it , Tor instance, the Me, at the & M  start etixeinc^  druyi cmd Am tinf will «l»  affect
otbr 1 writers to eta thb same ,clrd it lowers the bjHrifc op the sehcoUSmce, the Me, has to Ificd 
other ItciOirs examples , is their volt to phtr b,\ teiig Asc'phntd cyd commitel to dieir u»rb.
Tionali-e the, arc lim it between learners ami teachers„ "Thtu f r i uitb  their p-on &> opk
problems others a rt fciciotj to well qs COftipicnns that the.) have and (tlho them bo their teficheo, 
V  order fbr the^ ■&> do 40*10thing,feWe, s c \eaMjS m  nob open to t h i/ teechas, thfc hRc c<n
(crin)help bat lea'ter th«w^ iutny to Vhe te a d ie ri.lk  UcthiT ccim ctbe coviuniniccte to the.
t h cun U«vo k j feelty h k /W  teiAWtt fcte te i t k , 0K w j/ t  cm (e,b ier)It. a A ije - that *s ka Je ,
ftltlio^h^ht, Me ci(6 not irvpoifcwfc , J. ,$U\ Stick to  ^un t*ut the hft, c|ft \l«fi i'Tportnnfc W o s
c«bfc teochefs in Vtepijw dwciySns. Ihbj hdp ihi xhcci tv crajMir? a  gxA
. . i i  i. ComhJUnicnkg,-,
1 nr et t\) i\jd cti to improve die wheels s^ .nfc nrtl >*r keep
fcdtiseo kecthits crJ i/o~»rK i^ -es- filq^ tisrejij , 52 / Ji/Lart. m -tft't*.
J  G  4
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"KlarOo 70\b
h y .a w s o  Crs\ n V -A  ( \-? r C  ) P fiV C id \ w rp rs d n o b
,wb~ ^ v'-‘
;L ?,c ^ ^ d ^ ^ 'C fcv o ri )^A<obb feprie& dAb:^ ca u sed  d  ac\->oc&' ^  a
L'SAJoV'i GppO.Obtc' C^>< CQa\joaV' VcAbU'b eqCQCfa o \%  J ddPCbPCi Cb'ifiSSS Gf\c^
■aW\OQ qooc\ ^a<^d<> iapocw trbb/ \fi \w£>'c cofeses b\& fob W d o  ,o b 5
d  j  0 r , : (^.^vs,u4
X bbrcvOjbj 'beVv^l't b\C\V \_b>C & <bb VMpAr'toot^cW W CSdeCvvd CGOE*C^ «K\CXS
to bober doduxxbroo» _
. .
I ■ ’ ' ' ^
DtiVVl C\c6 c pdob,o<\bj ^  ^o?u\oc Vbcb ore *kdc©d,but a&b Abb tae&b teocfes. 
Kb&t ^  W  W uwb Cvp^ dsoV bv\C bagSEs?. b i^’vVa b\yo ex cw aid ol brwyvwlV&sj c^xid 
Wwv ^ W v b  pvAbno \bbr bcue, c^cwfejcVvwac'owfeSais a&d VoeWhoub \nto Ceobdt 
rod t o  . \ i &  \» d 'j  Vg p«?r co;dd - fco ud c  «  not rnrpifbtoV &nd fcvudb be obebdsd.
\-uv'irilxwo<e,b\'Gj oA. y d n tc p G  ferdt ^ eo f  a b u s v i^ b 't 'f  b ax /e  pivo.ee d a n  dbwfo and dej 
Osg. fwoce ccociti-v*, vo do\OOj Meinsk ene* Vndj by b  put tavj co,\<\t? on br>t Votohc ,towing 
V-v\c onave a ro u n d  venba a o  Vvsvbb G od -bc^arder b o d e  'b«n&‘~TV\| d&S>p\f33 odejt> 
a r* d  e n d  u p  beo tirg  \W n  Muscf-i bnocjb anuvvo'Gt^ as^ono^ Veens'erG VnWmeo bve<e \s> C\o-j
.. cO , .
d io v e  b s  bg d o n e  w oa\x)odV-P..C ekovxi«b w b e  *>ckdg.o\- 'vuibvc.uV detoc^ anxjVhdej..
L a b t buV web 'ccfeixUPiC, o re  neb c p x \ etaavpVe avksvdb d e  fecbcd-On do)c Y-%(_ dbnV> cxVteWi 
O ud exA ?  v os> 'bo'j a<e ro vvvoce aovip^ breve Veao'ngr& •dv>0'j r^c^ \V. cvfcG-de ■jvntb cbiu- VeowaS 
ct '■oXett pi^cp\e d^ j bro'| 'red UVb^de  ^ Wait nAo\e t^eeioM ©ubo'vde bieo \trs-.dt-TVii-j 
itwode oboes dasues& Vo beu <& ptNendso 'Ww und b\erj n\Gubdberu o's (epee.
:b\r^ bhe^& dves Cvb \eadw © -
s^sU ip^ vc> „
-■Meobro-rdn ecsd V 'Pc codbe  Vucdsosa vVi b e e ^s r^  c b ^ r n e ,  I  sbA\ b b c b k ,  w y
[ y  \Yo)c v\ck. o\\ »vvejvv\jeOf^ab VeCffderS and b\exj dcs \xb CvCcoe^ >Vs£Jn%be •wovb-dV'1^ '
V.O. «  o ^ .w  ' • ~ - r - '  -
;G cb-uaiG nwW b exiaotnV •
C2 ^  tr, cbt ioi_ '^o 'f t—\r { c C .e -o -; (
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IS. yy>«rfh t i e /  (-Uon kw>. ^ U ip rc l
[ner> ■pen is  mS^Atier t,Wom \ h e  e>~crot i& a pmsee. > b
t jrc x L  IS  fo ^ ro k o tis m c j t i n e  p e n  CIS ca o' ^  a  ^
6»-J0*’ci a s  scsiWien f\ .fecfolnv WAp, ^ f^ - jz d s  psioe*
t f  tn c id ec lc jp  4 he  c jew -Jopnen t o f  -He osoAJ i^Vnch
0 i\j€S a Q'&rJ e ^ e d  or. 4 te  W^-fccpj ~^ c ^ ° ’’^  ^ocf
dte Pumart I'OCe  ^ on -H-e. ©line* inonei f e  So LcX i e '0 K w s
0 re *=4 poiAS&v lo k fm S  Or? OvC+on J rnooA-Kj in feWl"S ir>\n»Ch
.-no'ft-p oi-sXv.-, Wcxdls Ac ^a«v , cfA eoi 4  i=-S$ «rvct J.&r-AA •—l-~~~ ioohr-  J J i _
'IP.erefb-G. ^ ro  ^ &appi;"bn0  -\4\e ftxdr -\W^r A te p e n  £4 
ro^ Cpvbie,* -iV'&o \Ve .ii^ovcL
j-nost^ ib »& rn<av'cdUj f - t a »  ir-Ai fcl' 4«Mpe &trne»»*^« is
V i|e m  -\etlYvg o f  e e U fe h S  ^ ose. nrvas4\jj
J\ec£ A^e Aes-W cj-eyp <4 f i e  ^ - \ A  iriUoi-
\oe<^\n ^oov'cs Afc~e dtestocj roes, omd -If®, inp(to&'> 
c f  -ife -Id  • Scin.ts.W-*S eoiuco-fs^ AA—eoj •'Ja&O'&ef Ja<Sc<a^ Sr--^ e
ei'.&t&oev cxscA iA oerf - IfiWA <=c cSfocfp ed uced
s>ccA<A ccacc A Aq enckvs  ^ e^. r  loe, «.cV\\ e,o g_^ _
4£e rr\>rocfe. Aip cf ca ^ e j\. It© elecVic-iVx^; A6e el£o«=wTs\S&
4-Ge Ussips vo^ce nil c rx ^ fc J  &cV\«»W fs  AWA
ronfe. «io.v itve^ rv\U.c>- ecSvsAev is0 rn-cAto^
~te Wo-A^ev^ o f -*Ce a^Aci..
S fio .o^A kj AW fcUA^^S U/|ACj o^xsr eAac<pAor.  ^ p U t L~ 
l^ ip ^  - |fe  .-sAcfo.vo , VAiA^^A' .srAtol^v-Si y -\€e^ne ^co A d '^ \k ~
U<^ cm- , ^<^^0."!^ "Vfo-J^  ^cppU  ^ Wip 4 € ^ ~ i
vAA '^-tM-A- ' “f e  S cfoVo-v' S V ie ^  tci \l 
eiv\A es Aq W \p Vccn^pCi.f Afe f's.
V'O^pAi, . lO '.V\^\^‘'o  \onn .0  -^e, p e o fk i
/Z/ls3tiJ&iA-$- ^>(1 / .  ^  ^ /?$f -----------1------------:
1 ^  ost\j o.pAS
C  r  °  -
t>e no
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tcoT' Y'C\vrJx£-i cw\& j--Au-4 Y\<££c& V>
H \ \ ^  ^ V u d n t ,w 5  ^
S t , ]  JkfeK i a r e  W fs . ' X X ^ / V ' e  woyecl © a c )
^  ^  * * * • -  W j  W 4  l ^ c h o A ^
g - K » \  «.<& w X a  W *  \deo_sS  ^  W ow  V> 
y g  u » iU  o^c l f A ^  -  l ^ * y  '-a
1 h ^  cre*}e ^ &CJ  h?W4v>-5 <v *S < & ***& £  i ^ - S  
j : ^  cdi V e o^te.*' ,o p A  SurnconW tS ckt^ ^ A  X & .
^o v 'U . ScWAc\*i> c r e s i ie  <aAuoaXn ^  « r A  ^ oU a-o ^  
M o w U Jc ^  ^  §AW> * * * " " * -  ^ c h w v >
U Woo W> ufc»e • ‘Aarvcl
0.0 €, •
&IA
X n  ad JU W n  S<Jk*W * ? * * %  ^
v o /^W e W o A  lA  W \ ^  ^
JL ^ e io p m e M  A  V e  ^  W
^n -a  e  A_A Z t s y o  ^.rxrerA ? c0?Ve
j^om r^,<d U a^ tA tO ^  a -^ci;
Qj^ajst- c s i n w f e .  SuWte<4 &efe<&ie a n d  J * ' te*ft 
p e « f* e ,  n ^ j  V<W, i g S s -
c^e. c^.vclu.^-e fftgj/AovAwj AX et V'W¥L
b „ , -tte B W  fVvnfUO- K J ^ w e d  " " W  T W ,
VW  4  s$xW k >w - ^  u\>«« ^
\ i&  /w ivkj»' " c,v- A j§
VVApcxrVcvJf ^C\ W b3TAe^AA<\^ 'to '^
U ^ G\ \X=w\ a  c X X  ^ 6 0 r v
Wo^ > £
co w o  i r \ C i  v \.
\
tA^Wvom ^bi VV'Sj \ ?o/\ «.
\cWvX Wa ^  sAcW^> • X
Wpo^ -e ^u^cce-e^dl-eA <a=^-=-^j-
v^o , X - Z  SW. 9 ^  s^  f
& , i .  ?  ^aJ<M ( ^ o
& v U<u *m P  l e £  C - o c i i d W i ^ .  9 f l ^ n .  iw c < e  »w-&.'<j4vi'
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JO f'lOK1': 9ftJO
I— ^  -P ^  A OAodrAj *boin -ihc- A u n t J
| __
j l[~e f&  is f » * k  1ter -flip vSvtwc) j> o pmeib i U
I O ’ i i  i r y l ’ i d  j t e p e r  cind flf- s u c k ) a i f  iy m b c jp
; t  C ' %  ri '* > ,  ■ bM f  n t f X| Vili j(- t Bdwtig JbifKiP, - kijfa) Ijr) 4bp wet A p  / i
on -fk, qr6c% im p w te  A / dckt-id r =■ 
IS':;: -i c,4 (cmpoipd fo  f jkJ  M VitWieo'. p|4 ,1l„;
■Solck^ Im p  q ie p O  .5  ho p a /  f e  node!, . s c k M j h t  
ne'e v c jjco te , pDSi"l6f i  k K S o o e fu  te ca u se  -f im , 
p tfouw  jcrou.W<e jn/
, AO'-sobij pneefe rp r ro !  Icobk  Cth h i iu h o o ^  K>
Imeete/n ado e rm cre sdtoo o<! d t a  q  r e a - f e l  
| ' mf ,o0 m?hPsO ^  life '- -5 c no la is cup ducaW J , 
/aCfij/Oij , mohvQktS and vSo fy lh - f i r cmcj
■bEfhb J p ( mccAir SOCi&N , jcWc*i3 madO' c
I p&ocv/u!otbeip oj -fhe imODiWfVl commjhicqhon <w
,p-qas, ° l  . W f k t 5 irshoe H 'u in »
qyfjnL'F:-uj 0) v6haWqfh fo <$>!;(? corff/eji buP >t ■ <b 
c;uyo _ / jaj ^ oio'(Ob • /hfu hoi?e doe pp d  fo
% 0 U Q h  i h m  qu-o l a i ^  Q-bj^i 
j /Q-^ rcu^tcjMo^ b  fcqcfc-jfDunJ oj [iumqn civi iio^on.
I /
:Dchc iTt) no q 0,0' to enc/
A /X
/0J PDA j X i l l j  - / v'i -fhCif a lib
j  4, \ ^ J ' . . ■ • i i . „_ . / v
rioid:
o d! fr- i& $ U  opinion - ihpij b\c •' q rc 
A  . so h eel %  ■
q o j  o < ip rb -y
t o a b  j r  -/ ht> p a id  ><icb„) k * ,sS . r ~ c .
, ujqiP CQF) q iso 
f  f h f  p c o / j  '
Cf', t'lSOjn'y qty.1 -II^
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n9Qchih9 ar
m  l io n s
11 * lL r lpo'^ PA , iO • Cvq idvO jho.j ujciO c o i n  q i S o
b j  p £ (K & jli]  °pj nn'&nts - J  k o
n u f M -n j^ u ib p n  v jj^n i'n q  c\ .hoc. 4  of
Q 4 0 c CAn _ live JA) jb o a [  .soM/^d b l/J  .
^ 4  c 'o ; ,5cho,1qo com ck h o ik ? . 6 ddiQts c o o je
L,n .. I J r A l  .. .... r 7 ‘ , n ... _  i .
hujdskp qtxI d p lk  if) i w j  cbSQj ■ (a* hen opop!^  a te
C! a  , souio& CQn tvnj£ Qufcbic)9f .^pH®j cj dec&opi 
f f t f  CQil fap fcPpf f©¥ drcCOPS ■ fifOy ^  -/hs, 
ii of Inn rlffoiCPrl m,'. ’,  b rc11tj mioeu of j w  clpcp o m I
. 'k fe '- f ’ 6cno|oji sbuJC/- rr:nd3 opd a P a
.-o r f lic is  cmd mar
can. -bp ( f o ^ c i f e i  doM
e S X |P %  A c .f - o ;
.w re n  . j c t o k u  i^ e ie  A  
SchlcnS w o u  W COfi
hacf bepp p ino f i ^ !
ba sold! ep$ . Tbtp fp a 7 w
_ on oofon.q
: /h£ Car b* pi)icd with ffcforpntc ju 
,) jp  ocnf m o ; q | n le | U e 4  m f r  h / p i 0 n  cm J v$W
1 li _ i . ___. / . J f [ /  ' , I 1 ■ ^ 'down a! ip cti-u n o ' i t ’tua
/ N  v\oild to (mow d o w \ h j  So/d/Vti.
4 tIm ; q  S c r u f f  -from  b u m p  & b  c ’o i t ; p o m lW
♦ .o u f-^ fha f 1! f3 /m l( . . ,. , - ^ W f -  b> • 0 0 1vc p M o !c rn ^
Of conf e rs  — e ^ V i o t o  . | j e ' P r n c h ^ J
, m j q b u frp f  m $ J  r a j  . ‘jia d ta  4 w j j h  -fbmi 4  p c  
.C ab bdiCVCc -I ra j 4 c l t  hV> cm  jxd-Hmlu ttas$£ ( i i f
' c i . j  J  1 ■ ! 1 1 '01 dPi fo. LjoiP f’h r^ i fei r
- J ' S c h o l a r  4  'd '-M O'C j H c p  huj q  q:/!' j_.
ip ■ P jn fj CjlA-VPr'i i i ' x i  V\£ c ,' o  A* (I C p lp.cit11Plop , POorojf , Ah-f:qH'. on) 
+0 ion VOCipL , V
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Appendix 8: Ms. Given’s Lesson Plans
Appendix: 8A
Time: cClass size: I O f\JVtSubject: L_
Theme: C l—-■ A.
T^pte~ K  v ^ u - w ^  . . A ^ W x j i a ' - \
Teaching aids aft?resources to be used : C 3V -ieJ^\^\^oo_~c , \N0 K  y^\C Q, u  S-W  A  -A
■ c x ^ A o .  J r  -  . v A - . .  »
Learning objectives w ith the lesson: Learners will
p SSl. „ , y
W..i^.K7tny.................. —
Basic competencies (refer to syllabus) learners should be able to:
................................................................................................... ......
Presentation of the lesson;
1. Monitoring of homework done:......
2. An appropriate short introduction:
3. Presentation of subject content and learning tasks:.....................- ...... t> —
....
v.' r^.T.'r.^ cSr.... A Ar.v :^.  V^=f
v .AA. . wfr...., AAr^AAAr.Trrrr:..... .^.v^sArftr.'-,
_ .^ x^ A . . . . . A a At:......'fe=......
e
Consolidation:
4. Vssessnr.ent/Homework/Task/Exercisa?: \  \  A e ^ V -  V A - S - ' -  *
K--^\c^'v-  1 <=0^ \  J __V_ _'  . ^  , .'v'W^  O
ArAA... Vpscvi ..A. . .^ oKmiW w.....iSn« * -^T,-‘ “■ Nffil—wjit'tii «M»I ■ ■TA in the subject:Opportunities'to develop learners language
ivities: . . . ^ f e ^ ^ . . .  A A r . ......Reading act
writing activities:_■, .-...t:. msth ™ ... ^ .»................. ............ .
vvtv->-^ -<^ c_>oLa_c*yO- *•
Compensatory Teaching:......
Reflections:
....W .... ............................. ,^ .^ ™V>s5«ssw=crriSSr ^ ^ ^ __
- CTJ
l 7 ^ " C ^ r '  " ." rx rE ^ v :< A .' -o
DateHOD/Prindpal:Signature:
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Time:
Topic: f
Class size 4”Subject IA.
Theme:
T ^ h ln ja id s a n d  resources to  be used: c U L U  o a  ^  1  °
*S|>cO^LA £>- p
Learning objectives w ith  the lesson: Learners wi
^  O ... »• .... .^Sri- gS~~_-\rv..Cg yvrG* _ .....
gasicTiom potencies (refer to  syllabus) learners should be able to:
V<^ crVeso^W ^....O i - C
................................................ ................ .....................................
Presentation of the lesson:
. Monitoring of homework done: ......Q :.^ .- .............~
2. An appropriate short i n t r o d u c t i o n i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ X - ' p ^
3. Presentation o f subject content and learning tasks:
\ J2^CKS^fi^ ....irf^ n7$u^i................................ ..C^ W.'V^ r^^ r.TT^ :.,
VV-^ W 9 ^ c mA;... r*_-S»l>r^ CXJ ■5V.'.TH
. .'^ Tr&^ T^ T.. • .^ T?r?? . V^ r^ Y^ rrl •.. Ew X. *
Consolidation:
, Xe^l'^V- H-OCA.---- V ^ T - .4. Assessment/Homework/Task/Exercises. jg ___ w - i s \-  ------- -- - v  t\v
Opportunities to  develop learner's language reading writing skills in the subject: A'V .t;~r_ *~vE>-Vs- Var^c “vsj^
J^ A_Cz—
Reading activities: £^..j^2>.....
V. "2>0 ^-O
W nting activities:
Compensatory Teaching:.......
Reflections:
^ —__/ LJX. -'=» ...S2JC^hjy... ^SiscO..... r*SiX^&£C?n..
^  r w \  —,L^ SuJS»sw^ »™)
D ate :.HOD/Principal:Signature:
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Subject;
Basic com petencies {refer to  syllabus) learners should be able to;
M o n ito r in g  o f  h o m e w o rk  d o n e : ......
A n  a p p ro p r ia te  sh o rt in t r o d u c t io n r ^ ^ c g v ^ ^ ^ . . .  
P re se n ta tio n  o f  su b ject c o n te n t an d  lea rn in g  tasks;
Consolidation:
O p p o rtu n itie s  to  d e v e lo p  le a rn e r's  lan g u ag e  read ing  w r it in g  skills in  th e  subject:
W rit in g  ac tiv ities : ...VtST; 
C o m p en sa to ry  Teaching: 
R eflections:
T im e:Class size: ^  Cj V-v—UC * -'
Topic:
\  v Kb £v*~v\ C_-Cr>!.__T e a c h in g  aids and  resources to  b e  used: ^ <-c
Learning objectives w ith  th e  lesson: Learners will
SJcSL-v............................................. .......................................A jOJ2^sr-o
........ <a - - V  ..
H O D /P rin c ip a l:
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Appendix 9: Mr. Fish’s lesson plans
Appendix: 9A
LESSON DURATION
'/n ^ a h s ± >  </e„
-rtvtij- c n^LA c .c
TEACHER'S ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENTS'/'
J r p s C u x l f a i
LESSON PREPARATION
------/ / _______ DATE: C 7 - C > 3 ~  X t f T r r ^ i A -------}
TEACHING AIDS/ = ---------- ------- --- —^ ------------------'
RESOURCES
LESSON OBJECTIVES
BASIC COMPETENCIES
(REFERE TO THE SYLABUS)
INTR0NDUCT10N
LESSON PRESENTATION
LEARNERS'ACTIVITIES
— —..... =... c ,n  o  n
P . / p P t .± 2 . ...e x p e c f  /O..
k.Ku..§....e & s ^ a ........
. .d j fc a fL )  g-xiau n p / e s ,   ?- -
...jZ & Z & iL .
\ x v - f k .. f ^ i o x h i
.................................]b i.3 Z . .
....UQ...H a s - .
i ....1 m £ A  - IP cJ-kj&<
. ....... t^ X i^CtL ...............| r~ dlrn A f S y ^
~1 x 1 /*" yO  — —. - ^ ( <TT _ — I ^ P ^ ± £ 0  ccj^...p  i -C p -rto.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
HOMEWORK
REFRECTION
SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE: \
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Appendix: 9B
ASSESSMENTS/
HOMEWORK
LESSON PREPARATION
GRADE a DATE : QS, -  O 3  -  2X> H\ WEEK : /  Q LESSON DURATION: tf-o
~ i r S  PLTEACHING AIDS/
RESOURCES — InfarO clucJ-L C +flS  l<J, i l i t -e s l  l -u>/r)GLt~~cr{=.
LESSON OBJECTIVES Toe.
. i j c d i e j  .... & .. . t o . |3 T c ....£ € i ................... ... ... ....
jd L u £ & A ± Q ja ...;(<>..... . ^ . . d t i . n £ .....  el.........._ ... .........
c.:|e id ’e a A  i o a 'izc jo - ll^  c ^ n d^. ..dk^..A^a.d’....Vd uxS* .. ccQd<~ dim
C-<cAa ivxn , O _______ \
BASIC COMPETENCIES LQ.fn.fQ-...I n  T^ - r p  r e
(REFERETO THE SYLABUS)
i / i / i  c x n A ______
i-c- ru n  <v
A :
n  C-cs  J& ^ s s c J c . -H -t-ed 'CINTRONDUCTION
K. C- <nn £  t-OCTiT. -kw £L- C -L & -& S  <ut iC c1
LESSON PRESENTATION
TEACHER S ACTIVITIES LEARNERS ACTIVITIES
.....Q ±
L jO L ja u r td L u jG L l..r f l i & L p , ..a i .... <SL-nrt -U  * ^1  ferl T O -K oe e S S o u ^ j.r< -o n H -g  T~A-e,..
CDJ.Q^M jtes....../ ^ r x c l ...1 t r i  .
a c f .. .............. '■ H ^ u x . L f - o o
... : f ih . .k A .._ . .£ & ( L .. e £ s « ± * x .
4/U~L-~fd^t s~\ ■L'i'JL. ^jf'y n r t> n  l-l /-C£ tin ,  T /
... ...........................................................c i ^ £ U MREFRECTON
/\lCcr-> rAiOi
S PFRV SDR SI^NAT! IRE
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LESSON PREPARATION
GRADE: / / LESSON DURATION: Ij-CDATE: / f r -  0 3 -  ^C/b  J WEEK: / /
TEACHING AIDS/
RESOURCES =  L f i A - T n e r s  a v c e r u i e  L-,c, o
- t i ' o f  ..te-zs-.fJr-ij..\ea r n e r s ..!Lh&<sJ.<ALESSON OBJECTIVES
e . -CXJ~CLOr r£- e r~  e -rv-r-v g.
...f?VvPr c^cJrC u i r w........................... ................... ..... ..............
A b P . . P T ^ r . J & £ 3 b . ...................________________________
_B s S E  c /V]__ o^~CcA ^dro .________________
BASIC COMPETENCIES y s e ^er? ..#?.. <gAr^/e. Q-T7. AZ- -iV -p 7  C s*-f....
(REFERE TO THE SYLABUS) L A s a e , ..... ....... ...
— t u a Y e  I n ...shj/e ............<^ ? ^rc-pruxte~ &£, CLr^ u m ^ k
^  (JLS&._/rfecA.g.eJk * Sn<^i-*=tAs> le  '■bC, £ U ^ ^ n & n t2 2 h .C t
- o r t ...<gr? p  p c  b  f e o - A  - ^ a -^ c iS -c /INTRONDUCTION
a f “ f
LESSON PRESENTATION
TEACHER S ACTIVITIES LEARNERS ACTIVITIES
11 Ul -£~s> i^ ,c jJb s Z jd -n  -— T r — L -Q -tx -C newOS
j \ S 2 .S > C c 11...ev~TT2-T3..... \ r ^ & J d L s^ - p o  ^ j o r e ^ c J -  -h U e -  e r r o r s .  .
& H 3 . ....&2-n
— t c k -e ^n  KT ..(g^ L m e j i..i l^ C n  — , •—  'T & .o < ^ch -& r
h ^ t b r i d s . ..,£ jy cJi...d t h & _k o o i L AHT.... t / ^ v  K iS sh ...
- l z s J c-& ....-T-fcfJrrzs: ^  j o .... rb ^ M( k £ k d ... .............. b e ^ - f  e
....................... C.CgT AtL l e .s c
j & c e r n  br-C~*...G ^ p l a Z n  c b l x o d -b u  -fyfag,.. j *Z^r*-TT ie . (3 .
n  c l .....o / c s i € t .................l o
± h .A .... .......................... ............... ...........
/_.<£. n  evLS /%. /< r^f< C btid e
< a / ^ r  i e .e c z^ n e fs ...e i/it f r .../ a*<y>... T o
’A nyuxtte=£/-fc-A<J n - fg L ... tstSL_ . jo c s -s th .
C j£ > r & -( c \ - ..) n t & c & d & d  <Z j~ rt> -tS *.Odrfbsx h o t7..jx> .................... ...^......
a o /t a& t n <n
Olfigdh.^ 4 " ± b ^ ....................... 4 0 ±.Jx3 ^ .^ ^ ^
l 4 - » / g o i '  / x jl? , U o V lA A q  T U t ^ /  / a ^ 3
ASSESSMENTS/
HOMEWORK
m e .../-e ^ A» <g->n ...^ ...................................... ^H g,REFRECl ION
(Z ^r^c  c i w y e u tr u a s te ^ c J  -c^o  v .■
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